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ABSTRACT
Communication media have an enormous impact on our perceptions of the world;
therefore, I believe it is crucial to examine these media as a cultural text in order to gain
an understanding of how producers of the text create meaning through critical elements
found in the text. More closely, it is important to understand how these texts can
represent things, such as gender and culture. Specifically, this thesis explores the
dominate themes of a fairy tale narrative in contemporary film. It deconstructs the
character and plot structure of five films from different genres. It then goes on to look at
gender representation in each film, revealing a fairy tale narrative. Finally, it uses a
semiotic approach to the cultural text of film and analyzes the themes from a semantic
foundation.
Logistically, this thesis is constructed of six major chapters. First, it contains an
introduction to the issues related to cultural texts such as film. It also explores the
possibilities of creating meaning through the text. Moreover, it lays the foundation for
the rest of the paper. Three chapters go on to explore a literature review, which provides
an in-depth discussion of past scholars work in areas relevant to the research. The review
looks at three aspects: first, the fairy tale narrative, second, feminist film theory, and
third, a semiotic approach as a method of study. Through the fairy tale narrative it is easy
to see how this foundation in story-telling has become a foundation for gender
representation in contemporary film. Feminist film theory develops an understanding for
the reader as a basis of the positioning of gender in the male dominated structure. And a
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semiotic approach to film helps us realize how signs become symbols unquestioned in
our culture, as well as how meaning can be formed through the action in the narrative
s, icture. The fifth chapter details the methodology used in this study, specifically a
qualitative approach to cultural texts using textual analysis. It then lays out how each
film is analyzed in order to uncover the fairy tale narrative. Chapter six details my
analysis of each film. I deconstruct the character and plot structure, gender
representation in the narrative, and a semiotic analysis of important features found in
each film. Finding the fairy tale narrative embedded in four of the five films, I close this
thesis with my final thoughts about this project as a whole as well as implications for
future research.
My findings are conclusive and specific to this study. The fairy tale narrative is
present and abundant in each film, except the horror film. I conclude the fairy tale theme
to be among many themes used in the horror film, but this isn't the prevailing theme.
Through my study, I find that it is necessary to further explore this genre in order to gain
a better understanding of the other themes present. Through the plot and character
structure it is clear the fairy tale structure is apparent in other popular films. Furthermore,
gender representation in the selected films is always formed through the male gaze as
detailed through the specific characters in these films. Overall, this study has proven
successful because I was able to extrapolate a clear understanding of the fairy tale theme
throughout four of the five films, but also because the foundations for future research
were formed and can be built upon.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The study of communication in our discipli

design, photography, and more. When we take these areas, a step further they become
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subordination of women, sexual objectification, and actual lived experience detail just a
few of the possible effects felt daily at this level. As a researcher of communication and
film, I believe my knowledge, background, and experience provide me with the abilities
to analyze the fairy tale ideologies present in film today. I am interested in locating the
power of film and would like someday to explore its effects upon people in order to
change and develop film as a medium. However, before those goals can be
accomplished, it is necessary to perform this type of study.
This study steps back from these long-term goals and asks questions about
representation in film. It is essential to form the blue prints and foundation before
building the structure. Therefore, I first begin by investigating whether or not a fairy tale
theme is present in popular film, before I can discover its effects on people and finally
produce change in society. This is a study of narrative structure to determine if the
elements of tradi tional fairy tales, which are strict plot structure and gender subordination
to name just a few, are present in contemporary film. My analysis isn't of just one genre
of popular film; instead, it looks into five different genres of film. It is crucial to take this
perspective, as an analysis of all comedies, for example, would prove insufficient in
locating a theme throughout a popular text. Three aspects of fairy tales are analyzed in
order to substantiate my claims: a character and plot structure analysis, gender
representation in film, and finally a semiotic approach to the text. Combining these three
approaches to the analysis supports my claims that the fairy tale model is perpetuated in
popular film. This entire paper consists of more than just an analysis, however; there are
three more sections which provide the reader with proof of evidence. After the
introduction, three chapters detail a literature review giving the reader an opportunity to
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reflect on the work of other scholars about the fairy tale theme, feminist film theory, and
semiotics of film. Following that portion, a methodology chapter presents my qualitative
approach to analysis. It also details my use of textual analysis as a research methodology
relev \nt and sufficient for this type of investigation. Concluding this thesis is a
discussion chapter outlining my findings about this particular problem in film analyzed
from five genres suggesting implications of this study for future research.
Through my literature review, which looks at the historical importance of fairy
tales, feminist film theory, and semiotics, it is clear that certain themes are present. For
instance, the fairy tale first had its origin in literature by the Grimms' brothers and
Perrault, but it didn't stop there. The fairy tale theme is perpetuated by big businesses,
such as the Disney Corporation and others. It is abundantly clear that the fairy tale theme
pervades our every day lives, through children's toys, popular literature, music, fashion,
marriage, and film. Feminist film scholars see the fairy tale theme as a male dominated
hierarchy perpetuated by those in power. They try to locate the origin of power and see
how gender is represented through this cultural medium. These scholars also find it
necessary to reveal the myths continued by this subordination of gender represented in
contemporary film. A semiotic approach to film reveals that there are sign systems at
work beneath the surface of film. Looking at these sign systems uncovers the dominant
ideologies held by those writing and producing the films. Semiotic scholars attempt to
reveal the meaning held behind the sign and the implications for that meaning to various
people.
The methodology review points out the value of qualitative research, which
reveals meanings that people have about their experience and the texts used to reveal
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their meanings. Grounded theory is an approach used by qualitative researchers which
explains the need to ground the scholar’s interpretations in the meaning of people rather
than in an objective "truth" sought by quantitative researchers. A narrative analysis is the
method used in this research project, derived from these indications of the value of
qualitative research. Five films will be analyzed through a textual analysis, looking at the
character and plot structure, gender representation, and a semiotic approach to the text. A
popular film from each genre will be chosen and analyzed according to this methodology.
Through my analysis it is concluded that the fairy tale theme is strongly present in
four out of the five films. However, in the fifth film, the fairy tale structure is
subliminally present, but I conclude that there are other dominate themes happening in
this film which are more important and would require further analysis to discover.
Finally, 1 close this thesis with my personal and professional reflections of this project.
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CHAPTER II
FAIRY TALE THEORY
A literature review is necessary for the development of ideas and the
understanding of works by earlier scholars. Furthermore, it is essential to consider past
work before performing new research, thereby giving the researcher a broad base of
knowledge in the areas studied. This literature review specifically covers three relevant
areas: first, fairy tale theory, second, feminist themes about film, and finally, a semiotic
approach to analysis, with a chapter dedicated to each. I believe these areas will shed
new light on film analysis and provide for a new and different approach to looking at
popular texts.
When analyzing films for the fairy tale structure I found it essential to consider
the existing fairy tale theories already used in the field. This portion of the review will
evaluate three specific parts of fairy tale theory: first, the historical development of fairy
tales, both past and present. It is important to look at how past fairy tales have been
formed as well as contemporary fairy tales. Discovering authors such as the Grimms'
brothers and Perrault allow us to better understand modem versions, such as Walt Disney
productions. An analysis of these authors lays the groundwork for the second section,
women's roles in the fairy tale structure, which allows us to understand the male
dominated hierarchy. When looking at this aspect of fairy tale themes I will present
authors who uncover mother-daughter relationships, female representation, and body
configuration. Finally, when exploring this section of the fairy tale theory, I w ill develop
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some ideas concerning the plot structure behind the narrative, such as narrative roles,
universal patterns and myths, and some visual aspects of film.
Historical Development
Past
Fairy tales, like all stories, have roots in oral history; as the written word spread it
was perhaps inevitable that fairy tales would be cemented in ink. The first producers of
written fairy tale stories were the Grimms’ Brothers. It is in the Grimms' tales that if one
is interested in finding myths and seeing patterns that connect with ones own human
experience it is best to reread some of their tales (Massik & Solomon, 1994, p. 258). But
not every cultural group would agree with that statement; therefore, it is important to note
that those patterns and myths are specific to only some groups. Jack Zipes in The
Outspoken Princess and the Gentle Knight: A Treasury o f Modern Faity Tales (1994)
concurs: "Fairy tales project utopian visions that provide imaginative escapes from the
stress of these tumultuous conditions" (p. x). Imaginative escapes were used as witnessed
in yet one more interpretation of the fairy tale; Perrault whose 17th century creation of
fairy tale villains " . . . incorporated old peasant beliefs—his wolf walks, talks, and eats
humans, just like the bzou of yore" (Orenstein, 2002, p. 98). One can only conjecture
that originally, fairy tales served a two-pronged purpose for parents. Besides keeping
children entertained around the campfire the tales were also meant to scare children into
submission of good behavior, "scare" as in show naughty children are punished in
torturous v/ays:
In days of old, the Grimms' believed that children were to be seen and not heard
and that if you spared the rod, you would spoil the child. . . . Therefore, it is not
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by chance that most classical fairy tales up to World War II, including the Disney
versions, conveyed moral lessons that reinforced patriarchal rule. (Zipes, 1994, p.
xvii)
Warner (1994) adds "Like gossip, fairy tales defame their objects in their attempt to
establish - and extend - the speaker's influence" (p. 229).
Fairy tales have changed dramatically over time in one distinct way; although the
speaker's influence is still very present, the function for children has altered significantly
over the years. Fairy tales were meant to scare children into obeying their parents,
whereas today they are meant to comfort children and help them feel safe and secure. In
Reading the Romance: Women, Patriarchy, and Popular Literature, Janice Radway
(1984) writes about fairy tales,

.. they perform the fundamental service for children of

creating and maintaining hope" (p. 100).
Catherine Orenstein in Little Red Riding Hood Uncloaked: Sex Morality, and the
Evolution o f a Fairy Tale (2002) lists fairy tale features of the past: "It includes tales of
sex, cannibalism, rape, incest, shitting, pissing, sodomy, cheating the Devil and tricking
God" (p. 75), which are certainly things we would never see during one of Disney's
popular reenactments of a fairy tale. Orenstein writes about the changes found
throughout history of the Little Red Riding Hood's narrative structure, such as the hunter's
role, the wolf, and the heroine (p. 92-93).
Bruno Bettelheim's 1976 book, The Uses o f Enchantment >helps readers
understand the significance of the fairy tale structure; and, as Orenstein (2002) writes,
. a revelation of the deeper meanings in these seemingly simple tales" (p. 12). Zipes
(1994) has a similar angle on whom fairy tales are really for: "It is a tradition that is kept
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alive by adults, for once touched by the fairy tale as children, we cannot help but return to
its magic throughout our lives" (p. ix). However, Roger Sale helps us keep in perspective
the subjective nature of fairy tale meanings to different people. He writes in Fairy Tales
and After: From Snow White to E.B. While (1978), "But of course we don't see, feel, or
understand the same things, and when we are dealing with very good books about which
little has ever been written . . . " (p. 4). What Sale writes about fairy tales is key to
understanding their development: "Fairy tale literature is one of the great kinds, a body of
stories that do what no other literature does" (p. 23). He goes on to say:
They reach back into a dateless time, speak with grave assurance of wishes and
fears, harbor no moralizing, no sense of'art,' because their ways and means are
varied, because there are so many stories to tell, so many ways to tell the 'same'
story. (Sale, 1978, p. 23)
Although Sale states that we all have a different perspective from which to look at fairy
tales, critics would say there are patterns hidden in all fairy tales. For instance, Coffey
and Atkinson (1996) add this idea about Propp's 1968 analysis of fairy tales: ". . . [there
are] four structural principles: The roles of characters are stable in a tale, the
functions/events in a fairy tale are limited, the sequence of functions is always identical,
and fairy tales are of one type with regard to structure" (p. 57). Propp's evaluation of the
fairy tale structure will be presented more in-depth during the methodology section of
this thesis.
So far these ideas have mostly concerned elements found in literary fairy tales,
but it is important to also note a few thoughts about cinematic forms of fairy tales. When
film was first introduced to the public there were many who had ideas and concerns about
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this new medium. For instance, in Semiotics and the Analysis o f Film Jean Mitry (2000)
states: "Christian Metz tells us that what was never genuinely anticipated was that the
cinema could become above all else a machine for telling stories" (p. 170). Cinema
dramatically changed the ways in which we interpret Fictional stories about human
nature. Herbert Blumer in his 1933 book Movies and Conduct writes: "Touching as they
do the daily experience of millions of people in an appealing and magnetic way, it is but
natural that many should regard them as wielding a powerful influence on conduct" (p. 12). Considering when he wrote, it is important to note that Blumer (1933) illustrates the
contributions of cultural stereotypes by motions pictures: ". . . their stereotyped treatment
of different people, different occupations, and different forms of life. In depicting
villains, heroes, gangsters, nationalities, life of the rich, war, and other subjects, motion
pictures may determine how people visualize these things" (p. 144). Blumer (1933) also
adds, "Motion pictures may treat certain types or phases of life which the rest of our
educational system accepts as unquestioned, and in doing so implant images which may
be contradictory to those assumed by educational institutions" (p. 150). But in the same
book Blumer (1933) states: ".. . motion pictures are a means of satisfying in a vicarious
and harmless fashion pent-up impulses which might otherwise take a more dangerous
expression" (p. 1-2). There are critics (such as Zipes, 1995) who would disagree with
Blumer's assumption; in fact, a great following of filmgoers and critics would align
themselves with the latter part of his statement. In the introduction I alluded to Walt
Disney's enormous contributions to the fairy tale; however, Zipes offers us some
historical context. Zipes (1995) in Breaking the Disney Spell offers an innovate stance on
the development of the fairy tale through film:
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.. . from 1934 onward, about the time that he [Disney] conceived his first featurelength fairy-tale film, [he] became the orchestrator of a corporate network that
changed the function of the fairy-tale genre in America. The power of Disney's
fairy-tale films does not reside in the uniqueness or novelty of the productions,
but in Disney's great talent for holding antiquated views of society still through
animation and his use of the latest technological developments in cinema to his
advantage. His adaptation of the literary fairy tale for the screen led to the
following changes in the institution of the genre: (1) Technique takes precedence
over the story, and the story is used to celebrate the technician and his means. (2)
The carefully arranged images narrate through seduction and imposition of the
animator's hand and the camera, (p. 39)
Although Zipes offers more, these are the primary elements pertinent to this analysis. It
is important to note here that fairy tales dramatically changed through film because of
elements such as visual imagery, editing techniques, animator subjectivity, and business
ventures.
Present
Now we'll move on to the present day influence and ideas of fairy tales, some of
which I believe are useful to truly understanding this type of genre and others which
continue to be detrimental to understanding narrative themes. Zipes (1979) asks an
important question concerning the fairy tale:
In what ways has the fairy tale as a mass-mediated cultural form been used to
further the interests of the culture industry? Have the utopian impulse and the
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alternative social orders of serious fairy tales been totally defused by the
machinations of the culture industry? (p. 117)
We are able to account for the drastic literary changes made in the narrative by
each author as fairy tales are a direct impression of the society in which they are created
(Rohrich, 1986, p. 5). Present day influence can then also be addressed and accounted
for concerning the fairy tale theme. Included in the present day influence would certainly
be Walt Disney. Disney films have had some harmful aspects, even a Disney executive is
willing to admit. Lewis (1998) relays a quote about film by Joe Roth, Chairman, Disney
Film Division:
"The system stinks. It is fed by greed and ego. . . . [Hollywood has] been
changing and always in the same direction, which is more about money and much
less about what movies are. I hate it, I hate it. But you can't ignore it. As much
as you keep reminding yourself with the mantra, 'It's about the movies; it's about
the movies,' it's about the money." (p. 87)
Since Disney characters are pervasive on billboards and in McDonald's Happy Meals; the
idea that movies are about money first and foremost is cemented into the industry
(Levinson 1995, p. 138). Levinson's idea reminds us how money has become an
overwhelming factor in the present-day influence of the fairy tale theme. Breaking the
Magic Spell: Radical Theories o f Folk and Fairy Tales, by Zipes (1979) describes the
enormous influence of Disney: ". . . heavily influenced by the Disney corporation . . . so
that most people have preconceived notions of what a fairy tale is and should be" (p. 117118). Zipes (2001) further exposes Disney:
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The features of Snow White and her Prince Charming represent the all-American
'healthy' ideals of beauty, prefiguring the Barbie and Ken dolls by a good twentyfive years, and the language and jokes in the film are clearly tied to American
idioms and customs. Disney's success in creating his Snow White depended on
his deep understanding of the dreams and aspirations of Middle America during
the 1930s and how Americans received fairy tales, (p. 84-85)
Disney's goal was to produce harmless, charming fairy tales for all ages (Zipes, 2001, p.
85). Byrne and McQuillan in the 1999 publication Deconstructing Disney acknowledge
Disney's powerful ability to mix music and storytelling: "Much of the cultural capital of
Disney has been based upon the mnemonic quality of this music: 'Whistle While You
Work', 'One Day My Prince Will Come', 'When You Wish Upon A Star"' (p. 7-8). But it
isn't the catchy tunes that Disney is famous for, it is the name that has spread the globe
like a plague. D i s n e y .. is a signifier which has come to represent a set of
contradictory and unstable ideological codes" (Byrne & McQuillan, 1999, p. 5). Many
criticisms of Disney have been discussed here; however that is not the goal of this piece
although it is important to recognize those criticisms in order to understand themes about
fairy tales. Byrne and McQuillan (1999) have compiled a short list of criticisms:
The most frequent criticisms include sexism, racism, conservatism, heterosexism,
andro-centricism, imperialism (cultural), imperialism (economic), literary
vandalism, jingoism, aberrant sexuality, censorship, propaganda, paranoia,
homophobia, exploitation, ecological devastation, anti-union repression, FBI
collaboration, corporate raiding, and stereotyping, (p. 1)
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In addition, Disney is responsible for "saving" fairy tales for future generations to
"appreciate" furthermore, the corporation has also contributed to its stagnation as an art
form. Present day influence is far reaching, as Zipes (1994) states that Disney
productions have dubious messages about gender roles, violence, and democracy (p. x).
He elaborates here:
Since we tend to internalize the values we were exposed to as children without
seriously questioning them, there is a danger that we may perpetuate the cultural
and political messages of traditional fairy tales rather than seek out tales more
appropriate to the social temper of our times. (Zipes, 1994, p. x)
Modem fairy tales no longer just take the form of a movie, they now have become a
multibillion dollar a year industry, including everything from children's books to plates to
room decorations that have the mark of a fairy tale on them. This fact is predictable, with
animated fairy tales now a staple in our popular movie diet. Justin Wyatt in The New
American Cinema (1998) pinpoints Disney's original target audience for movie
consumption:
. . . their prime customers were lower-income families with earnings, in the ten to
twelve thousand dollar range, two or three children, and limited schooling.
[Disney] fostered a market identity around the concept of family, attempting to
establish as image in which the company name would become synonymous with
family entertainment, (p. 73)
Zipes in The Brothers Grimm: From Enchanted Forests to the Modern World (1988) also
articulates the difference between Disney's newer story like Mulan and Pocahontas
versus the classical Sleeping Beauty and Snow White:
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Newly v.

ten fairy tales, especially those that are innovative and radical, are

unusual, exceptional, strange, and artificial because they do not conform to the
patterns set by the classical fairy tale. And, if they do conform and become
farm tar, we tend to forget them after a while, because the classical fairy tale
suffices. We are safe with the familiar. We shun the new, the real innovations.
The classical fairy tale makes it appear that we are all part of a universal
community with shared values and norms, that we are all striving for the same
happiness, that there are certain dreams and wishes which are irrefutable, that a
particular type of behavior will produce guaranteed results, like living happily
ever after with lots of gold in a marvelous castle, our castle and fortress that will
forever protect us from inimical and unpredictable forces of the outside world.
We need only have faith and believe in the classical fairy tale, just as we are
expected to have faith and believe in the American flag as we swear the pledge of
allegiance, (p. 148)
As Zipes (1994) also states: "In recent years the struggle against the oppression of
women and the struggle for self-esteem on the part of young protagonists have become
the key issues in contemporary fairy tales" (p. xv). Zipes tells us that present day fairy
tales have changed their goal, considering they began as cautionary tales. However,
Watts also reminds us the writers goals of fairy tales have also changed. Watts (1993)
offers this: "It is hardly new for disenfranchised writers, women writers for example, to
return to childhood's stories for an empowering second look. The stakes remain high in
the contest over the influence children's tales exert over their readers" (p. 1).
This is an important acknowledgement to make; simply because a character has a
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different skin color or eye shape than the "classics" of the fairy tale canon, the original
narrative theme remains intact (Whalley, 1980, p. 151). Raphael Patai in Myth and
Modern Man (1972) remarks on how difficult it is to change a character's myth and have
that change stay constant, even in this present phenomenon of fairy tales: "Myths require
individual images in which their otherwise diffuse features can be concretized,
personified, and made tangible. Once such an image is bom, that image and its
background myth mutually reinforce and intensify each other's mythological potency" (p.
291).
Cinematic Developments
With the importance of modem day fairy tales outlined, it is crucial to also
incorporate ideas about the cinematic elements that contribute to the perception and
perpetuation of the fairy tale theme. Film, it must be understood, is at its core on the
opposite side of the spectrum of literature. It is these two polar opposites, these
differences that will be explored. Massik and Solomon in Signs o f Life in the U.S.A.:
Readings on Popular Culture for Writers (1994) state: "The major difference is in the
medium of expression. Literary texts are entirely cast in written words; films combine
verbal language, visual imagery, and sound effects" (p. 239). They continue: "For
movies have the power to transform visual images into metaphors and symbols, which
may carry as much significance as the broad outline of a story" (Massik & Solomon,
1994, p. 238). In Film Language: A Semiotics o f the Cinema Christian Metz (1974)
writes of the difference between film and literature, drastically changing the
interpretation of the fairy tale theme:
Film images are, like statements and unlike words, infinite in number; they are
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not in themselves discrete units. They are in principle the invention of the
speaker (in this case, the film-maker), like statements but unlike words. They
yield to the receiver a quantity of indefinite information, like statements but
unlike words, (p. 26)
In Feminism and Film Maggie Humm (1997) adds this idea of how film changed the
fairy tale theme on a subconscious level: "Part of the interest of popular culture like the
cinema is that it renders more visible the relation between gender constructions and social
misogyny" (p. 69). Levinson (1995) adds this aspect of the cinematic element:
For the movie business, the resultant product is designed to reassure us that the
world on the screen (and, by extension, the one out there) is comprehensible and
tractable. The mass-mediated culture product does not rock the boat and makes
no waves as it floats calmly above the flotsam and jetsam of ambiguity or irony,
(p. 138)
This idea is important to note here because films try to conform to peoples preconceived
notions, therefore, changing goals and objectives of original fairy tales. Zipes (2001) also
writes, "Happiness or gratification of pleasure promised by the culture industry turns out
to be a dulling of the senses" (p. 110-111). With that "dulling of senses" comes a
sharpening of marketing skills. In mass media images, products are designed specifically
to turn a buck; commodity of a thought, concept, idea, image is everything and obedient
to the conditions of the market, according to him (Zipes, 2001, p. 110-111).
Changing Conceptions
But the outlook is not so bleak; there are a few critics, feminists mostly, who offer
solutions to these drawbacks of film and marketing. For instance Artel and Wengrafs
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Positive Images: A Guide to Non-Sexist Films for Young People (1976) offer guidelines
for films to achieve positive images and their goals for film:
• Presents girls and women, boys and men with non-stereotyped behavior and
attitudes, i.e., independent, intelligent women; adventurous, resourceful girls; men
who are nurturing; boys who are not afraid to show their vulnerability
• Presents both sexes in non-traditional work or leisure activities, i.e., men doing
housework, women flying planes
• Questions values and behavior of traditional male/female role division
• Shows women's achievements and contributions throughout history, (p 8)
In Transforming the Discipline: A Women's Studies Primer author Eileen John (2001)
adds a refreshing path to combat ancient and stagnant stereotyping:
. . . feminists are trying to find ways to avoid categorizing people in terms of so
many strict oppositions, such as weak versus strong, active versus passive,
rational versus emotional, masculine versus feminine. These alternatives are too
crude to capture the complex characteristics of actual people, (p. 25)
Speyer (1947) offers a statement of hope for moviegoers: "We hope the time will come
when we, the parents, will be consulted before the production of films for children, not
after" (p. 424). This portion sums up the historical development of the fairy tale as well
as some cinematic effects upon this theme.
Gender Representation
With a basic understanding of past and present fairy tale themes and cinematic
contributions to fairy tales, it is crucial to examine in more detail women's representation
in this model. I go on later to discuss women's broad representation in the next chapter,
but it is essential to discuss women's relationships here as it is specific to the fairy tale
theme. Rather than look at all women in folk and fairy tales, the scope of the issue will

be narrowed to the most prevalent roles pertinent to the analysis as presented earlier; first,
the relationships between mothers and daughters, then an examination of the
representation of men and women in the fairy tale, and finally, the construction of the
female body found in the fairy tale.
Mother Daughter Relationship
Jennifer Waelti-Walters' Fairy Tales and the Female Imagination (1982) provides
a satisfying description of the three roles of mother figures in so many fairy tales:
First there is the model to which the girl aspires: she is the "real" mother and she
is dead. Next is the teacher, seen by the child as a persecutor: the wicked step
mother, who has a mirror image in the helper: the fairy godmother or good old
woman who tells the girl how to win the prince. One and all reduce her
independence, undermine her self-esteem and sense of identity and drain her
vitality; they offer in exchange the image of a beautiful doll (herself) which she
can play with in a mirror until it begins to wear out and, like alt dolls, she is
replaced, (p. 3-4)
Now we'll turn our attention to the "real" mother. She is a character whose importance is
felt but whose absence is guaranteed from the beginning of the narrative to the end. In
From the Beast to the Blonde: On Fairy Tales and Their Tellers Warner (1994) offers an
analysis of the absent mother: "[She] may not have died in fact, though many did; she
may have died symbolically, according to the laws of matrimony that substitute the
biological mother in a young woman's life with another" (p. 219). For instance:
Stepmothers stand as an abiding source of evil in countless fairy tales, and it is no
accident that they rank among the most memorable villains in those tales.
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Folklorists would be hard pressed to name a single good stepmother, for in fairy
tales the very title 'stepmother' pins the badge of iniquity on a figure. (Tatar, 1987,
p. 141)
Tatar writes in The Hard Facts o f the Grimm's Fairy Tales (1987) about the figure of
either stepmother or witch:

.she takes on a single well-defined function in fairy tales-

one that is limited to the sphere known as villainy and that magnifies and distorts all the
perceived evils associated with mothers" (p. 142). Tatar (1987) continues with: "Instead
of functioning as nurturers and providers, cannibalistic female villains withhold food and
threaten to turn children into their own source of nourishment, reincorporating them into
the bodies that gave birth to them" (p. 140). The distinction between the two role models
of stepmother and witch is grounded in their relationship to men; stepmothers' work for
men, within their system, compared to witches who work outside the system (WaeltiWalters, 1982, p, 81). Like night and day there isn't a wicked stepmother without a fairy
godmother in the narrative structure as Warner (1994) writes:
If the storyteller is an old woman, the old wife of the old wives' tale, a nurse or a
governess, she may be offering herself as a surrogate to the vanished mother in
the story. Within the stories themselves, the narrator frequently accedes
symbolically to the story in the person of the fairy godmother, (p. 215)
Bettelheim (1975) adds: "While the fantasy of the evil stepmother thus preserves the
image of the good mother, the fairy tale also helps the child not to be devastated by
experiencing the mother as evil" (p. 69). Zipes (1995) elaborates: "The witches are not
only agents of evil but represent erotic and subversive forces that are more appealing both
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for the artists who drew them and the audiences" (p. 37). The role and images of fairy
godmothers are key in these stories and will be re-addressed further on.
The final aspect of the mother-daughter role, significant to the fairy tales, is the
notable competition found among these two female characters in the narrative structure.
Competition is as natural as persecuted princesses and wicked stepmothers and just as
prevalent in these tales. In The Secret Between Us: Competition Among Women Tracy
(1991) offers this analysis: "Competition with their mothers is what daughters learn first
and know best. It is the tie that binds mothers and daughters together in a culture
defining women primarily through their relations to men" (p. 34). Tracy (1991)
continues: "Mothers also feel the tension, particularly when their daughters reach
adolescence. We often forget that in their original versions, Cinderella, Snow White, and
Sleeping Beauty were teenaged heroines. When daughters reach puberty, mothers can
feel like wicked stepmothers" (p. 48). Tracy (1991) also adds: "But no human being
gives up his or her sexuality quite so willingly. Instead, covert sexual competition
transforms mothers and daughters into stepmothers and stepdaughters. And while
'stepmothers' are ugly old crones, 'stepdaughters' become 'bad girls,' sensual and sexy" (p.
51).
However, competition isn't all bad, as Tracy (1991) writes of mothers and
daughters, ". . . in order to make choices, women need to know they can compete - and
sometimes even win - and remain connected to each other" (p. 74). In Woman's
Inhumanity to Woman Chesler (2001) relates a different view of competition: "In my
view, a woman who is not permitted to love herself will, in turn, refuse to allow her
daughters to have what she herself has been denied" (p. 180). Furthermore Chesler
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(2001) writes: "Nevertheless, most daughters continue to long for their mothers' love,
approval, support, wisdom, and protection. Maternal absence is suffered far more than
maternal abuse" (p. 182).

The underlying foundation about competition between

women is in the contest for men, women compete to be a possession, where men compete
to have possessions (p. 101).
Perhaps it is necessary at this point to remind ourselves what the princess is
dreaming of or the wicked stepmother is battling against or what Cinderella and her
stepsisters are competing over - MEN, their love, their attention, their affection, their
protection and their power Zipes (1988) offers a perspective on the rather bland and
faceless (but still powerful) Prince Charming:
1.

Women are all naturally curious, and, as we know, curiosity kills cats and
even sweet, innocent princesses.

2.

Men are daring, persistent, and able to bestow life on passive or dead women
whose lives cannot be fulfilled until rescued by a prince.

3.

Women are indeed helpless without men, and without men they are generally
catatonic or comatose, eternally waiting for the right man, always in a prone,
deathlike position, dreaming of a glorious marriage.

4.

Male energy and will power can restore anything to life, even an immense
realm in a coma. We just need the right man for the job. (p. 152)
Female and Male Representation

Even though the narrative structure of film is male dominated, some authors claim
that women in reality have more successful relationships than men: "Women have been
more successful than men at establishing interpersonal ties because the social structures
in which they conventionally operate (home, family, community) are more conducive to
fonning friendships than are those of men" (Fischer, 1989, p. 221). Male friendships are
cemented because of their mutual competition and reliance on power hierarchy, either at
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home or work, where women originate from a place less based on power hierarchy and
one rooted in female solidarity (Fischer, 1989, p. 221). Furthermore, Fischer (1989)
adds; Given this psychosocial configuration, it is not surprising that female friendships
have been more successful than male. What is astounding is that they have been
culturally ignored" (p. 223). Ignored in fairy tales, as Tatar (1987) states an example: " .
. . fairy-tale heroes are rejected by their parents. Fathers are forever banishing their sons,
and mothers in the guise of stepmothers habitually exclude their daughters from the
family circle" (p. 75). She continues by noting that women suffer as a result of:
"Contrary to conventional wisdom, fairy-tale heroines have no monopoly on
victimization. Male and female figures seem to suffer in equal parts, though the narrative
duration of female suffering tends to be greater" (Tatar, 1987, p. 75). Waelti-Walters
(1982) continues: "Fairy tales present girls as objects; they are perceived as objects
thereafter by everyone (girl and boy alike) who is not provided with an equally powerful
counter-description" (p. 8). Orenstein (2002) adds this: "These heroines act amongst a
t

cast of banal male foils. The men are simply fathers, beasts, dwarfs or princes, all
interchangeable and usually illustrated as one and the same from tale to tale" (p. 121).
Furthermore, Zipes (2001) states: "The king as oppressor and egotist is depicted as the
villain, not dissimilar to many a contemporary father who has no time for his family and
is not pleased to have a baby daughter" (p. 121).
While one cannot ignore the detrimental effects antiquated fairy tales have on
young girls the damage the tales inflict on young boys is rarely acknowledged, if at all.
Waelti-Walters (1982) illustrates:
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Fairy tales teach girls to accept at least a partial loss of identity, and thus endanger
all the relationships in which they must take part in a lifetime. These
relationships are further jeopardized by the fact that the same tales transmit to
boys an overt possessor/object, master/slave relationship pattern, the playing out
of which will reinforce the self-destructive, victim pattern of behaviour taught to
girls, (p. 7-8)
Female Body Configuration
The construction of the female body in fairy tales and cultural texts is far
reaching; however, looking at these specific ideas will help us later understand my
deconstruction of popular film.
Zipes (1995) tells us that although Disney continually produced many female
roles, those roles harbor the subordination of women through violence and action (p. 37).
Women’s representation doesn't end with just the relationships and roles present in film, it
continues through the representations of "ornamental princesses." In the oral passing of
these fairy tales our heroines were restricted to vague (white male dominated)
descriptions, "hair black as ebony, skin as white as snow and lips as red as a rose," but
one physical attribute was preserved - uniform beauty and goodness. With the invention
of the printed book and later cinema the characters took a turn towards subjugation to the
fashionable and with that came the obsession with the female body. As Humm (1997)
writes: "Refiguring the body is a central activity of contemporary culture. Questions
about the body's appropriate shape, age, sexual practices and desires are the constant
topics of magazines, television programmes, and health books, as well as popular science
and psychoanalysis" (p. 58). It is clear "From birth a little girl is required to respond
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constantly to demands from outside that she should fit into a certain pattern. She must be
pretty, well-dressed, quiet, well-behaved: in two words decoratively unobtrusive"
(Waelti-Walters, 1982, p. 5). Humm (1997) notes the distinction between male and
female bodies in popular culture, offering that discriminations, exclusions and
maltreatment are reflected in medical and social discourse thus perpetuating degradation
of gender (p. 68-69). While many critics of the modem age bemoan the obsession with
youth and good looks, critics (and realists) feel this is nothing new, that the pressure on
maturing women to look, be, and act young is perpetuated through cultural texts (Kaplan,
1997, p. 267). Kaplan (1997) goes on to add this idea about older women's bodies:
"Popular culture, then, has no category for women between sexy youth or young
motherhood, on the one hand, and 'old aged women,' represented as tired, bitter, evil or
jealous, on the other" (p. 270). For instance, an aging body is explored when the film The
Rescuers Down Under (1990). Miss Bianca with a curvy voluptuous female figure, is
compared to Ariel's thin and active body (Byrne & McQuillan, 1999, p. 41). It is quite
clear that The Rescuers Down Under (1990) was not a hit; moreover, audiences can no
longer expect to see Disney bringing those body images to the forefront again. Disney
films carry anther message about body image:
"Snow White" is an overt commercial for marriage, carrying within it the
message that all that matters in a woman is her appearance. It is preferable that in
all other aspects she be dead. The prince chooses the girl in the coffin-a picture
in a frame . .. Death and marriage go hand in hand. (Waelti-Walters, 1982, p. 34).
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One challenging counter argument is made by Summer (1998), who argues that
films are recognized as fiction as this authors states:

. . no one believes that the film

Pretty Woman is about a real prostitute" (p. 2). Unfortunately, this argument is a clear
underestimation of the power of film. True, not many audience members believe Julia
Roberts performed sexual acts for money; but it is false to discount the way that women's
roles are metaphors for hidden ideologies about gender, identity, and sexuality in the
male dominated structure. As Linda Williams (2000) also states:
All of these problems are linked to gender identity and might be usefully explored
as genres of gender fantasy. It is appropriate to ask, then, not only about the
structures of perversion, but also about the structures of fantasy in each of these
genres. In doing so, we need to be clear about the nature of fantasy itself. For
fantasies are not, as is sometimes thought, wish-fulfilling linear narratives of
mastery and control leading to closure and the attainment of desire. They are
marked, rather, by the prolongation of desire, and by the lack of fixed position
with respect to the objects and events fantasized, (p. 216)
I
Plot Structure
«•

The next aspect of this portion of the literature review that will be addressed
focuses on the plot structure of the fairy tale theme. Three distinct aspects will be
analyzed: the narrative, the basic plot structure, and finally visual imagery and its impact
on plot. During the process of analyzing the narrative, it is important to note a variety of
factors, such as representation of themes in the narrative, basic plot structure of the fairy
tale, some outlining appeals of the fairy tale plot, and the visual impact of the plot
i
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I

structure. These areas are important because they outline the essential nature of film as
well as the supporting elements of that type of cultural texts.
Narrative Analysis
First, in this part on the representation of themes, I strive to describe what is
occurring in the narrative structure. In Postmodern Fairy Tales: Gender and Narrative
Strategies author Bacchilega (1997) offers an interpretation for the existence of fairy
tales: ". . . the fairy tale refracts what we wish or fear to become... . Who is holding the
mirror and whose desires does it represent and contain? Or, more pointedly, how is the
fairy tale's magic produced narratively?" (p. 28). Massik and Solomon (1994) are willing
to take the interpretation a step further:
One is tempted to lie back and enjoy the show, to say that it is only entertainment
and doesn’t have to 'mean' anything at all. But as cinematic forms of storytelling
overtake written forms of expression, the study of movies as complex texts
bearing cultural messages and values is becoming increasingly important, (p.
239)
Bettelheim (1975) concurs: "If we hope to live not just from moment to moment, but in
true consciousness of our existence, then our greatest need and most difficult
achievement is to find meaning in our lives" (p. 1). Pryluck (1973) describes a narrative
representation as a

.. projection to the degree that its physical relationship to its object

is constrained within the system by rules or physical considerations" (p. 6). Pryluck
(1973) deepens the analysis with the postulation that the theme has meaning found in the
source of the representation, which is crucial to analyzing film (p. 6). Propp in
Morphology o f the Folktale (1968) writes of the complex and intertwined nature of
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narrative then >that are hardly separated from one another; only with intense study can
one extrapolate the original narrative theme (p. 9).
Fundamental Aspects o f the Fairy Tale Plot Structure
Next we turn our attention to the stream of fantasy found in the plot structure.
Author Zipes (2001) is especially interested in the triangular relationship between film,
mediated fairy tale and the "instrumentalization" of fantasy (p. 124). Tatar (1987),
however, is more interested in fantasy; "Fantasy, more than fact, seems to serve as the
basis for that vast class of fairy tales in which the central figure is a victimized hero" (p.
60). In Radway's 1984 publication, Reading the Romance: Women, Patriarchy and
Popular Literature, the boundaries of fantasy are clarified:
If it seems curious that the very same readers who willingly admit that romances
are fairy tales or fantasies also insist that they contain accurate information about
the real world, it should be noted that the contradictory assertions seem to result
from a separation of plot and setting.. . . Rewards do not always accrue to the
good nor are events consistently resolved without ambiguity in the real world. A
romance is a fantasy, they believe, because it portrays people who are happier and
better than real individuals and because events occur as the women wish they
would in day-to-day existence, (p. 109)
Through Radway's explanation, the idea of power is embedded in her
inteipretation of romance novels. Power relationships between women and men are
dynamic and of great fascination to scholars, not only in romance novels but also in fairy
tales and should be kept foremost in one's mind when evaluating narrative structures and
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their social implications. The total dynamic will be further explored at the latter part of
this analysis.
Perhaps it is the beginning of fairy tales that have contributed to their ability to
survive: "Once upon a time in a kingdom, there lived a . . . " and we are off - into a
timeless, ageless, unknown kingdom where frogs are princes and everyone lives happily
ever after. But in that timeless, ageless space audiences both find and infuse their
ordinary experience into the fantasy of fairy tales. Author Schenda in Fairy tales and
Society: Illusion, Allusion and Paradigm (1986) writes of audiences who will " . . .
recognize that fairy tales transport social norms and values that principally belong to the
courtly absolutistic or to predemocratic-bourgeois ages" (p. 89). And for as much as
audiences yearn to hear of the frog turning into the prince and the "happily ever afters"
they also yearn to hear of the bloodshed; fairy tales serving as a pretext to satisfy the need
to hear about the sadistic tendencies and mutilations, according to Tatar (1992, p. 31).
She goes on to say "Disobedience is generally a function of curiosity and stubbornness in
the behavioral calculus of most folktale collections, and both vices are repeatedly singled
out for punishment in cautionary tales" (p. 25). Fairy tales, as earlier stated, served a two
prong purpose for children to entertain and to teach obedience; frequently in fairy tales
the link between death and disobedience is not long nor difficult to discover (Tatar, 1992,
p. 25). It is also thought that the monsters and dreadful creatures presented in fairy tale
are needed for children as they serve a purpose, but Tatar (1992) thinks it is a doubleedged sword worth avoiding (p. 31).
When looking at the basis of any plot structure it is critical to question the
prevailing themes, as Zipes does here. Zipes (1979) next statement reflects an
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understanding of the importance of questioning fantasy in order to gain understanding
about women's "place" in society He asks: "Why is the stepmother shown to be wicked
and not the father, who abandons and neglects his daughter? Why do girls have to quarrel
over a man? What are they really quarreling about? Is marriage the end goal of life? Is it
important to marry rich men? (p. 195). He goes on: " . . . questions suggest that the
ideological and psychological pattern and message of either Perrault's or the Grimms'
'Cinderella' do nothing more than reinforce sexist values and a Puritan ethos that serves a
society which fosters competition and achievement for survival" (Zipes, 1979, p. 195).
Tatar's (1992) direct frustration with the creators and producers of these stories and the
unexplained power they hold in their hands show the complex nature of fairy tales, seen
here:
Our cultural stories are the products of unceasing negotiations between the
creative consciousness of individuals and the collective sociocultural constructs
available to them. These negotiations may be smooth or they may be troubled,
but they always leave a mark on each version of a tale. (p. 230)
Therefore, we can conclude that the basis of the plot structure changes with each new
author. Although, there are certain elements which are a requisite of this type of them**,
which we will see later.
Outlining Appeal o f the Fairy’ Tale Plot
Finally, it is critical to evaluate the cinematic and literary elements found in the
plot structure, such as the retelling of a story, the visual appeal cinema adds, interest for
children and adults, and more. For instance, Maasik and Solomon (1994) ask:

.. but

what popular cultural mythologies did they reflect (or fail to reflect)? What was the
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system behind the screen?" (p. 234). Bettelheim (1975) states this crucial theme about
literary fairy tales:
Through the centuries (if not millennia) during which, in their retelling, fairy tales
became ever more refined, they came to convey at the same time overt and covert
meanings -- came to speak simultaneously to all levels of the human personality,
communicating in a manner which reaches the uneducated mind of the child as
well as that of the sophisticated adult, (p. 5-6)
But the ability to reach across the chasm between child and adult has shifted in a certain
direction. Tatar (1992) writes of this shift: "Twentieth-century children's literature has
witnessed a gradual fading of the (adult) judgmental narrative voice that was so strident a
presence in books such as Pinocchio and in the great nineteenth-century collections of
fairy tales" (p. 76). Tartar (1992) continues with: "Our own culture has moved into yet
another mode of telling children's stories, one that might best be described as
empathetic/cathartic, resting as it does on a therapeutic model" (p. 90). Tartar (1992) red
flags the inability of readers and writers to question the encoded social structure not only
for the present audiences but for the future as well (p. 229).
Now that some ideas about the narrative in the plot structure have been
developed, it is important to move on to the next aspect. The second component to look
at in the plot structure is a few of the basic elements of common fairy tales narratives.
The areas addressed here are some common features of fairy tales, such as unhappy
families, a mother-figure (whether good or bad), heroines, and the ever popular "happily
ever afters." Tatar (1987) notes:
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.. , unhappy families are all very much alike. Nearly every sioling is a rival, and
at least one parent is an ogre. The protagonists of the Grimms' tales are less
heroes doing battle with dark forces than victims of hostile powers, (p. 58)
In From Mouse to Mermaid: the Politics o f Film, Gender and Culture Bell (1995) writes:
"The wicked women harbor depths of power that are ultimately unknowable but bespeak
a cultural trepidation for unchecked femininity" (p. 121). The mother-figure or mother
like figure is a near constant in the fairy tale canon, whether wicked step-mother or fairy
godmother the force of the matriarch is felt. Whether she is physically or spiritually
present in the story seems to be nearly irrelevant but the very fact she is or was once in
the "Once upon a time" scheme is vital to the main character plight. However, it is
important to note the absence of the real mother is a significant structure critical to the
fairy tale basis. As these authors state: "The 'zero' of Disney mothers - absent, murdered,
or replaced - is a construction of'sexual difference and representation of the feminine in
the imaginary and symbolic,' an important place for examining cinematic visions of
mothers (Bell, Haas, & Sells 1995, p. 13). The mother's role seems to be a common
pattern, but so does the godmother's, as noted here:
[They] have potent powers and manifest their magic in 'Disney dust,' those
colorful sparkles that mark good magic in the Disney lexicon. As protectors and
guides, Disney grandmothers appear and produce magic and service at crucial
moments of transition in the world of women: childbirth, sexual maturation, and
marriage. As caretakers and healers, witches employ a white magic drawn not in
the material certainty of herbs and plants, but in the immateriality and charm of
special effects. (Bell, 1995, p. 119)
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Another constant in the canon of fairy tales is the female main character. In many
of the fairy tales women are shown doing certain duties and jobs, being persecuted, being
put under spells or searching for their real identity. As Zipes (1995) notes: "Of course,
the house for the Grimms and Disney was the place where good girls remained, and one
shared aspect of the fairy tale and the film is about the domestication of women" (p. 37).
Yet the most concrete in this particular canon is the "happily ever after." Cashdan (1999)
explains: "From a psychological vantage point, a happy ending signifies that positive
forces in the self have gained the upper hand" (p. 37). This particular ending for the fairy
tale genre has become a catch phrase for any event with an exceedingly good ending; i.e.
". . . fairy tale romance, fairy tale life, fairy tale wedding, after all from a psychological
vantage point, a happy ending signifies that positive forces in the self have gained the
upper hand" (Cashdan, 1999, p. 37).
Another basis of the plot structure found in fairy tales is the universal patterns and
myths, which will be explored here. While some critics would contend that the myth and
story line are intertwined, there are others who disagree (Massik & Solomon, 1994, p.
251). Patai (1972) offers this insight into myths:
What is it that endows myth with the extraordinary power to influence our lives?
In the first place, there is the belief factor. If the myth is to exert any influence on
people they must believe that what the myth tells is true.. . . a truth that dawns
upon us as we gain an understanding of the 'true meaning' of the m yth. (p. 3)
The archetype creates another appeal for the fairy tale basis; as Massik and Solomon
(1994) go on to add: "A myth includes certain characters that we see in many stories.
These characters are called archetypes. They can be thought of as the original 'pattern' or
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'character type' that will be found on the hero's journey" (p. 256). Patai (1972) expands
this idea: "Myths require individual images in which their otherwise diffuse features can
be concretized, personified, and made tangible. Once such an image is bom, that image
and its background myth mutually reinforce and intensify each other's mythological
potency" (p. 291).
Although it is difficult to separate myth from universal pattern there is a definite
distinction. Wittock (1990) explains: "The aim of art, after all, is never to reproduce
reality but to understand it: Image and metaphor are related ways of embodying
significance" (p. 13). In other words, Wittock is saying that the significance of these
patterns in art is much more important than the appearance of them, adding depth to the
pattern. It is the journey towards heroism that forms the glue of many stories, from
Gilgamesh to Star Wars. (Massik. & Solomon, 1994, p. 252). "In these stories, some
character is 'broken' and must leave home to become whole again. The universal
experience behind these healing stories is our psychological need for rejuvenation, for
balance" (Massik & Solomon, 1994, p. 254).
Finding universal pattern in fairy tales isn't hard, in fact, it is quite apparent, even
to elementary children. The following proves simply how powerful and underestimated
the myths and patterns of fairy tales are for children. According to research by an
elementary school teacher, who read her class Grimms' fairy tales and then allowed the
children to see if they could describe patterns found in all of the fairy tales, it was
apparent that patterns are very present. A brief list of what the children talked about is
enough to make an adult audience pay attention; here are some patterns the children
found: good people have good endings; bad people have bad endings; heroes are kings,
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queens, princesses and princes; villains are witches, monsters and beasts; characters who
break promises are punished; people who have children are punished in some way
(Detlor, 1995, p. 9). A brief list oflessons learned, formed by the children, from Grimms'
Fairy Tales is even more disturbing: older women are often mean and/or ugly, men are
often brave but not smart, good mothers die when they have children, the fathers then
marry bad mothers, girls cry when they are in trouble, fathers do not help their children,
men go only for beauty, princesses are always pretty and do not think for themselves,
women need to be saved, stepparents/stepmothers do not help their stepchildren, only
boys go into the woods to seek their fortunes, beauty on the outside means being good
inside, the mean people are ugly, only the girls do the housework (Detlor, 1995, p. 36).
It's telling, almost chilling, the images and assumptions children absorb through what
seems to be an innocuous reading of Snow White or Little Red Riding Hood.
Visual Imagery
Rounding out this analysis of plot structure is the impact of visual imagery. Film
does what a book cannot: stimulate the eyes and ears of its audience, bringing an
experience often deeper and more meaningful to the participants. As Mitry (2000) states:
Film does not establish its significations with metaphors. It builds them by
contrasting facts and actions in juxtapositions, created most often in editing and
whose connotations always have to be deciphered. The metaphor is not
presented; it only exists as such (its meaning) in the mind of the audience, (p.
197)
Mitry (2000) goes on to say "In these, assertions are replaced by representations, what is
said by what is shown" (p. 180). Humm (1997) adds: "This is for two reasons: first
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because the visual is epistemologically privileged in Western knowledge and second
because cultural images often subtly, or not so subtly, codify and articulate 'backlash'
misogyny" (p. 3). However, Mitry (2000) adds: "We know that all objects become
symbols when they assume a meaning not their own. Thus, in the cinema, from the
moment concrete objects are employed as signs, they become (close-up or not) symbolic
signs" (p. 185). It is also important to keep in mind this idea: ".. . symbols assume their
meaning only in respect of the events which they use as anchor-points enabling them to
be interpreted" (Mitry, 2000, p. 194). Finally, Mitry (2000) adds: "Without the support
uf a narrative, visual symbols are meaningless or else become lifeless conventional
signs.[ . . . ] the literal (denoted) message is a necessary support and no intelligible
symbolic (denoted) message could exist without it" (p. 171-172).
After deconstructing the historical development, the cinematic aspects, gender
representation, and the plot structure of the fairy tale narrative it easy to understand how
these aspects can be associated with popular film. It is important to note that I've
uncovered the past and present historical development of the fairy tale. The fairy tale has
changed from a cautionary tale to a tale of the main character's plight in the narrative.
Disney has helped formed this goal of the fairy tale structure, however, the introduction
of film has also controlled how we are exposed to fairy tale features. Through my
deconstruction of gender representation we have also explored mother-daughter roles in
the fairy tale, noting that mothers are presented by producers at opposite ends of the
spectrum. For instance, they are either absent or wicked, never in-between. I have also
explored the female and/or male relationship structure, looking in depth at how and why
men and women are presented in certain lights, for instance, females being weak and
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vulnerable, whereas, males are perceived as strong and aggressive. Also, exploring the
female body construction greatly adds to my analysis later in this piece, by noting that
women in fairy tales are portrayed as sexualized and subservient. However, they are also
shown as demonic and dark, thus, providing us with some clear examples of a male
dominated structure, which is explored in the next chapter. Finally, exploring the basis of
the plot structure of the fairy tale allows us to envision this structure in popular film.
Furthermore, I investigated the basic elements of the fairy tales plot, including such
characters as the demonic step-mother, god-like older female, weak sexualized main
female, and the stereotyped male figure as well. Looking at these roles helps us to
correlate them to cultural texts. I also extrapolated the appeal of the fairy tale plot
structure, therefore adding to our knowledge of the fairy tale presence and pervasiveness
in contemporary film. Now that these elements have thoroughly been explored we can
move onto the second chapter of the literature review, which discusses in depth feminist
film theory.
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CHAPTER III
FEMINIST FILM THEORY

feminist film theory. Perhaps the most important component dffeminist film theory lies
in the understanding of women’s foies in popular film and fairy tale imagery. Using
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from two angles, first the visual aspects of fairy tales and secondly how social
representation is conceived visually. As Orenstein (2002) writes: "Complete submission
to these trials is the heroine's ticket to happily-ever-after—for if the heroine is loved for
her beauty, she is rewarded for her passivity" (p.142). This idea of being rewarded for
passivity is played out in almost all contemporary fairy tales. Bottigheimer (1986)
continues the thought: "In the Fairy Tales women answer with great frequency, they
almost never pose a question and their general helplessness leads them to cry out often"
(p. 127). Bell (1995) notes of the dichotomy of heroines:
While the characterizations of Disney heroines adhere to the fairy-tale templates
of passivity and victim age, their bodies are portiaits of strength, discipline, and
control, performing the dancing roles of princesses . . . On the other hand, the
ugly stepsisters . . . are animated as antitheses to correct dance carriage and
movement, (p. 112)
Visually, these attributes contribute to how women are portrayed by the producers of
these fairy tales. Females are submissive, white, and conventionally beautiful. Their
clothing is a key to their submissive portrayal, as Disney's own characters concede:
"Disney artists have rendered a paradoxical level of performance affectation. Like Who
Framed Roger Rabhit?'s Jessica who claims 'I'm not bad, I'm just drawn that way,"' (Bell,
1995, p. 115). Tatar (1992) explains the emphasis of beauty over wisdom through the
fairy tale Ricky o f the Tuff. "This most unmagical of fairy-tale transformations takes place
because the princess has learned to value character over looks—a truly gender-specific
lesson, for fairy-tale heroes are rarely obliged to privilege personality over appearances"
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(p.146). In fact, the princess of this tale is said to be as stupid as she is beautiful (Tatar,
1992, p. 146), but her transformation makes her "smart."
As Disney films illustrate, maternal evil in its most frightening detail strengthens
the beauty of the heroines (Tatar, 1992, p. 138). Bell (1995) also states: "The animation
of race and ethnicity was unproblematic in the early Disney shop. Animated heroines
were individuated in fair-skinned, fair-eyed, anglo-saxon features of eurocentric
loveliness, both conforming to and perfecting Hollywood's beauty boundaries" (p. 110).
But it was the aspect of dress that cemented Disney's male dominance in film: "Snow
White may not go through any costume changes, but it is no exaggeration to say that the
focus on her physical appearance, highlighted most dramatically when she lies in repose
under glass, is remarkable" (Tatar, 1992, p. 138-139). This idea of dress had its roots in
Grimms' fairy tales. Maria Tatar (1992) provides this insight concerning Snow White:
"All printed versions seem to concur on her singular physical attractiveness (a necessary
condition of the 'beauty contest' with the wicked queen) and also on her genius for
housework" (p. 233). Bell (1995) adds this interesting analysis of how the visual
formation was constructed for some Disney characters:
Disney’s evil women, the beautiful witches, queens, and stepmothers, evidence a
similar performance affection, but the metaphors are not borrowed from the
bodies of classical dancers. Instead, Disney transforms the vain, active, and
wicked woman of folktale into the femme fatale, the 'deadly woman' of silent film
and of Hollywood classic film. (p. 115)
Next, it is important to consider what these visual representations do to confront
or conform to social images of women on a broader scale. One author writes of visual
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representation: "Gender flexibility is much in fashion now, but women are less free and
more subject to attack than in more traditional cinema . . . " (Haskell, 1993, p. 401-421X
De Laureates (1987) goes on to say:
The term gender is, actually, the representation of a relation, that of belonging to
a class, a group, a category. Gender is the representation of a relation .. . gender
constructs a relation between one entity and other entities, which are previously
constituted as a class, and that relation is one of belonging; thus, gender assigns to
one entity, say an individual, a position within a class, and therefore also a
position vis-a-vis other pre-constituted classes, (p. 4-5)
It is interesting to note this aspect of visual representation in Borzello, Kuhn, Pack, and
Wedd (1985): "Glamour is understood generally to imply a sense of deceptive
fascination, of groomed beauty, of charm enhanced by means of illusion. A
glamorous/glamourised image then is one manipulated, falsified perhaps, in order to
heighten or even to idealise" (p. 12). Therefore, this manipulation of visual imagery in
film stems from illusion and deception. Borzello, Kuhn, Pack, and Wedd (1985)
continue their thoughts about a glamourised image, which, they say, " . . . is peculiarly
powerful in that it plays on the desire of the spectator in a particularly pristine way:
beauty or sexuality is desirable exactly to the extent that it is idealised and unattainable"
(p. 12). They go on to note:
It is no coincidence that the glamourised woman is particularly strongly
represented in mass-produced, as opposed to traditional high art, images: the
desire invoked by the idealised/unattainable 'glamour girl' reflects only too
accurately the real unattainability, certainly, of the woman so represented, and
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also - and in many ways more importantly - of the image of perfection that
glamour pictures offer. (Borzello, Kuhn, Pack & Wedd, 1985, p. 12)
Haskell (1993) adds: "In concentrating so exclusively on woman's function as visual
object, her 'to-be-looked-at-ness,' a number of other sensory layers escape notice . . . " (p.
4).
Feminist Ideas o f Women's Representation in the Fairy Tale
The following section of women's representation explores the roles of women in
fairy tales, the sexuality of women on screen, and the stereotyped images of women.
Women have always held the limelight in popular fairy tale's, however, that limelight is
not controlled by the one in the light. For instance, Zipes (1986) writes: "In particular
Snow White serves them [women] as the paradigmatic dramatisation of a malemanipulated conflict between two types of females, the witch and the angel, who are
played off one against the other" (p. 9). Waelti-Walters (1982) also adds that surely
nobody really wants to be a princess: "After all, what do they do except play dead across
the path of some young man who has been led to believe that he rules the world?" (p. 1).
She goes on to add that almost every Disney heroine is denied affection, stimulation,
activity, and companionship; however, we are all trapped into believing this is the best
life possible (Waelti-Walters, 1982, p. 1). Bell (1995) adds:
While Disney artists have captured the characterology of beautiful v ictims, active
wickedness, and feminine goodness sketched in the tales of the Grimms, Perrault,
and Anderson, they have also captured per formative enactments of gender and
cultural codes for feminine sexuality and agency, (p. 120-121)
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Furthermore, Chester (2001) states: "Fairy tales depict older women as witches,
monsters, and wicked stepmothers. Cinderella, Rapunzel, Sleeping Beauty, Snow White,
and Hansel and Gretel all come to mind, but there are many more such stories" (p. 168).
Warner (1994) concurs, with: "Figures of female evil stride through the best-loved,
classic fairy tales: on this earth, wicked stepmothers, ugly sisters; from fairyland, bad
fairies, witches, ogresses" (p. 201). Orenstein (2002) writes with frightening accuracy
concerning women's roles: "In the time-worn tales of the literary canon, boys go on
quests and are rewarded with riches, while girls wait for the ultimate payoff of marriage.
While the fairy-tale heroine waits, a series of unfortunate patterns defines her role" (p.
141). Furthermore, Orenstein notes, "She is always the prettiest girl in all the land. Yet
if she is loved for her beauty, her individual features are hardly of note, and her lover
may even fail to recognize her altogether" (p. 141). This author goes on to remind us that
Cinderella wasn't even recognized for her face or knowledge, but rather the prince relied
on her shoe size for recognition (Orenstein, 2002, p. 141).
Stereotype Images o f Women's Representation
The final examination of women's roles by feminist film theory is the stereotype.
Although much of what has already been said deals with this issue, there are some final
thoughts to this important issue. Steeves (1987) clearly states, and it remains true today:
"They [feminist scholars] therefore study content to show the ways media representations
reinforce nuclear families and class distinctions that sustain capitalism and women's
secondary status" (p.l 13). As Silverman (1984) writes in Dis-Embodying the Female
Voice: "The female subject. . . is associated with unreliable, thwarted, or acquiescent
speech" (p. 131-132). Haskell (1993) adds: "And so movies have delegated to women the
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object-like role, only to see them challenge or jettison the masquerade in the endless
confrontations between male and female which we might see . . . " (p. 5). Warner (1994)
deftly illustrates stereotyped images: "Hatred of the older woman, and intergenerational
strife, may arise not only from rivalry, but from guilt, too, about the weak and the
dependent" (p. 227). Furthermore Warner (1994) illustrates the threatening aspect of
singleness of women: "She could be a spinster, an unmarried mother, an old nurse or
servant in a household - any woman who was unattached and aging was vulnerable" (p.
229).
In this final aspect of women’s representation in feminist film theory it is
important to discover what scholars say specifically about women in fairy tales. For
instance, Bell, Haas, and Sells (1995) write: "On one level, Ariel's story is a parable of
bourgeois feminist agendas, seeking upward mobility and access to a white male system
from which she is excluded-a passage that costs Ariel her voice" (p. 13). Zipes (1995)
adds: "Nevertheless, the classical fairy tales have become fixed in Western society in
ways that often belie their own richness and the actual possibilities for girls and boys to
realize their potential" (p. 39). He goes on to say: "We must remember that our ideas of
what we think a fairy tale should be emanate from the nineteenth century and were
developed by writers like the Brothers Grimm and Hans Christian Andersen within a
patriarchal framework" (Zipes, 1995, p. 39). Many of the modern day corporations from
Disney to Maybelline buy into, then sells (at a tidy profit) the fantasy of little girls who
want to be princesses and ballerinas (Bell, 1995 p. 111).
Sexuality, as a stereotype, must be addressed in this section. Sexuality in
women's roles is an enormous area of appraisal for feminist film theorists. Concentrating
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on the most pertinent issues related to the fairy tale and film in general, we'll see
sexuality played out in various ways. Zipes (1986) begins with an all too true statement:
"Most feminist critics tend to agree with Lieberman that the traditional fairy tales spread
false notions about sex roles" (p. 5). Mulvey (1988) goes on to state the two uses of
women being displayed:

.. as erotic object for the characters within the screen story,

and as erotic object for the spectator within the auditorium, with a shifting tension
between the looks on either side of the screen" (p. 62). If film has but one role it has been
to maintain the shifting ideas of sexual identity (Haskell, 1993, p. 5). Haskell (1993) aiso
acknowledges the two polar opposites of female rep resen tatio n :.. one, the beautiful
woman who lives solely by her looks and physical attractions (and may hate herself for
doing so); the other, the beautiful woman with a mind who wants to be taken seriously ..
. " (p. 8). But it is also important to understand that this other female is also thought to be
highly emotional and tries to behave rationally (Haskell, 1993, p. 8). But the battle
doesn't end there. Women have become highly sexualized at a younger age than ever
before with men's known preference for younger women and the feminine horror of aging
all leading to a "fairest of them all" competition (Chesler, 2001, Hooks, 1996). An
example of sexuality reserved for white women characters, in the movies would most
definitely be illustrated here:
Pretty Woman trivializes race for the purposes of plot in the fairy-tale narrative,
and ultimately erases it. Through a 'lens of ambivalence and outsiderhood,' the
black feminist spectator knows the adoration for the beauty, femininity, and
sensuality displayed on film for white women is an adoration reserved for them,
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but at the same time [is] aware that it disempowers the very women it props up on
its precarious pedestal. (Bell, Haas, and Sells, 1995, p. 14)
In Ideology and Gender in Hollywood: Cracks in the Pedestal author Green (1998) points
out the double standard for women, even if she is a prostitute: "Again, a prostitute can be
a heroine . . . as long as we never actually see her with any men but the hero, to whom
she is faithful. The code, of course, is different for man and woman" (p. 55).
Male Dominated Structure of Film
Feminist film theory most often deals with films' fundamental nature as a male
dominated medium; therefore, that will be the next area covered. The three most
pertinent issues, which I will develop, are the structure of this hierarchy, some
detrimental aspects of it, and finally, power relationships found in this structure.
Structure o f a Male Dominated Hierarchy
The structure of a male dominated industry addresses several issues; the gender
representation in this structure, film as a broad base for analysis, and lastly, the framing
of the fairy tale according to a male dominated hierarchy. Steeves (1987) statement, still
applicable today, sums up feminist thinking succinctly: "Feminist theories aim to
understand the origins and continuing nature of women's nearly universal devaluation in
society" (p. 96). Artel and Wengraf (1976) write: "This media is controlled by men and
is notoriously sexist. Television and film saturate the viewer with their glamorized, yet
limiting sex stereotypes. Such role models restrict both young women's and young men's
emotional, intellectual, and physical development" (p.7). Moreover, it is important to
note that different media then show women as passive, dependent, and incompetent while
the opposite is true for men (Artel & Wengraf, 1976, p. 7).
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Holtzman (2000) illustrates how gender is socially constructed: "Anthropologist
Margaret Mead conducted studies with three different tribes in New Guinea and found
that in one tribe both sexes behaved in ways that were considered traditionally feminine
in the United States: nurturing, passive, peaceful, and deferential" (p. 57). Holtzman
(2000) also writes about the different aspects of the [two gender j o u r n e y s ] : .. it will
begin to be clear that some of your experiences represent clear choice, some have been
explicitly chosen for you, and some have been subtly suggested to you" (p. 51, 53).
Boiled down, gender construction is a widespread experience. Regardless of parental
supervision, outside factors from grandparents to the media shape gender roles
(Holtzman, 2000, p. 55). Historically, it is critical to note: "It is also commonplace that
women exist in cultural production as "the other," or the "eternal feminine," the necessary
complement to the male, the opposite against which men struggle for self-definition and
manhood" (Gledhill, 1984, p. 23). Humm (1997) articulates the male dominated
structure effectively:
All variants of feminist theory tend to share three major assumptions: gender is a
social construction that oppresses women more than men; 'patriarchy' (i.e., the
male domination of social institutions) fashions these constructions; women's
experiential knowledge best helps us to envision a future non-sexist society.
These shared premises shape a double agenda: the task of critique - attacking
gender stereotypes - and the task of construction, sometimes called feminist
praxis - constructing new models. Feminist theory focuses particularly on
women's experience of sexuality, work and the family, inevitably challenging
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traditional frameworks of knowledge and putting in question man)/ assumptions
such as 'universalism' - the view that there are biological universalis, (p. 5)
Studlar (1990) builds on that argument: "In such a system, women are constructed as
images for the pleasure of male looking" (p. 229). To continue the author says, envy and
emulation of the actress's attire is truly the viewer's need for male attention which in the
end helps fulfill the 'happily-ever-after' male structure (Studlar, 1990, p. 229). Kaplan
(1997) agrees: "A main focus is on the ways in which the 'male' gaze and the 'imperial'
gaze cannot be separated within western patriarchal cultures" (p. xi). Murphy (1995)
continues that stream of thought: "The end result of repeating the cliche for women that
'someday my prince will come'justifies the contradictory depictions of love and
relationships" (p. 134).
On a broader level, the male dominated structure of film has deep implications, as
described by Zipes (1995):
But does the male have to kill? Does the male have to take part in wars and
battles? Does the male have to compete against his brothers or against friends to
become the new king... . taking into consideration the sensibilities of the young
boys, who all want to be successful and are willing to fight at the drop of a hat to
prove that they are not girls, that they are not afraid of anything or anybody, (p.
78)
Haskell (1993) articulates the visual polarity of sexes: "Crucial to our experience of
movies is the vital presence, even the exaggerated importance, of men and women as
prominent, mutually attracted and antagonistic poles of all experience; the fluid and
endlessly metamorphosing nature of film and its stars . . . " (p. 3).
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The fairy tale is without a doubt a male dominated structure; here are a few
examples of how this structure perpetuates dominant themes. Warner (1994) writes:

..

the heroines of fairy tales are willingly bound by a spell; they frequently agree with
alacrity to the change of outward form, in order to run away from the sexual advances of
a father or other would-be seducer" (p. 353). Murphy (1995) notes: "The consistency
resides in the objectification and subordination; the incoherence in the philosophical
justifications and ideological formations that naturalize them" (p. 126). This dominant
structure is no better seen than in the 1939 Disney version of Snow White:
Afterward he [the Prince] holds Snow White in his arms, and in the final frame,
he leads her off on a white horse to his golden castle on a hill. His golden castle every woman's dream -- supersedes the dark sinister castle of the queen. (Zipes,
1995, p. 38)
Warner (1994) expands on this notion: "The conclusion of fairy tales works a charm
against despair, the last spell the narrating fairy godmother casts for change in her
subjects and her hearers' destinies" (p. 217). Bottigheimer (1986) continues the idea of
women's subordination in the fairy tale: "Commonplaces of culture such as the desire for
silence in women determine the events of fairy tales, which as a stripped-down genre
must negotiate with social realities in order to make sense to their readers or hearers" (p.
119). Moreover, this author adds:

.. fairy tales and their plots achieve validity in their

own cultures by alluding to generally held beliefs, even if these beliefs themselves are an
illusion, an illusion which provides for its own survival by functioning as a paradigm for
subsequent generations" (Bottigheimer, 1986, p. 119). For all the male dominated past
there is hope for a gender non-biased fairy tale, Zipes (1986) writes: "Thus the aesthetics
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of the feminist fairy tale demands an open-ended discourse which calls for the readers to
complete the liberating expectations of the narrative in terms of their own experience and
their social context" (p. xi).
Detrimental Aspects o f this Structure
Now that I've addressed how a male dominated structure operates, the next step is
to examine how those operations are harmful; for example:
Woman then stands in patriarchal culture as signifier for the male other, bound by
a symbolic order in which man can live out his fantasies and obsessions through
linguistic command by imposing them on the silent image of woman still tied to
her place as bearer of meaning, not maker of meaning. (Mulvey, 1988, p. 58)
In Textual Strategies: Perspectives in Post-Structuralist criticism Harari (1979) goes on
to say: "Kingship and marriage rules ensure the 'exchange' of women between groups, as
economic rules ensure the circulation of goods . . . " (p. 19). Orenstein (2002) writes
about Simone de Beauvoir's book The Second Sex: ". . . she examined how every book,
lesson and signal in a girl's life seemed to conspire to make her into the lesser sex,
somewhere between man and eunuch" (p. 140-141). Fischer (1989) writes about women
in this structure: "The stereotypes are untrue: relations between women are more
numerous and substantial than those between men. Hence, we must suspect that the
derogatory images that circulate are, in fact, male projections of their own discomfort
with friendship" (p. 221).
As de Beauvoir, Zipes and Holtzman have all noted earlier, this structure is all
pervasive through TV as well as movies. For instance, Zipes (1986) writes: "To talk
about fairy tales today, especially feminist fairy tales, one must, in my opinion, talk about
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power, violence, alienation, social conditions, child-rearing and sex roles" (p. 2). Massik
and Solomon (1994) concur concerning viewer's attraction to characters outside the
realm: "Such characters may be seen to embody their viewers' own frustration with an
increasingly dysfunctional society, with an official America that may be perceived as
letting them down or even as being the cause of their troubles in the first place" (Massik
& Solomon, 1994, p. 237). Zipes (1995) writes of perhaps where this attraction stems
from:
. . . the males are the adventurers, the wanderers, and the fighters. They represent
either the active movers of the plot, or the 'executioners' of the plot who arrive at
the end to make everything right. . . , They will stop at nothing to become
powerful, rich, and famous, and they like to win a young woman as reward for
their diligence, perseverance, and ability to kill dragons, witches, dangerous
opponents, and competitors, (p. 77)
Maria Tatar (1992) gives an interesting example of female subordination in the fairy tale
noting, ". . . folkloric princesses who cannot laugh. Interestingly, the solemnness of these
young women, which stands in sharp contrast to the derisive style of proud princesses
who belittle and make sport of their suitors, is often traced to arrogance" (p. 103). Zipes
(1995) goes on to illustrate his frustration with this male dominated structure: "No matter
what they may do, women cannot chart their own lives without male manipulation and
intervention, and in the Disney film, the prince . . . introduced at the beginning . . . He
will also appear at the end as the fulfillment of her dreams" (p. 36-37). Mulvey (1988)
provides an interesting insight into separated categories women and men must conform to
in order to fit a male orientated system: "An active/passive heterosexual division of
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labour has similarly controlled narrative structure. According to the principles of the
ruling ideology and the psychical structures that back it up, the male figure cannot bear
the burden of sexual objectification" (p. 63). Green (1998) also gives an example here:
"But a woman with a career and no male partner is threatening: a man without visible
means of support, and a woman whose enjoyment of sexuality has no visible social
anchor, are both beyond the pale" (p. 92). However, it is also interesting to note: ". . .
fairy tales which disseminate notions of rigid roles for male and female characters are
detrimental to the autonomous development of young people" (Zipes, 1986, p. 5).
Power Relationships Shown in Film
The next facet of a male dominated cinematic system that should be addressed is
the power shown in film associated with this type of structure. Power is an important
aspect of film and is too often ignored. I will narrow the scope of this aspect of film
analysis to two common themes in film sexual power and determining who holds the
power in the narrative.
Sexual power could be described like this:

.. the function of woman in forming

the patriarchal unconscious is twofold: she firstly symbolises the castration threat by her
real lack of a penis and secondly thereby raises her child into the symbolic" (Mulvey,
1988, p. 57-58). Mulvey continues, "But in psychoanalytic terms, the female figure
poses a deeper problem. She also connotes something that the look continually circles
around but disavows: her lack of a penis, implying a threat of castration and hence
unpleasure" (Mulvey, 1988, p. 64). Mulvey (1988) goes on to state: "In a world ordered
by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split between active/male and
passive/female" (p. 62). Patai (1972) adds: "To this day there is an incomparably greater
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emphasis on the representation and display of female, than of male, sexual charms. The
pictures of nude or almost nude women . . . are displayed with the obvious intention of
attracting and arousing men" (p. 298-299). Mulvey (1988) describes sexual power as
dominance, the woman: ". . . is isolated, glamorous, on display, sexualised. But as the
narrative progresses she falls in love with the main male protagonist and becomes his
property, losing her outward glamorous characteristics, her generalised sexuality, her
show-girl connotations . . . " (p. 64). Patai (1972) expands on the image of the woman
constantly sexualized in the media and portrayed as if she is on the edge of sexual
orgasm, c o mme n t i n g : .. women are shown with increasing frequency as those who
initiate contacts with men, and quite often as doing it with a considerable measure of
aggressiveness" (p. 300). Haskell (1993) pinpoints perhaps the reason for this continual
imagery: "In defining sexuality as an absolutist struggle between two irreconcilable
opposites, male desire and female (non) desire, theory plays into male fantasies of
omnipotence and represses the pre-Oedipal fantasies of both sexes" (p. 10). It is
interesting to note how these two authors disagree about how women are shown sexually,
although, I would suggest that women are continually presented on opposite ends of the
spectrum, never down the middle, so both of their views are coherent in my mind.
Williams (2000) provides an alternative to viewing sexuality: "Rather, the more useful
lesson might be to see what this new fluidity and oscillation permits in the construction of
feminine viewing pleasures once thought not to exist at all" (p. 215).
Sexual power of men over women also exists in the narrative structure of film.
Analyzing this aspect of power allows the researcher to determine hierarchic al structures
in narrative roles. For instance, Green (1998) writes that: "Hollywood movies and
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television programs - mainstream, or dominant, American visual culture - produce and
reproduce our most familiar images of sexuality and modes of gender identity" (p. 2).
Hodge (1990) notes the orientation of movies: "Prominent here has been the theory of
'the look' or the 'the gaze', the use in film of a gendered semiosic positioning of the
viewer, and filmic strategies for implicating the viewer in the semiosic plane . . . " (p. 74).
Bottigheimer (1986) gives this detailed example:
Sexual vulnerability also permeates tales of muteness. Before a king out hunting
discovers Marienkind, her clothes rot and fall off her body in the several years she
spends in the forest. Wielding a phallic sword, he hacks his way through the
ticket and carries her off naked to his castle, (p.128)
Patai (1972) provides this description of the sex myth in film: "In the early days of the
movies there was a vampire-type heroine whose wiles and charms ruined men; later came
the sex-goddess whose beauty and body heat melted everything and everybody around
her" (p. 291-292). Furthermore, Snow White is continually dependent on the seven
dwarves to save her life, pinpointing the power of the male, even in the package of men
named Sleepy, Sneezy, Grumpy and Dopey (Cashdan, 1999, p. 56). Tatar (1992) writes
of the separation of fairy tales into two distinct phases: "The very sense of isolation and
lack of affiliation experienced by the heroine at the tale's beginning is repeated in a
conclusion that 'elevates' her to a condition of 'glorious' autonomy" (p. 79).
Now that the first two aspects of feminist film theory have been addressed and
explored, including women's representation as well as the deconstruction of the male
dominated structure, we can move on to looking at the narrative structure behind film.
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T he narrative structure of film is pervasive, but must be explored in order to fully
understand feminist film theory.
Narrative Structure
It is those two distinct phases, isolation followed by autonomy, that contributes
directly to the narrative structure of film. Throughout this chapter I've detailed feminist
thoughts on women's representation and the male dominated structure; however,
feminists are also critical of the narrative structure, as I will be later. Therefore, it is
crucial to examine this element from a feminist perspective. While exploring the
narrative structure of film, I'll develop three areas, representation of the narrative,
cinematic elements of the narrative, and how the narrative is framed in film.
Representation o f the Narrative
When exploring the representation of the narrative it is important to understand
that it communicates meaning, For example Trites (1997) gives a simple example of how
the narrative communicates: ". . . the use of the 'nested narrative,' that is, of a plot
structure in which a framing tale contains some sort of story-within-the-story. The
embedded narrative usually parallels the framing tale in both plot and theme" (p. 111112) . Trites (1997) explains: "The story-within-the-story establishes a weblike structure
from within which a storyteller communicates about the importance of community" (p.
113) . Hodge (1990) explains the narrative in this manner: "Narrative is an all-pervasive
form, existing in countless texts at every level of every society" (p. 173). Furthermore,
the author says, "From this follows a basic premise for the social analysis of narrative:
the social categories that organize the levels of narrative must first be understood in
relation to the dominant categories and syntagmatic forms of social life... " (Hodge,
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1990, p. 175). Hodge (1990) then states: "Classic narrative tells a story, a series of events
that unfold inexorably from beginning to end" (p. 186).
When thinking that the narrative communicates meaning it is important to ground
those interpretations in some author's words, therefore, I will briefly touch on the gender
communication of the narrative. Radway (1984) continues with this idea: "On the one
hand, the story permits the reader to identify with the heroine at the moment of her
greatest success, that is, when she secures the attention and recognition of her culture's
most powerful and essential representative, a man" (p. 84). Furthermore, she goes on to
say: "The happy ending is, at this level, a sign of a woman's attainment of legitimacy and
personhood in a culture that locates both for her in the roles of lover, wife, and mother"
(Radway, 1984, p. 84). Green (1998) describes the sexual representation which frame
boys: "Boys, even when portrayed as sexually obsessed, are often already careeroriented, if only to an athletic career" (p. 47). Mulvey (1988) adds this element:
Going far beyond highlighting a woman's to-be-looked-at-ness, cinema builds the
way she is to be looked at into the spectacle itself. Playing on the tension
between film as controlling the dimension of time (editing, narrative) and film as
controlling the dimension of space (changes in distance, editing), cinematic codes
create a gaze, a world and an object, thereby producing an illusion cut to the
measure of desire, (p. 67)
Mulvey (1998) goes on to add: "It is these cinematic codes and their relationship to
formative external structures that must be broken down before mainstream film and the
pleasure it provides can be challenged" (p. 67)
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Cinematic Elements o f the Narrative
The second facet of the narrative structure are the cinematic elements composed
of two areas, the technical and the symb* lie elements. As Lindlof and Meyer (1987)
writes in Qualitative Communication Research Methods: "The researcher, like the
camera, can only be in one position at a time" (p. 19). He goes on to say, "The presence
of a camera, recorder, lights, the noise of the equipment running, the size of the
equipment, and so on have been considered major drawbacks negating the usefulness of
such tools" (Lindlof & Meyer, 1987, p. 18). Although it is true there is only one
dimension to the camera's eye, there are layers of interpretation when viewing.
Lewis (1998) reminds us of the pressure and profit in the movie industry:
"Moviemaking is a business. The long list of credits at the end of a Hollywood film
remind us of that" (p. 87). Moreover, this idea contributes to the notion of cinematic
elements, such as monetary means, furthering the production of the narrative.
Furthermore he states:" ... that attend the release of every significant Hollywood movie
has so upped the stakes that most of the major players these days know a lot more about
money than they do about making movies" (Lewis, 1998, p. 87). This is essential to
understanding how this industry is run by big business which allows a select few to
formulate narrative plots for larger audiences.
During this chapter on feminist film theory it is important to note that the
narrative of film is guided and placed with intent. As Casetti (1990) states this idea:
"From there, our aim will be to develop an understanding of three proposals: "1) that the
film 'designates' a spectator, 2) that it assigns this spectator a 'place,' and 3) that it sets the
spectator upon a certain'course'" (p. 14). Moreover, Casetti says:
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Again, in this investigation, an opposition of different approaches will seem to
play a marginal role; marginal in appearance only, as the juxtaposition of
approaches will indirectly help frame our research as well as theorize its results.
The claim that the 'inside' of a text converge in order ultimately to annul the
difference between them is thus entirely symptomatic. (Casetti, 1990, p. 14-15)
Casetti continues: "This juxtaposition of an 'interior' and an 'exterior' may suggest the
dialectic between cinema and reality, raising the familiar issue of the referentiality of the
sign" (Casetti, 1990, p. 40). Furthermore, the difference between the interior and exterior
requires an ",.. analysis of the sometimes surreptitious confrontation between a chaiacter
who makes the narrative advance by participating in it and an individual who constructs
or appropriates a representation, making it one of the stakes in a game" (Casetti, 1990, p.
40). Mitry (2000) helps clarify ideas of the logic of the narrative: "In fact the linking of
phrases is entirely determined by the logic of the narrative. Which means that it would
be more natural to compare film structures with narrative structures rather than those of
language" (p. 27-28). Kuhn (1985) elaborates here, "Films consequently produce
meanings in ways different from, say, still photographs. In films of sexual disguise,
cinematic conventions - notably codes of narrativity, genre and spectacle - intersect
cu ltural meanings surrounding practices of crossdressing" (p. 49-50).
The symbolic aspects of cinematic framing in the narrative structure adds depth as
well as breadth to the analysis of a movie. For instance, Mulvey (1989) writes: "Feminist
theory of popular culture has concentrated on the processes that produce the image of
woman as 'signifier of sexuality' and has striven to create a sexual politics around
representation that displaces and alters previous discourses" (p. 75). On the other hand,
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Pryluck (1976) says, "In contrast to the physical realization of a word in language,
depiction shapes the meaning of the object within the range of meanings evoked by the
object" (p. 81). Pryluck (1976) helps clarify the symbolic representation: "A
representation is a projection to the degree that its physical relationship to its object is
constrained within the system by rules or physical considerations" (p. 6). Furthermore,
Pryluck (1976) says, "The key point is that these tendencies appear to have varying
consequences as sourc es of meaning" (p. 6). Mitry (2000) adds this about the symbol in
the narrative: "It is dependent on the many meanings inferred from the relationship of a
certain form of representation, from a transfer of meaning, from being diverted into
conjecture" (p. 186). Mitry (2000) continues: "Thus if a single shot may be regarded as a
statement, the linking of shots may be compared with the linking of phrases . . . Every
image is endowed with a semantic content. .." (p. 27-29). Whittock (1990) notes that the
image is more than just an image: "To say this is to imply more than a simple perceptual
recognition: In identifying the object the spectator mentally posits the whole for the p a rt.
. . " (p. 30). Mulvey (1989) adds one more layer to the issue:
A highly inflected narrative of passion and surprise must replace words with
gestures and language with a visual representation of meaning. While the
aesthetics of melodrama evolved for a non-literate audience, the style throws
doubt on the adequacy of speech to express the complexities of passion and,
instead, offers a wide range of semantic alternatives, (p. 73)
So far I've explored the representation and cinematic elements of the narrative
structure in film. These have been interesting aspects and important to note because they
lend to understanding of power the narrative holds as well as film. By power, I mean
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who is constructing and guiding the narrative as well as representation in the film, how
are women represented in the narrative structure, and how does that contribute to overall
meaning of the film and in society.
Cinematic Framing o f the Narrative
The final part: to discuss concerns the narrative structure, specifically framing.
Framing of two different types occurs in film, gender framing and cinematic framing.
Gender framing is described as an "... intrusion into every possible genre exposes an
unconscious and unresolvable conflict between submission and domination in the context
of a culture that mistakes sensitivity for submission, and instead defines dominant men as
heroes and dominant women as witches" (Tracy, 1988, p. 103). Radway (1984) goes on
to explain: "I think it best to develop a more complete picture of the ideal heroine and the
man she 'tames' and to summarize the manner in which they are coded by readers at the
beginning of the tale" (p. 124). Sylverster (1994) notes: ". . . the possible silencing of
women by a language in which there is not room for the expression of their experience:
'is this the oppressor's language, within which we cannot articulate our experience as
women?"' (p. 52). Mulvey (1988) states: "A woman performs within the narrative; the
gaze of the spectator and that of the male characters in the film are neatly combined
without breaking narrative verisimilitude" (p. 62).
Mulvey (1988) explains cinematic framing: "Among other things, the position of
the spectators in the cinema is blatantly one of repression of their exhibitionism and
projection of the repressed desire onto the performer" (p. 60). She continues: "Hence it is
the birth of the long love affair/despair between image and self-image which has found
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such intensity of expression in film and such joyous recognition in the cinema audience"
(Mulvey, 1988, p. 61).
Through this chapter we have looked at a large amount of information associated
with feminist film theory; however, it is to our advantage because everything leads to
developing an epistemological basis for analysis. For instance, in the beginning of this
chapter I explored the need for feminists to deconstruct women’s representation from a
visual perspective, in relation to the fairy tale, as well as the stereotyped representation of
women. These thoughts, which reveal the male gaze and the two-dimensions of women,
continue to support gender subordination and harmful effects. Women are constantly
polarized as either weak and passive or dark and demonic, whereas, men are strong and
aggressive. These unrealistic stereotypes continually support a system which places
women against each other in competition as well as against men as the lesser sex. I also
explored the male dominated structure of film through a feminist perspective, which
again leads us to understand the "male look" placed upon females, which pigeonholes
female characters by a male dominated structure. Finally, I examined the narrative
elements associated and explored by feminist scholars. This reveals the ideologies
behind the narrative structure, including the representation of gender in a framing mode.
The narrative becomes framed according to big business and fails to reflect alternative
views of gender, sexuality, and culture. The next chapter concludes the literature review,
exploring semiotics as an approach to cultural texts.
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CHAPTER IV
SEMIOTICS
Rounding out this literature review is the field of semiotics. Three main branches
will provide the basis of critical analysis: first, a fundamental grounding in semiotics.
More specifically, I will cover definitions in the field, an epistemological approach to
semiotics, and some feminist thoughts about this technique. Second, a how-to guide used
in the field, for example, some step-by-step approaches used by scholars and the goal of a
semiotic method. Last, I will address how meaning is constructed through action and the
narrative structure, for instance, how and where researchers locate meaning through the
cultural text.
Fundamental Grounding
A fundamental grounding in semiotics includes several checkpoints. First, one
must thoroughly examine prominent definitions throughout the field, then a short trip
through epistemology, and to tie semiotics into my analysis some approaches made by
feminist scholars.
Definitions
Before we begin with some common definitions, it is important to acknowledge
some prominent scholars throughout the field who have contributed a great amount of
work and knowledge to the area of semiotics. Rose (2001) gives us an understanding of
Saussure's contributions: "Saussure wanted to develop a systematic understanding of how
language works, and he argued that the sign was the basic unit of language . . . The first
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part of the sign is the signified . .. The second part of the sign is the signifier" (p. 74).
Rose also refers to Foucault's work: "The notion of discourse is central to both Foucault's
theoretical arguments and to his methodology . . . In other words, discourse is a particular
knowledge about the world which shapes how the world is understood and how things are
done in it (p. 136). R.ose (2001) continues here: "Discourse also produces subjects: hence
medical discourse produces, among other subject positions, doctors, nurses and patients"
(p. 136). Furthermore, she states: "Discourse analysis can also be used U explore how
images construct specific views of the social world . . . " (p. 140). Wasserman (1981)
offers an understanding of text using Barthes: "It appears that Barthes has always been
moving toward these conceptions of text and code and intertextuality. From the
beginning we have noticed his tendency to distance the writer from what he writes" (p.
91). Ungar and McGraw (1989) also acknowledge Barthe's work: "Barthes's semiology
of the 1950s had approached myth as a language system in which meaning was produced
by a willful confusion of nature and history" (p. xvi). Fischer (1989) writes: "In
discussing theories of intertextuality, we have referred to such figures as Roland Bathes,
Harold Bloom, and Gerard Genette. Here we will explore the work ot yet another major
critic: the Soviet writer Mikhail Bakhtin" (p. 302). Huyghe (1993) introduces us to
another semiotician, stating: "The Italian semiotician Umberto Eco became known to a
worldwide audience through his best-selling novel The Name of the Rose . . . " (p. 4).
Moving on to some common definitions of semiotics, Maasik and Solomon
(1994) state: "As a conceptual framework, semiotics teaches students to formulate
cogent, well-supported interpretations" (p. xvii). Another author adds:
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Its prominence is due in part to the fact that semiology confronts the question of
how images make meanings heau on .. . semiology offers a very full box of
analytical tools for taking an image apart and tracing how it works in relation to
broader systems of meaning. (Rose, 2001, p. 69)
Feldman (1995) continues: "Semiotics is fundamentally cultural in its approach.. . .
semiotics studies all cultural processes as processes o f communication . . (p. 21-22).
Manning (1987) also describes semiotics as going in two directions:" ... one in the
direction of the study of the rules themselves, or language, and the other, the
relationships between the language and performance or the consequences of speech acts,
pragmatics" (p. 29). Furthermore, Manning says: "Semiotics, like linguistics, studies
wholes ordered by rules. The connection between sociology and linguistics comes
insofar as both study the whole, or society, by the study of language or discourse" (p. 30).
Casetti (1990) also elaborates: "On the one hand, the spectator can be thought of as a
decoder . . . On the other hand, the spectator can be understood as an interlocutor . . . " (p.
5). Manning (1987) also describes semiotics as this: "The work of semiotics is, as was
suggested, to uncover the rules that govern the conventions of signification, whether
these be in kinship, etiquette, mathematics, or art" (p. 26). Rose (2001) adds this distinct
detail about semiotics: "Semiological studies require extensive knowledge of the type of
image which the case studies will examine" (p. 73). Continued here Rose (2001) adds:
Semiologists depend on a definition of science that contrasts scientific knowledge
with ideology (this distinction is usually elaborated with reference to the Marxist
theorist Louis Althusser). Ideology is knowledge that is constructed in such a
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way as to legitimate unequal social power relations; science, instead, is
knowledge that reveals those inequalities, (p. 70)
Harari (1979) describes semiotics as this:
The episteme, which explains in each instance a form of knowledge modeled on
the structure of the sign, so that a change of episteme, which is the appearance of
a new mode of signifying, necessarily relates to the type of articulation existing
within the sign itself, between what represents and what is represented, between
signifier and signified, (p. 29)
Another also states: "A key assumption of semiotics is that surface signs are related to an
underlying structure. A related assumption is that there is an underlying structure"
(Feldman, 1995, p. 21-22). Manning (1987) continues: "Semiotics is primarily a mode of
analysis that seeks to understand how signs perform or convey meaning in context" (p.
25). He goes on to state: "It also is a form of cultural analysis. All human behavior, once
interpreted, is conduct. Semiotics looks at rules that govern conduct. Semiotics
distinguishes performance or speech from the rules that govern it or control speech,
language rules" (p. 29).
After fully understanding that semiotics is an approach used to deconstruct
cultural texts in order to gain meaning, it is important to move into key elements of that
definition. For instance, many of the previous scholars used the terms sign, sign system,
signified, signifier. These have become keywords in the language of semiotics and
deserve careful attention. Rogers (1994) clearly states: ". . . a sign is something, A,
which denotes some fact or object, B, to some interpretant thought. . . " (p. 11).
Manning (1987) also describes a sign system: "Finally, any semiotic analysis will begin
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with an understanding of the interplay of levels o f analysis, form and content, speech and
language, formal rules and performances in a social setting" (p. 32). Thomas (1989) also
contributes to the definition: "Language is a system, and because of that it is not arbitrary
and it is governed by a relative order" (p. 52). Manning (1987) also states: "Semiosis, the
growth and change in meaning of signs, is perhaps the most difficult process to
exemplify, and the most controversial, so only a few examples will be used here to
illustrate it" (p. 63). One author states that explanations concerning semiotic analysis
shouldn't include value judgments (Maasik & Solomon, 1994, p. 233). Although there is
value in the stance Rose (1994) offers, a piece of analysis that is easy to align with:
This is because semiologists choose their images on the basis of how conceptually
interesting they are, it seems. There is no concern among semiologists to find
images that are statistically representative of a wider set of images, for example,
as there is in content analysis. Images are interpreted in close relation to
semiological theory, and the discussion of particular images is often directed at
exemplifying analytical points, (p. 73)
Lindlof (1995) continues this argument: "In fact, meanings are the only basis people have
for acting toward things or other people. People align their actions with respect to
meanings held in common with others as well as perceived differences with conflicting
groups" (p. 43). Rose (2001) helps to comprehend the importance of context and signs:
The diversity of forms through which a discourse can be articulated means that
intertextuality is important to understanding discourse. Intertextuality refers to
the way that the meanings of any one discursive image or text depend not only on
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that one text or image, but also on the meanings carried by other images and texts,
(p. 136)
Manning (1987) gives specific examples of signs:

. . both the association among a

series or set of signs (such as a menu, list, traffic signs, or a course syllabus) and between
a signifier (such as a traffic sign) and a signified (stop; go; no left turn)" (p. 26). Rose
(2001) also describes a sign as this: "representations o f manner . . . expression . . . eye
contact. .. pose . . . " (p. 76). Manning (1987) helps us to determine what signs allow us
to do: "Signs indicate groups and social relations. Social signs point to group identity, to
membership, and to social roles" (p. 27). He writes: "Social codes are integrated systems
of sign" (p. 27). Moreover, he states "Social signs, since they communicate group
relations, have differing capacities to represent social power, coercion, and shared
meaning to groups. Those signs that are hyperelevated into matters of trust, and shared
reality that approaches the unquestioned, are myths" (Manning, 1987, p. 27).
Furthermore, Manning says, "Social life is a field of signs organized by other signs about
signs that communicate various social relations" (p. 33). And lastly, Manning says, "The
transfer of signs across codes can occur within a given social system or subsystem" (p.
39).
Epistemological Approach o f Semiotics
While still introducing the fundamental grounding in semiotics, I believe
developing an understanding of the epistemological approaches taken by scholars is
critical. First, intertexual approaches will be addressed, next, how psychoanalytic
approaches are used in semiotics will be discussed and lastly, to illustrate, I will use a few
film examples to conclude the discussion. Lindlof (1995) reflects for a moment: "In a
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postmodern culture, the intertextuality of a cultural artifact tends to draw attention
reflexively to its own stylistic conventions, historical antecedents, and ways of'reading'
it" (p. 52). Casetti (1990) states: "In theorizing how a text offers itself to a spectator
hidden within its lines, our research has attempted to bring out a film's 'conditions of
visibility'" (p. 132). Manning (1987) gives this interpretation: "Context would appear to
reference aspects of the social-psychological world of the speaker and the hearer that, in
addition to a message, are necessary features of meaningful communications . . . " (p. 40).
Rogers (1994) introduces hermeneutics: "The firstness of the signifier, of that which is
closest to human beings, then becomes the paradigm of metaphysical thought about
quality or possibility" (p. 34). Continued here, he says, ". . . I concluded in favor of
textual hermeneutics, and arrived at a definition of interpretive system from within the
perspective of textual hermeneutics: an interpretive system is any structure of relations
such that each relation determines its relata also to be relations" (Rogers, 1994, p. 42).
Furthermore, Rogers writes: "To approach an interpretive system from the outside means
to articulate it in terms of some other system, thus distorting its concepts .. . What one
comes to know about directly is not texts, but instead interpretive systems in their
relations with texts" (Rogers, 1994, p. 46). But it is textual hermeneutics that expands
into an all encompassing interpretive system that incorporates most approaches (Rogers,
1994, p. 179) Lindlof (1995) continues this idea: "The unstated assumption in the
discussion so far is that people are able to understand each other's motives, thoughts, and
emotions" (p. 43).
The psychoanalytic approaches scholars used and developed contributed to the
formation of a basic understanding or general knowledge of semiotics. For instance,
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Rose (2001) states: "Psychoanalysis consists &fa range of theories that deal most
centrally with human subjectivity, sexuality and the unconscious" (p. 100). Rose
continues by saying, "They [visual analysts] pay close attention to these visual images
and are centrally concerned with their social effects: the ways they produce particular
spectating positions that are differentially sexualized and empowered" (p. 100). Rose
adds:". . . psychoanalytic concepts are used to interpret aspects of visual images and in
particular their effects on spectators" (p. 101). Moreover she claims:

.. psychoanalytic

critics often work with just one or two psychoanalytic concepts, exploring their
articulation - or rearticulation - through a particular image" (Rose, 2001, p. 101). This is
significant as it also fits into a qualitative framework and epistemological makeup. It is
also pertinent to note: "Different psychoanalytic concepts brought to bear on the same
image can produce very different interpretations of that image" (Rose, 2001, p. 101).
Rose (2001) writes:
We learn to see in particular ways, and this is a process that is reiterated every
time we look. Thus visualities and visual images are given a kind of agency by
psychoanalysis, because our immersion in a certain kind of visuality and our
encounters with certain kinds of visual images tutor us into particular kinds of
subjectivity. Thus, psychoanalytic approaches, while centrally concerned with the
psychic processes of subjectivity and visuality, can also address the social
modality of these processes by considering their cultural constitution, (p. 104)
Rose (2001) concludes with: "Cinema is an especially powerful visual medium because a
film can create a total world for its audience. Films manipulate the visual, the spatial and
the temporr’ . . . " (p. 101). Whittock (1990) illustrates this approach through film: "That
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sense that the visual and aural configurations of the film image are impiints of aspects of
real objects affects how we take them and encourages us to identify them in much the
same way within the mind" (p. 23). After looking at these aspects of semiotics, we can
move on to exploring feminist thoughts about this method.
Feminist Thought on Semiotics
The last aspect of a fundamental grounding in semiotics that will be explored in
order to fully analyze and appreciate the fairy tale theory is a feminist perspective on
semiology. It should be noted the attention to subjectivity feminists take to semiotics.
For instance, Casetti (1990) writes:
First there is the question of subjectivity in language. We have seen how the
availability of a text exists not only in the process by which a sign can be offered
to someone, but also in the need for someone to whom the sign is addressed, (p.
10)
Another author states: "First, subjectivity entails the acknowledgment that individuals are
indeed subjective', that we make sense of our selves ana our worlds through a whole
range of complex and often non-rational ways of understanding" (Rose, 2001, p. 103).
Moreover, she says, "In relation to the visual, this means psychoanalysis often focuses on
the emotional effects of visual images . . . " (Rose, 2001, p. 103). It is vital to note:
"Some reactions may be coming from the unconscious . . . a forbidden zone in two
senses. It is forbidden because the conscious mind cannot access it. And it is forbidden
because it is full of outlawed drives and energies and logics" (Rose, 2 0 0 1 , 1 0 3 ) . This
stance is especially significant because if the unconscious forms reactions and people are
unaware of why those reactions are made then perpetuations of the dominate ideologies
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will continue to prevail without logical reasoning. Rose (2001) continues: "Sometimes
the boundary between the conscious and the unconscious leaks and the unconscious finds
indirect expression in things like gestures, slips of the tongue (which the speaker does not
notice), dreams, and so on" (p. 103).
Feminist scholars in semiotics also detail ways of viewing film and other cultural
texts; this approach to society allows researchers to fully comprehend how oppression
and devaluing of a group can occur. As Gledhill (1984) writes: "The value of this
semiotic redefinition of film as text for feminist analysis is that it enables us to escape the
simple enumeration of sexist stereotypes . . (p. 19). Rose (2001) relays the ways of
viewing through a male dominated structure: "Voyeurism is a way of seeing that is
active; it distances and objectifies what is looked a t . . . putting distance between the male
and female protagonists of a movie . . . [and] putting distance between the female
protagonist of a movie and the movie audience" (p. 110). Rose expands the argument:
"The second way that the image of the castrated woman is disavowed by narrative
cinema, according to Mulvey, is fetishistic scopophilia. This is when the female figure
is represented simply as a beautiful object of display . . . "(p. 110). Finally, she notes,
"The construction of claims to truth lies at the heart of the intersection of
power/knowledge . . . " (Rose, 2001, p. 138).
With a firm understanding of how the audience views a text the next logical step
is to understand the many contributions of feminist scholars to the understanding of
devaluation of women through film and other cultural texts. Although, I have already
touched on this aspect in other chapter, I believe it necessary to formulate this idea
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through a semiotic approach to further cement by later analysis. For example, Humm
(1997) writes:
[Fjeminist Film theory's argument [is] that women are inevitably reduced to the
objects of a male gaze in mainstream cinema. We are excluded from our own
'looks' not only by film techniques - in shot-reverse-shot or the implied exchange
of looks between characters - but also in narrative, (p. 39)
MacNabb, Cherry, Popham, and Prys (2001) add: "One of the central projects of recent
feminism has been to examine such concepts as woman, man, femininity, and masculinity
to see what they mean and how they function for us" (p. 24). Witten and Burciaga (2001)
formulate the idea of socially constructed reality, "In contrast, feminist theory derives
much of its analytical strength from the claim that values, institutions, and practices of
human beings are socially constructed and cannot transcend culture" (p. 173). This
thought further illustrates how ideas are formed through cultural texts, including the
degradation of gender and race. This idea of devaluing is continued by this author:
The mother is split into contrasting opposites with the menacing object being
nothing more than the result of the excessive idealization of the perfect object: the
fade-out of the loved object is the terrifying return of the Wicked Mother, the
inexplicable retreat of love, the well-known abandonment of which the Mystics
complain . . . I am not destroyed, but dropped here, a reject. (Kritzman, 1989, p.
113)
It is essential to note that a bad mother is often denoted as one withdrawing love
(Kritzman, 1989, p. 113). "The attempt to break the signs of a culture and a society
perceived as oppressive only led to new signs and new oppression" (Ungar & McGraw,
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1989, p. xvii). Blumer (1933) also addresses the importance of how society devaluates
women through a specific film genre:
The schemes of conduct which they imply are likely to be shown in a romantic
and entrancing manner and may frequently carry the weight of authority and
correctness. Some young men and women, because of their attitudes and
background of experience, regard the life of modem youth as it is shown in
motion pictures not only as an 'ideal' type of life but as the proper type of life.
From such pictures they are likely to derive ideas of freedom, of relations to
parents, and of conduct towards ones associates. In this way motion pictures give
sanction to codes of conduct and serve as an instrument for introducing the
individual into a new kind and area of life. (p. 151-152)
Through this section so far, I've explored some common definitions of semiotics,
detailing this approach as a guide to gain knowledge about cultural texts through signs. I
have also illustrated the epistemological make up of semiotics as a tool grounded in
people and texts, rather than data and facts. I have explored some feminist thoughts on a
semiotic approach used to gain meaning through signs, also allowing the researcher to see
the devaluing of gender and culture through these means.
How-To Guide to Semiotics
Next, I'll develop a how-to approach of this particular research method helping to
ground our understanding of semiotics. Both the steps used by scholars and the
fundamental goals of this method are of equal importance. Configuring and illustrating a
step-by-step approach is difficult for two reasons. First, this method is very
individualized since it comes from a qualitative framework, and second, because different
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scholars have different goals of this research method. Their paths of achieving goals
become specific to their work. What will be presented are the most common methods of
analysis and a deconstruction of terms used, presentation of an array of steps used by
scholars, followed by some evaluation of social meanings prescribed by this method,
before moving on to describing the goals of semiotics.
Step-by-Step Approach
Hodge (1990) begins by saying, "social semiotics is a framework for studying
literature as discourse, and literary criticism itself as constituted through discursive
processes" (p. 5). Henderson (1980) explicitly lays out an assortment of definitions
needed for a step-by-step approach:
The semiological sign, and therefore the relation between signifier and signified,
differs from the linguistic sign in (at least) two fundamental respects. First, only
language is doubly articulated .. . The second point concerns the relation between
signifier and signified, specifically the signifier's (material) mediation of the
signified. This relation may be arbitrary, as in language, or motivated, as in some
semiotic systems. A sign if motivated when the relation between its signified and
signifier is analogical, (p. 162)
Jowett (1983) writes: "Language is the capacity, mental and physical, for humans to
communicate. The very breadth of this linguistic potential mitigates against systematic
study" (p. 2-3). Whittock (1990) concurs: "Words are usually arbitrary signifies only:
They do not normally possess qualities in common with the objects to which they refer.
A symbolic sign demands neither resemblance to its object nor any existential bond with
it" (p. 21-22). Tavis (1986) adds: ". . . culture is understood as a hierarchical system of
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an almost infinite number of texts or secondary modeling systems . . . " (p. 196).
Feldman (1995) notes this aspect of semiotics: ".. . metaphor, metonymy, and opposition.
Metonymy involves a relationship between the sign and the signified in which both are in
the same domain" (p. 22). Henderson (1980) introduces a series of steps to producing
semiotic analysis:
1. Analogy is a stopping block to semiosis.
2. But semiotic analysis is possible at another level than the anagogic, that of the
syntagmatic ordering of images or shots.
3. Under analogy many cultural codes intervene in cinema (and in the filmic text).
4. Cinema has no discrete units at the first or anagogic level.
5. Montage constitutes analysis but true articulation in the linguistic sense - even
the most partial shot presents a complete segment of reality.
6. The film sequence is a real unit, that is, a sort of coherent syntagma within
which the shots react simultaneously to each other.
7. The cinema, at the sequence level, is both a rhetoric and, in a very limited
sense, a grammar.
8. The rhetorical dispositio (the etermined ordering of undetermined units) is a
precedent for the semiotic operation of cinema, specifically the cinema.
9. The semiotic process of cinema is a grammar, in that it orders denotation, (p.
180-181)
Hodge (1990) serves to remind us that: "There are two basic kinds of semiotic structure:
syntagmatic (syntactic) structures, and paradigmatic structures" (p. 5). Furthermore,
when analyzing film it is important to remember: "'Genre' thus refers to systems of
classifications of types of texts" (p. 22). Manning (1987) also illustrates: "These
concepts are meant as tools for the analysis of everyday life. They are keys to cultural
competence . . . and at stasis as well as change" (p. 42). Furthermore, Wasserman (1981)
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writes: "A work is a product; it originates with an 'author' (ecrivant), and closes on a
signified or meaning" (p. 91).
The idea of social meaning found throughout the analysis is the final concept to
be understood before moving to semiotics' goals. For instance, Hodge (1990) states: "A
final integrating concern is with the category of modality, i.e. the set of ways that the
meanings of texts are keyed in to structures of meanings outside them in such a way as to
command or disclaim belief (p. x). Manning (1987) also adds:
. . . (a) layered meanings, insofar as denotations and connotations pyramid
upward, creating a kind of rainbow texture of meanings; (b) behavioral responses
resulting from inteipretations made of these chains of signification, and
interpretation of these interpretations (especially as, for example, one takes one's
cues about action from the interpretation made of the other person's interpretation
of a set of signals); and (c) a field of potentially contradictory semantic fields that
themselves are variously coherent and variously attached to authoritati ve sources
of marking (power structures). The relationships obtaining among the codes in
the field are shifting and not stable, (p. 39)
Hodge (1990) goes on to say: "The social meaning of the relation between a 'source' and
a 'text' is built up by elaborations and specifications of the semiosic syntagms that link
them in a pattern of differences and identities" (p. 63). Wasserman (1981) continues the
thread of analysis: ". . . [semiotics] concerns itself not with the product, but the process of
signification, not with structure, but with 'structuration'" (p. 91). Steeves (1987) is
critical of semiotics, drawing the attention of researchers to material conditions and
bearing in mind the broad outlook of semiotics: "To restrict our analysis solely to the text
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itself is to turn the object of analysis into its own means of explanation; by definition this
cannot provide an adequate account" (p. 100). Another author states:

.. social

semiotics looks for strategies of reading that are more intensive, more flexible, more
comprehensive and more committed to the study of the social" (Hodge, 1990, p. ix).
Moreover, Hodge adds:
One is the social meanings and functions of style. Style is a distinguishing mark
of aesthetic forms of discourse and a decisive component in the construction of
literariness, but the aesthetic is commonly used to neutralize connections with
social meaning and purposes. This is itself a potent social fact: but social
semiotics seeks to go beyond deconstructing it to a thoroughgoing arid precise
strategy for reading the social meanings of style, (p. x)
Rogers (1994) states: "Naming the interpretant uncovers a whole new field of
questioning: what quality, force, or rule connects the sign to its object for the interpretant
thought?" (p. 11). Finally, Currie (1993) also states: "Semantic meaning is determined by
the conventions of the language, and these conventions provide, as we have seen, for the
acontextuality of meaning" (p. 207-220). Now that I've covered a few important steps to
doing semiotics, I will move on to examining the goals of this method.
Goals o f Semiotics
When examining the goals of semiotics, I want to distinguish between the broad
goals and the specific goals of semiotics in film analysis. Henderson (1980) distinguishes
the goals in this way:
[T]he tasks and procedures of a semiotic analysis are these: The goal is to separate
language from speech . . . This in turn makes possible a definition of language and
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speech: the paradigms and their interrelation correspond to language, so also does
the syntagmatic form of utterances, the combinative constraints. But the latter
two also define the speech function as the combinatory act, governed by
constraints as well as by freedoms, that results in syntagms. (p. 165)
Manning (1987) outlines one goal of semiotics: "Semiotics requires that analysis
penetrate surface meanings or mere description and extract underlying modes of
understanding.. .. Semiotics assumes different perspectives on social life" (p. 46-47).
Hodge (1990) c o n t i n u e s : .. [semiotics] enable[s] the production of meaning" (p. 26).
Manning (1987) wraps up the argument with this statement: "Semiotics permits, indeed,
requires comparisons. Semiotics is based on the central notions of opposition in context
as the source of meaning" (p. 46).
It is also important to distinguish some of the goals of cinematic semiotics.
Jowett (1983) states: "Semiology is the only recent attempt at a unified theory of film
communication" (p. 9). Jowett continues with this, "Codes may be cultural, or specific to
film" (Jowett, 1983, p. 14). Hodge (1990) contributes to the distinction of semiotics
broad goals and semiotics goals in film analysis:
Visual media (film, TV, comics) have developed specialized resources for
producing semiosic effects (angles of vision, position of camera etc.). . . Popular
texts, treated as trivial or worse by traditional literary criticism, show a complex
pattern of relationships between visual and verbal semiosic effects, (p. 67)
Hodge (1990), continuing that train of thought, states: ". . . genres have a double face
depending on their orientation, whether to controllers or to those who are controlled. As
an instrument of control, a genre limits meanings" (p. 22). Now that I've explored some
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fundamental groundings and goals of semiotics I'll turn my attention next to addressing
the construction of meaning examined through semiotics of cultural texts.
Construction of Meaning Found in the Narrative
Our focus now will be turned toward meaning construction. A look at the
discovery of meaning will be supported by three specific areas, meaning in narrative
symbols, symbolic representation in film, and finally attachment of meaning to symbols,
all of which have specific application to women and the fairy tale.
Meaning in Narrative Symbols
In discussing meaning found in narrative symbols, three subjects concern this
analysis first and foremost: the context of narrative symbols, fairy tale narratives, and
finally women's representation. Although we have already looked at these aspects in
other chapters, it is critical to establish how they are viewed in relation to semiotics.
Metz (1974) begins the discussion: "It seems to me, indeed, that the narrative lends itself
to structural analysis because it is primarily, in some way, a real object, which even the
naive listener clearly recognizes and never confuses with what it is not" (p. 16). Morse
(1994) continues: "Symbolic interaction purports that meaning is socially constructed,
negotiated, and changes over time" (p. 39). Meaning is found, not just from the meaning
of the words but also from the speakers as well as the context (Hodge, 1990, p. 69).
Hodge (1990) elaborates: ".. . visual and verbal elements have semiosic effects which
have different significant sources (’authors'), both fictive and real, in both the mimetic
and semiosic planes" (p. 70). Zipes (1995) explains:
The process of learning how to tell a story is a process of empowerment. We all
want to narrate our lives, but very few of us have been given the techniques and
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insights that can help us form plots to reach our goals. We need to learn strategies
of narration when we are very young in order to grasp that we can become our
own narrators, the storytellers of our lives, (p. 4)
Zipes (1995) art' ulates the importance and danger of such roles by storytellers: "The
storyteller is in many respects like the big ’bad’ wolf, a rabble-rouser whose stories are
meant to incite, not to destroy, to provoke thought and curiosity; to point a way toward
creating a network within a community . . . " (p.6). Bacchilega (1997) continues this
notion and leads us into discovering fairy tale narratives: "Belittled, yet pervasive and
institutionalized, fairy taies are thus produced and consumed to accomplish a variety of
social functions in multiple contexts and in more or less explicitly ideological ways" (p.
3

Vloreover Bacchilega (1997) states, "The fairy tale 'cannot b refined one-

dimensionally,' and in any case, 'adults have always read, censored, approved, and
distributed the so-called fairy tales for children'"(p. 3). Warner (1994) describes this
symbolic meaning in the fairy tale: "The fairy tale proposes a perfect foot from
knowledge of the imperfections of feet and what they stand for; it offers a remedy in
itself for the problem . . . " (p. 203). Bettelheim (1975) adds this element of the fairy tale
narrative: "While the fairy tale realistically warns that being carried away by anger or
impatience leads to trouble, it reassures that the consequences are only temporary ones,
and that good will or deeds can undo all the harm done by bad wishing" (p. 71).
Furthermore, Zipes (1995) adds:
Fairy tales celebrate all kinds of heroism. Ultimately, they celebrate the capacity
of people from all walks of life to survive disaster and change their lives so that
they can become masters or mistresses of their destiny. This is the utopian gestus
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of most fairy tales, but we often overlook how many of the traditional fairy tales
stimulate violent action and legitimize aggressive behavior. We overlook the fact
that war and battle are common in fairy tales, as if they were natural and could
never go away. Commonly, to be a man, a real man, the fairy-tale hero must
prove that he can compete and win the battle, that he can be number one, that he
can triumph, and that he can kill if required, (p. 78)
Characters within the fairy tale world gravitate between the polar opposites of "ferocity
incarnate" or unselfish benevolence" (Bettelheim, 1975, p. 74). Tatar (1987) also states:
"The symbolic codes woven into fairy tales are relatively easy to decipher, for they are
often based on familiar allusions or on readily decodable verbal substitutions . . . " (p. 8081). Zipes (1988) adds: "In other words, writing imposed and imposes specific
grammatical rules, new meanings, and mental and social requirements on oral
communication and often disregarded and disregards customary usage and semantics in
i

oral cultures" (p. 136).
Since attempting to understand women's representation in the narrative structure
of one single fairy tale has produced volumes of books, not to mention attempts to
categorize and chart all the fairy tales, a narrowing of our scope is imperative. A focus on
the most pertinent scholars and issues in this arena is our only option. Mulvey (1988)
begins our discussion of women's representation:
The paradox of phallocentrism in all its manifestations is that it depends on the
image of the castrated women to give order and meaning to its world. An idea of
woman stands as linchpin to the system: it is her lack that produces the phallus as
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a symbolic presence, it is her desire to make good the lack that the phallus
signifies, (p. 57)
Green (1998) furthers this discussion: "Another approach well short, of revolution, yet
still separated from simple immersion in the dominant ideology and its male gaze, is the
choice of stylistic abstraction rather than Hollywoodian naturalism as a mode of narrative
discourse" (p. 164). Tatar (1992) moves us from the generalization of fairy tale features
into the specific "Vanity and pride stand, then, as the cardinal sins of women in folk
tales" (p. 103-104). She goes on to say: "Arrogance, haughtiness, and pride—whatever
the name, it runs in the blood of most royal fairy-tale women and motivates a plot that
relentlessly degrades women and declares them to be social misfits . . . " (Tatar, 1992, p.
105). Elaborating on the specific, Cashdan (1999) writes:" ... envy emerges as a
conspicuous dynamic, surfacing both in the stepmother's envy of Cinderella's initial
position in the family and in Cinderella's envy of the privileges usurped by her sisters" (p.
97). Zipes (1988) adds:
The scripted Cinderella is in effeci the prescribed way of success for young
people of both sexes in a society that stresses self-renunciation, thrift, industry,
opportunism, and material well-being, in the form of heterosexual marriage in
which the male dominates as a wealthy providet . After all, he is the finder and
keeper of the slipper! (p. 143)
Furthermore, Zipes states:
The dialogue can be retraced historically in the semantic shifts of power in the
Cinderella cycle from oral tales celebrating the initiation of a young woman into
womanhood: oral tales reflecting the patriarchalization of society and the
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changing image of women and men; literary tales representing the proper
domestication of the female and the requirements for marriage set by men . . .
(Zipes, 1988, p. 145)
Symbolic Representation in Film
The second focus of this section involves the representation of symbols, important
since people derive meaning from symbols and frame their ideologies with these
meanings. When discussing this section there are three factions behind symbolic
representation: the idea of metaphor, symbolism in fairy tales, and finally, women's
symbolic representation. It is important to look at these specific areas because they have
new meaning when approached from a semiotic perspective combined with film.
Whittock (1990) begins by stating: "Symbol may be conceived as an offshoot of
metaphor that has developed characteristics peculiarly its own. Like metaphor it
normally possesses a tenor and a vehicle, but its treatment of them is different" (p. 13).
Ruppert (1994) adds:
The repetitions and discrepancies between textual models and their subsequent
reenactments construct a relational space, one which affords a range of potential
interpretive positions for a viewer depending on (1) how one understands the
fictional model, and (2) how one understands the interplay of identity and
difference between the fictional model and its renarrativization. (p. 104)
Currie (1993) specifically states: "It is important to recognize that utterance meaning can
occur where the utterance in question does not involve a use of language; gestures, facial
expressions and acts of all kinds can have an utterance meaning" (p. 4). He goes on to
add: "It is clear, pre-theoretically, that cinematic images present meanings that do so
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contribute; let us call any meaning of that kind story-meaning" (Currie, 1993, p. 4).
Furthermore, these authors state, "These textures, then, create a thematic statement. The
advantage of pastiche is that the multiple pieces actually open up spaces into a full
texture — a range of meanings that can coexist because of the meaning that the form of
pastiche inscribes" (Ely, Vinz, Downing, & Anzul, 1997, p. 98-99). Tartar (1993) also
notes, "But 'here is still something desirable in these stories and meanings, the framing of
the story is satisfying because at its base it rewards virtue and punishes vice" (p. 31). It is
also important to note:". . . the text's relationship to other texts, the strategies adopted
when communicating with specific audiences within given generic and social parameters,
and the social functions or ideological effects of these strategies" (Bacchilega, 1997, p.
12) .

Exploring symbols embedded in the fairy tale is fascinating to me because for so
many years I have taken for granted the presence of so many things in those structures.
As these authors illustrate it is important to uncover the plainly visible. Warner (1994)
points to the representation of the glass slipper: "But Cinderella's element, in the wake of
Perrault's reading, has become glass, and the logic of the symbolism, whether he chose it
or happened upon it, is perfect. . . When Cinderella puts off her rags, everything about
her sparkles (p. 361). Tavis (1986) draws from Vladimir Propp's Morphology o f the
Folktale: "I would defend Propp against his critics by arguing that the formal structural
approach, if defined in terms of communication theory, aims at describing possible
stimuli for the imagination rather than at ci eating an exhaustive, self-explanatory
scheme" (p. 199). Orenstein (2002) adds this element from the fairy tale narrative
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structure, "Indeed, most fairy tales end in marriage, a symbol of social and sexual
maturity" (p. 78). Cashdan (1999) concurs:
. . . on the road to self-discovery . . . the crossing, leads the hero or heroine into an
alien land marked by magical occurrences and strange creatures. This is followed
by an encounter with an evil presence - a malevolent stepmother, a murderous
ogre, a treacherous wizard, or some other witchlike figure. In the third part of the
journey, the conquest, the hero or heroine enters into a life-and-death struggle
with the witch, one that inevitably leads to the witch's demise. The voyage
concludes with a celebration: a gala wedding feast or a family reunion in which
the victory over the witch is heralded and everyone lives happily ever after, (p.
31)
Furthermore, Cashdan (1999) writes: "Practically every fairy tale begins with a step
across an invisible frontier that leads straight into uncharted territory. This initial step is
precipitated by some sort of dilemma" (p. 32-33). Moreover, this author notes,
"Destruction of the witch is the third, and quintessential, portion of the fairy-tale cycle. If
children hope to overcome bothersome thought and unwholesome impulses, the witch
must die. Her death constitutes the emotional core of the tale" (Cashdan, 1999, p. 35).
Rohrich (1986) adds this interesting element of subjectivity through the fairy tale:
. . . fairy tales always offer a likeness of the narrators' social and economic
environment, a snapshot of the cultural process.. . . The simplicity, linearity, and
one-dimensionality of fairy tales have led to a belief in their allegorical nature, a
conviction that fairy tales mean something quite different from what stands in the
text. (p. 7-9)
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Tatar (1992) offers this insight onto the male role in the fairy tale structure, ". . . the
invisible father and the monstrous mother have come to serve as twin anchors of many
fairy-tale plots and will remain stationed there until the tellers of tales receive new
messages to inscribe on their narratives" (p. 139)
Now that the symbolic representation of the fairy tale has been explored we can
move on. The final aspect of symbolic representation involves how women are
symbolized not only in cultural texts, but in fairy tales as well. De Laureates (1987)
writes:
The sex-gender system, in short, is both a sociocultural construct and a semiotic
apparatus, a system of representation which assigns meaning (identity, value,
prestige, location in kinship, status in the social hierarchy, etc.) to individuals
within the society. If gender representations are social positions which carry
differential meanings, then for someone to be represented and to represent oneself
as male or as female implies the assumption of the whole of those meaning
effects, (p. 5)
Now looking into the fairy tale structure and women's symbolism it is easy to find areas
of oppression, as Bacchilega (1997) states:
All popular fairy tales do not of course inscribe such static beauties . . . By
analyzing the mirroring strategy in 'Snow White' as it re-produces the passively
beautiful female character with very limited options, I seek to magnify norms at
work in the fairy tale, the narrative frame which measures the voices, gazes, and
actions of all the genre's female heroines, (p. 29)
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Warner (1994) adds an interesting symbol prescribed to certain cultures: "Blondeness and
beauty have provided a conceptual rhyme in visual and literary imagery ever since the
goddess of Love's tresses were described as xanthe, golden, by Homer" (p. 363).
Moreover, Warner (1994) goes on to say:
For fairness was a guarantee of quality. It was the imaginary opposite of'foul,1it
connoted all that was pure, good, clean. Blondeness is less a descript ive term
about hair pigmentation than a blazon in code, a piece of value system that it is
urgent to confront and analyse because its implications, in more and social terms
are so dire and are still so unthinkingly embedded in the most ordinary, popular
materials of the imagination, (p. 364)
Warner (1994) also states: "Although blondeness's most enduring associations are with
beauty, with love and nubility, with erotic attraction, with value and fertility, its
luminosity made it also the traditional colour of virgins' hair" (p. 367).
After exploring some of the meanings found in the narrative symbols and the
symbolic representation in the film industry we can move on to discovering the final
aspect of this chapter, how and why we attach meaning to symbols found in cultural
texts.
Basis Behind Attaching Meaning Through Narrative Symbols
The final aspect of this literature review provides insight from scholars as to how
and why meanings are constructed as well as some pertinent meanings found in fairy
tales. Penley (1989) gives a good account behind meaning construction:
An investigation of the construction of fantasy seems to provide a way of
accounting for sexual difference that acknowledges difference but which in no
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way seeks to dictate or predetermine the subsequent distribution of that difference
(in terms of sexual identity) in any given film or for any given spectator, male or
female. In the psychoanalytic account of fantasy, the drives are sexualized only
by way of their articulation in fantasy. The emphasis here is not on the relation to
the object but on the subject's desire in relation to a scenario in which he takes
part. (p. 79)
Penley (1989) address the adult fantasy of childhood a s:" ... simplicity and happiness is
a founding fantasy, one that offers the possibility of innocence to those who need to
retain the idea of innocence itself. As long as this fantasy remains unexamined, so too
will the fantasy of masculinity" (p. 162). Mulvey (1988) reasons: "The cinema offers a
number of possible pleasures. One is scopophilia (pleasure in looking). There are
circumstances in which looking itself is a source of pleasure, just as, in the reverse
formation, there is pleasure in being looked at" (p. 59). Feldman (1995) continues: "The
analysis includes not only the act itself but also and, more important, the meaning
produced by the act or the messages that are conveyed by the act" (p. 41). These next
authors give a good example of why people attach meaning to narratives: "Narrative is a
method of inquiry and a way of knowing — a discovery and analysis — just as scientism
and quantitative research have methods and ways" (Ely, Vinz, Downing, & Anzul, 1997,
pp. 64-65). Moreover, they state:
Drama brings into immediate focus the conversations, human responses, and
actions that accompany or dramatize events. Unlike narrative which has the
advantage of telling and showing the story, drama relies heavily on spoken
language in its various registers — conversation, interior monologue, soliloquy —
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to reveal complexities of plot, action, character, motivation, and context. (Ely,
Vinz, Downing, & Anzul, 1997, p. 123)
A last look at some fairy tale meanings is provided by Penley (1989) who
describes them in terms of fantasy:
Film analysis, moreover, from the perspective of the structure of fantasy, presents
a more accurate description of the spectator's shifting and multiple identifications
and a more comprehensive account of these same movements within the film: the
perpetually changing configurations of the characters, for example, are a formal
response to the unfolding of a fantasy that is the filmic fiction itself, (p. 80)
Exploring these ideas behind meaning attached to the narrative could prove to be lengthy;
however, the thoughts presented here are a quick overview of a few ideas about the
attachment of meaning to symbols. They have explored adults trying to rekindle their
younger days and the satisfaction of comfort in looking and understanding.
Overall this chapter has explored an enormous amount of literature supporting a
semiotic approach. For instance, we began with some brief definitions, an
epistemological basis for semiotics as an approach to cultural texts, as well as some broad
feminist thoughts on semiotics. This section clearly demonstrates semiotics as a
qualitative approach to texts utilizing people and culture in order to gain meaning found
in society. I also explored how and why symbols can degrade and devalue certain
cultural groups and women. Furthermore, it opened up the ideological basis for
interpreting film and other texts through semiotics. The second important section in this
chapter was based on some broad how-to approaches of semiotics to different texts. For
instance, we learned that semiotics has specific goals, such as locating meaning, how
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meaning is constructed, whose meaning is shown, and so forth. However, the exact stepby-step approach to semiotics is broad, allowing individual researchers to guide their
projects in order to locate meaning. There isn't one exact way to perform semiotics, it
comes with experience and knowledge allowing the researcher to uncover new ideas
behind the visible and invisible. Lastly this chapter looked into why and how we attach
meaning to certain symbols used in cultural texts. It is important to note that, adults tend
to keep fairy tales alive by means of cultural texts, in order to regain their own youth and
innocence. Overall, this chapter will assist in my later analysis of the five popular films
analyzed.
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CHAPTER V
METHOD
is critical to explain the
methodology; therefore, I have dedicated a substantial poftion-ofithis paper to that topic.
The method section covers three basic areas: qualitative research as a bread research tool
to gain knowledge, textual analysis as a relevant and appropriate commuhi'catibmresearch
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"Fundamentally, qualitative researchers seek to preserve the form and content of human
behavior and to analyze its qualities, rather than subject it to mathematical or other
formal transformations" (p. 21). This essential quality of qualitative research is what
specifically separates it from its opposing research partner, quantitative research.
Another author adds that qualitative research would rather investigate social variables
than reduce or control them (Holliday, 2002, p. 4). Cantor (1987) continues this
statement: "Qualitative research, in contrast, can provide understandings about the social
world unavailable to those who apply alternative methods of study" (p. 254). This is an
extremely important aspect of qualitative research because it establishes the researcher as
part of the phenomenon (Holliday, 2002, p. 7). Holliday (2002) presents four aspects of
qualitative research: "First, reality and science are socially constructed, second,
researchers are part of research settings, third, investigation must be in reflexive, selfcritical, creative dialogue, and finally, it aims to problematize, reveal hidden realities,
initiate discussions" (p. 19). It is mentioned by another author that depth and detail are
essential to qualitative research (Patton, 1990, p. 13). He goes on to say: "In qualitative
inquiry the researcher is the instrument" (Patton, 1990, p. 14). It is expected that
qualitative research adheres to a dialogic form with emphasis placed upon relationships
between the researcher and the participants (Holliday, 2002, p. 74). Holliday freely
opens up ideas for the constitution of qualitative data. As Strauss and Corbin (1998)
state: "First, there are data, which can come from various sources . . . " (p. 11). Coffey
and Atkinson (1996) also describe data as " . . . fieldnotes, interview transcripts,
transcribed recordings of naturally occurring interaction, documents, pictures, and other
graphic representation" (p. 4). It is noted that qualitative methods can be addressed
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inside or outside of the environment of the participants, such as interview data (Lindloft,
1995, p. 21). This is an important aspect for my study of popular films; although I was
not a witness to the making of the films, I still have the ability to interpret the final
product with a critical eye. Moreover, Strauss and Corbin (1998) concur with this idea:
"That is the difference between doing research in a laboratory, where one can to some
degree 'control' variables, and conducting it out in the 'real' world, where events and
happenings follow a natural course" (p. 266). Strauss and Corbin (1998) outline their
procedures for interpreting and organizing qualitative research as: ". . . conceptualizing
and reducing data, elaborating categories in terms of their properties and dimensions,
and relating through a series of prepositional statements" (p. 12). Morse (1994) concurs
with this idea: "Four cognitive processes appear integral to all qualitative methods:
comprehending, synthesizing, theorizing, and recontextualizing" (p. 25). Furthermore,
truth can be found in the meanings that participants ascribe to these processes (Zichi
Choen & Ornery, 1994, p. 147-148).
After summarizing and presenting some of the well-known definitions related to
qualitative research it is important to discuss a theoretical basis for understanding
grounded theory. Grounded theory is essential to qualitative research because in its
structure lies fundamental ways of knowing truths about the world through research. A
grounded theory approach also contributes to the understanding of the researcher's role in
the field, how theory is generated from the data, and how data connects to broad theories,
if that is the researcher's intent. As Strauss and Corbin (1998) point out: "The
methodology, commonly known as grounded theory, originally was developed by two
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sociologists, Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss" (p. 9). As Glaser and Strauss (1967)
point out:
. . . discovery o f theory from data—systematically obtained and analyzed in social
research—can be furthered. We believe that the discovery of theory from data—
which we call grounded theory—is a major task confronting sociology today, for,
as we shall try to show, such a theory fits empirical situations, and is
understandable to sociologists and layman alike, (p. 1)
Strauss and Corbin (1998) go on to list specific characteristics of a grounded theorist:
1.

The ability to step back and critically analyze situations

2.

The ability to recognize the tendency toward bias

3.

The ability to think abstractly

4.

The ability to be flexible and open to helpful criticism

5.

Sensitivity to the words and actions of respondents

6.

A sense of absorption and devotion to the work process, (p. 7)

The previous statement reflects the subjective nature of grounded theory, therefore,
cementing grounded theory in qualitative research. It should be noted that qualitative
research is interpreted through the researcher and the analysis takes place throughout the
entire project (Ely, Vinz, Downing & Anzul, 1997, p. 160). Strauss and Corbin (1998)
additionally affirm: "The importance of this methodology is that it provides a sense of
vision, where it is that the analyst wants to go with the research" (p. 8). Stem (1994)
maintains: "Grounded theory is but one of the interpretive methods that share the
common philosophy of phenomenology-that is, methods that are used to describe the
world of the person or persons under sti’<' ” (p. 213).
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Although I don't specifically use grounded theory in this thesis, except as a
foundation for my own role as researcher and audience member, if future research is to be
performed following this project, a grounded approach would be ideal. Grounded theory
uses the data gathered to support the researcher's claims about knowledge gained. For
instance, Lincoln (1997) adds: "Texts stand as testaments to the facts of our existence, to
our having 'been there,' and to th ~many voices of the individuals with whom we have
interacted" (p. 47). Qualitative research is of the nature that the researcher cannot pre
determine theory, rather it is essential to derive ideas and eventual theory from the data
allowing a grounded theory approach which leads to guided action (Strauss & Corbin,
1998, p. 12). These authors continue by stating, "In contrast, grounded theory is derived
from data and then illustrated by characteristic examples of data" (Glaser & Strauss,
1967, p. 5). Comparative analysis is also a major strategy within this grounded approach
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 1). However, these authors also articulate the importance of
the ".. . interplay between the ideas . . . " and the

.. detail of form and content in the

data . . . " (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996, p. 154-155).
It is important to note that broad theory can be developed through a grounded
theory approach. Glaser and Strauss (1967) state: "Our discussion of comparative
analysis as a strategic method for generating theory assigns the method its fullest
generality for use on social units of any size . . . " (p. 21-22). Glaser and Strauss (1967)
describe how theory is generated: ". . . (1) comparing incidents applicable to each
category, (2) integrating categories and their properties, (3) delimiting the theory, and (4)
writing the theory" (p. 105). Furthermore, it is important to note: "Using the constant
comparative method makes probable the achievement of a complex theory that
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corresponds closely to the data, since the constant comparisons force the analyst to
consider much diversity in the data" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 113-114). Stem (1994)
states:
The framework for the grounded theorist is rooted in symbolic interactionism
(Blumer, 1969; Mead, 1964/1934), wherein the investigator attempts to determine
what symbolic meaning artifacts, clothing, gestures, and words have for groups of
people as they interact with one another. From this viewpoint the investigator
hopes to construct what the interactants see as their social reality, (p. 215)
Furthermore it is important to note that grounded theorists aren't necessarily interested in
grand theory; rather it is essential for small theories directly related to each data collected
(Ely, Vinz, Downing & Anzu!, 1997, p. 249). As Strauss and Corbin (1998) also point
out: "Qualitative methods can be used to explore substantive areas about which little is
known or about which much is known to gain novel understandings" (p. 11). And Finally
Glaser and Strauss (1967) state:
And although we consider the process of generating theory as related to its
subsequent use and effectiveness, the form in which the theory is presented can be
independent of this process by which it was generated. Grounded theory can be
presented either as a well-codified set of propositions or in a running theoretical
discussion, using conceptual categories and their properties, (p. 31)
It is necessary to discuss narrative analysis as a form of qualitative research, in
order to situate the present study. A narrative analysis can lend greatly to helping the
researcher develop their story, as well as placing their own voice, and finding socially
constructed reality in the narrative-a story about a story perhaps. For instance Golden-
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Biddle and Locke (1997) state: "Every story needs to give readers enough background
information so that they can understand the context of events or statements" (p. 55).
Although that may seem simple and unquestionable many researchers get caught up in
telling their story; however, these next authors would claim that is essential to qualitative
research. For example, Ely, Vinz, Downing, and Anzul (1997) state: "Often meaning is
constructed through story" (p. 63). Coffey and Atkinson (1996) concur: "We argue that
thinking about stories in our data can enable us to think creatively about the sorts of data
we collect and how we interpret them" (p. 55). They go on to state: "This chapter focuses
on the storied qualities of qualitative textual data, that is, the ways in which social actors
produce, represent, and contextualize experience and personal knowledge through
narratives and other genres" (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996, p. 54). Furthermore, Coffey and
Atkinson (1996) say: "All forms of textual representation involve some degree of
'fictional' work. Even those that conform to more familiar patterns are often based on the
selection and juxtaposition of data extracts" (p. 123-124).
In addition, it is fundamental to understand that through a narrative analysis the
researcher's voice is apparent. As stated by Lincoln (1997): "Often this means that voices
other than the author's need to be heard" (p. 48). However it is also difficult because
writing the research can involve some degree of balance, as stated here:
It suggests an uncomplicated transition between the analytically condensed 'who
said or did what to whom and with what effects' recorded in the field notes and
the finished journal article. However, the apparent effortlessness intimated by the
injunction masks a number of key and laborious tasks that the writing up of
qualitative data surfaces and requires. (Golaen-Biddle & Locke, 1997, p. 6)
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Also, understanding how narrative analysis can convey truths about the world
and/or cultures studied is extremely beneficial to a qualitative researcher. As Harari
(1979) states: "First, discourse is a vehicle or an instrument of knowledge. Second, the
truth of a discourse lies as much in what it says as in the strategies it brings into play" (p.
43). Harari (1979) goes on to say:
Thus, claims Foucault, discourse is like everything else in our society: the object
of a struggle for power. Yet there is a difference, for discourse is not only an
object of power but, as he has shown in the course of his lengthy work, the
decisive stake of power, (p. 43)
Qualitative research also includes where and how truth is discovered and conveyed. Also,
the text can be thought of as an arrangement of narrative alterations, but this arrangement
is never complete or definite and cannot explain all discourse (Harari, 1979, p. 26).
As stated earlier, developing an understanding of hermeneutics in qualitative
research allows the researcher to explore mterpretations in their research data. As Zichi
Choeu and Ornery (1994) state: "Hermeneutics as a research method rests on the
ontological thesis that lived experience is itself essentially an interpretive process" (p.
148). Bolton (1987) concurs: "Hermeneutics as research methodology is a way of
systematically dealing with interpretations." (p. 148). One key aspect to hermeneutics is
the allowance of reflexivity in order to articulate and interpret meaning (Rogers, 1994, p.
19).
Next, it is crucial to discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages of
qualitative research. It is significant to note these in any project so that the researcher is
aware of shortcomings. It is important to fully develop the difference between
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quantitative and qualitative research while covering some of the advantages and
disadvantages of qualitative research, in order to justify the use of qualitative methods for
this study. Lindlof (1995) gives a precise description of what quantitative research
"looks like." For instance, quantitative researchers claim objectivity, authorless writing,
neutrality, and scientific logic; moreover, only the facts are challenged, not how the facts
were gathered (p. 24). He goes on to say this in comparing to qualitative research:
This argument implies something very important: that how we describe the world
constitutes what we describe. The language used in scientific discourse, then,
becomes not just an instrument of description, but the very phenomenon we call
science. This denies final authority to any scientific explanation, because the
object of explanation becomes meaningful only in a discourse that is always
changing, and whose signs refer only to other signs. In the final analysis,
qualitative reports are all about perspectives of lived experience. (Lindlof, 1995,
p. 24)
Lindlof (1995) continues by stating: "Scientific objectivity basically means refusing to let
value positions affect the way a study is designed, or the way empirical data are collected
or evaluated. Such objectivity is supposed to ensure the development of knowledge
untainted by human interests or politics" (p. 24-25). Furthermore, he claims: "Objectivist
science's claims to trustworthiness depend on its being able to make an impermeable
boundary between its research operations and the world of personal, ethical, and political
choices" (Lindlof, 1995, p. 24-25). Although some researchers find these qualities to be
beneficial while researching, I believe that the opposite angle of qualitative research will
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lend to a more helpful and useful interpretation of a cultural text, such as film.
Furthermore, a qualitative framework better illustrates my own beliefs as a researcher.
Some clear advantages of qualitative research to me, acknowledging ones such as
subjectivity, open-endedness, flexibility in the research project, and means for change in
society. In addition, qualitative writing allows for a multitude of ways to realize
something. It also opens up the various avenues for writing; for instance, qualitative
messages don't claim neutrality, our statements are not exact reflections of reality, and
moreover, how we interpret social reality is not linear or definite (Ely, Vinz, Downing, &
Anzul, 1997, p. 60). Furthermore, these authors go on to state:
What troubles us are too-easy answers to these representational dilemmas of
objective/subjective or outside/inside. Representations of the field as orderly and
coherent and possibly even 'hygienic,' couched in quasi-logical language, offer
misleading versions of the ease with which the field can be defined , rendered, and
known. Through the research experience itself and the attempts to write about
what we have learned or are learning, we begin to understand the field as filled
with complex and contradictory versions of meaning. (Ely, Vinz, Downing &
Anzul, 1997, p. 16-17)
Another attitude of qualitative research is that each person's ideas of knowledge
are comprised of their unique beliefs, desires, and prejudices gained from their cultural
world (Lindlof, 1995, p. 33). Fie goes on to say: "Given these constitutive features of the
social world, intersubjectivity is enacted in the kinds of relationships we enter into with
others" (Lindlof, 1995, p. 33). Berg (1989) offers this synopsis of research:
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Although analysis is without question the most difficult aspect of any qualitative
research project, it is also the most creative. Because of the creative component,
it is impossible to establish a complete step-by-step operational procedure that
will consistently result in qualitative analysis. Unlike quantitative research,
qualitative analysis does not lend itself to this sort of certainty. One cannot pull
out numbers (operationally reduce responses) from the interviews, and expect to
plug them into a qualitative analysis computer program—none exists! (p. 42)
Furthermore, some scholars would contend qualitative features such as grounded theory,
in-depth understandings, methodological rigor, and more are its greatest strengths as a
research method (Berg, 1989, p. 42).
Some disadvantages to qualitative research that quantitative scholars offer usually
consist of problems of validity, reliability, generalizablity, and so forth. Ho wever, I
would like to make it clear these are criteria for evaluating quantitative research cannot
be applied to qualitative research because they would create a system of scales which is
unbalanced. For instance, Lauer and Sullivan (1993) note:
Reliability argues that what was observed by the researcher can be viewed
similarly by others. It insists that claims about patterns and structures of
experience can only be made within a discourse community, which expects
multiple observers, observations, or points of view to be included in the analysis.
No results are credible if they represent solitary effort. Thus reliability guards
against idiosyncratic interpretations made on the basis of isolated observation, (p.
166)
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One must also add that validity is often compared with the ability to associate claims with
the structures and assumptions present in the paradigm being studied (Lauer & Sullivan,
1993, p. 164). In comparison, Michael Patton (1990) states: "Validity in quantitative
research depends on careful instrument construction to be sure that the instrument
measures what it is supposed to measure" (p. 14). So although it maybe important to
discuss reliability and validity in qualitative research, if a researcher fully develops his or
her grounded theory and claims about their data, these become non-issues. As some
authors would claim, each researcher carefully articulates their version of the domain
through careful examination of field experience (Ely, Vinz, Downing, & Anzul, 1997, p.
17). They are implying that the subjective nature of qualitative research could perhaps
lend to a disadvantage if dealt with improperly; however, if researchers are aware of their
own subjectivities in their research then that issue can be quickly dismissed and allayed.
Textual Analysis
The second portion of this methodology chapter consists of understanding the
specific research methodology known as textual analysis, a form of qualitative research.
Since textual analysis will be used in this study as a research tool for understanding
popular films it is important to take the time now to develop some key ideas about it. I'll
de velop an understanding of the epistemological groundings of textual analysis, and then
take a step by step approach of how to use this research methodology.
To begin Lindkvist (1981) offers a definition of texts:
(1) every semiotic structure of meaning (This is a broad definition of the text
concept, common in structuralism and hermeneutics. Such a concept includes not
only language but music, architecture, picture, events, and social actions.);
(2) every linguistic means of expression (thus, music, for example, is excluded for
the text concept);
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(3) written language (which would exclude, for example, audiovisual language),
(p. 26-27)
Lindkvist (1981) also states: "Textual analysis has also been seen as completely
dependent on the individuality of the qualified interpreter. The meaning of a text is the
meaning ascribed to its interpreter" (p. 25). Textual analysis is thought of as a broad
transmitter in the areas of arts and social sciences (Dearing, 1974, p. 1). It is also
thought that textual analysis can easily analyze aspects in the same medium; however,
comparing different media may be more difficult (Dearing, 1974, p. 1). When looking at
fairy tales it, specifically, is important to note these next authors' words:
This study is about textual transformations and textual difference: what I call
textualterity. The underlying premise is that the uniqueness of the unique art
object or literary text is constantly undergoing continuous and discontinuous
transience as it ages, is altered by editors and conservators, and is resituated or
reterritorialized in different publications and exhibition spaces. (Grigely, 1995, p.
5)
He goes on to say: "This book is about the transmission of cultural texts, and about how
individual works of art undergo change as part of the process of being disseminated in
culture" (Grigely, 1995, p. 5). Textual analysis can also serve as a model for which to
communicate, illustrate, clarify, recognize, and perform (Lindkvist, 1981, p. 34-35).
Using teen magazines as an example of a cultural artifact Holliday (2002) conveys how
those artifacts hold meaning:
Cultural artifacts like documents can reveal deeper, more tacit aspects of cultural
life. It is indeed debatable just how far the designers c f the teenage magazine are
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aware of the way in which they construct femininity for teenage girls by building
a virtual community of characters who share specific values, (p. 96)
Textual analysis is most certainly concerned with the actual text; however, an even more
important area in this research methodology becomes the production and dissemination
of the cultural texts (Grigely, 1995, p. 7). Some would argue that there is a difference
between the "real text" and the "cultural text." That difference is that one text would be
of actual lived experience, whereas, the cultural text is produced by a cultural group or
organization. The importance of cultural texts is illustrated by Ebrol and Lowenhaupt
Tsign (1995) who contend the social construction and reading of cultural texts produces
ways of knowing the world (p. 390). Morse (1994) offers a unique insight into the
formulating texts together: "It is a process of piecing together data, of making the
invisible obvious, of recognizing the significant from the insignificant, of linking
seemingly unrelated facts logically, of fitting categories one with another, and of
attributing consequences to antecedents" (p. 25). Hodge (1990) says this about discourse
and text: "Text and discourse in practice form an inseparable pair, because discourse is
only available for study in so far as it leaves traces in text" (p. viii).
Next, I'll develop a how-to approach to textual analysis, including how each step
is performed in the analysis, the goal of textual analysis, and finally any problems or
issues related to this methodology.
When presenting a step-by-step approach to textual analysis it is important to
keep in mind what Lindkvist (1981) notes, as we need to approach texts with: ". . . regard
textual analysis and interpretation as a form of model-building. What is regarded as a
problem with a text? Which ideologies, theories, and methods are used by different
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approaches? Which texts are analyzed? Which role is ascribed to the researcher?"
(Lindkvist, 1981, p. 23). Bernard (1988) says this about texts: "The texts can be fiction,
nonfiction, recorded folktales, newspaper editorials, advertisements, films, songs, and so
on" (p. 297-298). Holliday (2002) says "The actual data therefore is the document itself—
the front cover of the book in the case of Sharpe, and the extract from the magazine in the
case of Talbot" (p. 95-96). Patton (1990) adds this:
Qualitative inquiry designs cannot be completely specified in advance of
fieldwork. While the design will specify an initial focus, plans for observations
and interviews, and primary questions to be explored, the naturalistic and
inductive nature of the inquiry makes it both impossible and inappropriate to
specify operational variables, state testable hypotheses, and finalize either
instrumentation or sampling schemes. A qualitative design unfolds as fieldwork
unfolds. The design is partially emergent as the study occurs, (p. 61)
Textual analysis also takes on the agenda of convergence, which is figuring out what
aspects of the cultural text fit together and what don't (Patton, 1990, p. 402).
It is useful to also discuss the goals of textual analysis. The researcher most likely
has clear ideas of what she or he wants to achieve, although in qualitative research those
can be altered throughout the course of data collection. But above all every research
methodology has some focus that it is trying to reach through data and analysis, and
textual analysis is no different. The goal of textual analysis could also be thought of as
relating the historically important and as examining effects upon cultural texts (Dealing,
1974, p. 2). Lather (1997) offers this goal: "The textual and interpretive practices
delineated in this chapter work toward a multiplicity and complexity of layers that unfold
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an event which exceeds our frames of reference, evoking insight into what not knowing
means" (p. 254). Grigely (1995) also adds this:
The one enduring goal of textual criticism (and this goal is shared by those with
as differing editorial methodologies as Jerome McGann and Fredson Bowers) is
to make textual consciousness, if not textual criticism itself, a part of all critical
activity. Such engagement sees textual criticism as more than a preliminary
activity (that is, to edit 'reliable' texts), but as something that is fundamental to the
experience of literature, for it brings us closer to the human contexts by which
literature is written, printed, disseminated, and read. (p. 8)
After covering the definitions and epistemological make up of qualitative research
we've learned that it is grounded in a subjective ideology in order to gain knowledge
about the world and people. It is important to note that I've illustrated why arid how
qualitative research understands research and ways of knowing the world. A qualitative
framework is essential because it grounds truths about reality in specific people, words,
actions, and texts. The second aspect of this chapter explored the specific qualitative
research method of textual analysis. I will use this method when I analyze popular film
later in this thesis. Although it is important to note that textual analysis specifically
grounds its approach through the texts in order to discover presence of ideas and
ideologies.
Now, we can move on to the final section of this chapter, the detailed research
method used for my analysis of poplar film, using a qualitative framework through
textual analysis.
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My Specific Research Method
Now that I've developed an understanding of qualitative research as a broad
approach to gain knowledge and textual analysis as a profound research methodology, it
is important to examine the final portion of this chapter, the method used in this study.
First I'll explain how and why I selected certain movies to analyze, and second, I will
describe what will be analyzed in each movie.
I chose films to analyze by first determining major contemporary genres, then
selecting a popular (determined by box office receipts) example of each genre. Although
the term genre has different meanings, I used the term to help create a categorizing
scheme for contemporary films. I looked at a range of movies from the past two years
and allowed different aspects of the movies to emerge as defining characteristics. I
categorized movies together based on their similarities concerning plot structure,
characters, dramatic effect, and so on. Instead of predetermining categories and making
films adhere to my preconceived ideas, I allowed the defining features of a film to
determine its category. For example, I didn’t choose films because I already thought that
they fit the fairy tale narrative; instead I selected them because first they best illustrated
the characteristics of the genre, and secondly, because of their popular nature, which I
will address next. Detailed in the table below are the genres I selected to represent and
the films to be analyzed in each:
Table 1: Genre and Release Date
Genre

Film

Release Date

Romantic
Action/Adventure

Maid in Manhattan
James Bond:
Die Another Day
Red Dragon

12-13-02
11-22-02

Thriller/Horror
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10-04-02

Production
Company
Columbia Pictures
Metro-GoldwynMayer (MGM)
Universal

;
i

Table 1 (con't)
Genre
Comedy
Animated

Film

Release Date

Production
Company
My Big Fat Greek Wedding
06-07-02
Gold Circle Films
Shrek
05-18-01
Dreamworks
Source: Box Office Reports (2002, 2003)

The term popular can also have various meanings to different people. I use this
term in two respects. I chose movies based on their date of release to the public which
constitutes them as popular as opposed to ancient or from the past. Since my study is
geared toward contemporary film, I chose films produced in the last two years, 2001 and
2002. Popular also holds the connotation of being viewed by many and being farreaching to various audiences. I also took this into consideration when selecting my
movies. I would rather analyze movies that have a far reaching viewing population as
compared to a movie that failed at theaters and had little influence on audiences. This
doesn't mean that a popular movie had an effect, but it does mean that there were large
audiences who chose to see the film. Furthermore, audiences saw this film because of
how it was presented thus the themes present, in the film are perpetuated. Presented
below in the table are the "popular statistics" for each film:
Table 2: Movie Revenues
Movie
My Big Fat Greek Wedding (2002)
Die Another Day (2002)
Maid in Manhattan (2002)
Red Dragon (2002)
Shrek (2001)

Dollars

Rating (according to
money earned)
$241.44 Million
5th for that year
$160.20 Million
11th for that year
$93.82 Million
26th for that year
28th for that year
$92.93 Million
3rd for that year
$267.65 Million
Source: Box Office Reports (2002, 2003)

Finally, I must account for my subjectivity when selecting the movies to be
analyzed. As Lindkvist (1981) states: "Such an interpretation often presupposes that
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every linguistically correct text has one and only one interpretation and that the correct
interpretation emanates from the wording of the text" (p. 28). Although Lindkvist
concludes that there is more than one interpretation, it is important to account for my
perspective. Therefore, these are my interpretations of the movies and my own subjective
selection of the cultural texts to study, Holliday (2002) concurs with this idea: "There is
also the issue of what the researcher chooses to describe" (p. 73). It is also imperative to
note "Different groups of consumers understand a text in different ways" (Lindkvist,
1981, p. 25). Moreover, whoever reads my analysis is also going to interpret the
conclusions based on their own way of understanding the world. My hope for this study
is best exemplified here: "In developing their topics and resources for investigation,
interpretive researchers attempt to explicate the meaning systems operating in a particular
group or culture" (Lindlof & Meyer, 1987, p. 9). I hope to gain an understanding of film
as a cultural text that exploits dominant ideologies about narrative structures, gender and
relationship representation, and visual imagery.
The next aspect to discuss concerns what will be examined in each of these films.
In my literature review I have detailed three distinct areas, first, the narrative structure,
second, women's representation, and finally visual imagery unifying feminist film theory
and semiotics as a research method to gain understanding. In that order, these areas will
be explored in my film analysis.
An analysis of the narrative plot structure gives us an understanding of how
producers of cultural texts produce meaning for audiences. I will be using Propp's (1968)
character and plot outline. Propp identifies a common character structure and then he
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unveils the critical elements of the plot structure found in fairy tales. First, Propp (1968)
produces an outline of characters found in fairy tales:
1. The villain
2. The donor (provider)
3. The helper
4. The princess (or sought-for person)
5. The dispatcher
6. The hero or victim
7. The false hero. (p. 79-80)
In each film, I will identify all of these character figures and then proceed to the next step
of plot structure. It is important to identify these characters because that is one
confirmation of the fairy tale theme perpetuated in contemporary film. Propp's (1968)
narrative plot elements include these:
1. A member of a family leaves home.
2. A prohibition or rule is imposed on the hero.
3. This prohibition is broken.
4. The villain makes an attempt at reconnaissance.
5. The villain learns something about his victim.
6. The villain tries to deceive the victim to get possession of him or his
belongings.
7. The victim unknowingly helps the villain by being deceived or influenced by
the villain.
8. The villain harms a member of the family.
8a. A member of the family lacks or desires something.
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9. This lack or misfortune is made unknown; the hero is given a request or
command and he goes or is sent on a mission/quest.
10. The seeker (or the hero) plans action against the villain.
11. The hero leaves home.
12. The hero is tested, attacked, interrogated, and as a result, receives either a
magical agent or helper.
13. The hero reacts to the actions of the future donor.
14. The hero uses the magical agent.
15. The hero is transferred to the general location of the object of his
mission/quest.
16. The hero and villain join in direct combat.
17. The hero is branded.
18. The villain is defeated.
19. The initial misfortune or lack is set right.
20. The hero returns.
21. The hero is pursued.
22. The hero is rescued from pursuit.
23. The hero arrives home or elsewhere and is not recognized.
24. A false hero makes false claims.
25. A difficult task is set for the hero.
26. The task is accomplished.
27. The hero is recognized.
28. The false hero/villain is exposed.
29. The false hero is transformed.
30. The villain is punished.
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31. The hero is married and crowned. (Propp, 1958, p. 96-98)
For every film I will intend to correlate each element from Propp's plot structure to a
connecting element in the popular film. Propp's elements deal strictly with the fairy tale
narrative and that is the aspect I will use to determine if the fairy tale structure can be
formed in contemporary film. However, it is also important to note that Propp (1968)
adds these four criteria to his character and plot structure in a fairy tales:
1.

Functions of characters serve as stable, constant elements in a tale,
independent of how and by whom they are fulfilled. They constitute the
fundamental components of a tale.

2.

The number of functions known to the fairy tale is limited.

3.

The sequence of functions is always identical.

4.

All fairy tales are of one type in regard to their structure, (p. 21-23)

Therefore, as in Propp's Russian fairy tales, cuiTent movies could have these features
embedded in them, further cementing my hypothesis that they contain the fairy tale
narrative.
Next, I will examine the heroines role in each film. From feminist film theory,
I've learned it is critical to explore the female character in relation to other characters in
order to develop an understanding of gender representation. I will explore the
relationships the female character has, thereby explicating ideologies about gender
represented by the producers of this cultural text. I will examine these relationships:
heroine's mother, father, siblings, hero, donor,dielpers, villain, and any other pertinent
relationships. When looking at these different relationships, I will uncover such things as
who is doing the action, how the heroine is represented in relationship to different
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characters in the film, where the peace or conflict lies, and moreover, what purpose the
heroine serves for other characters.
The last aspect I'll analyze will address any additional underlying semiotic
structures in the film that produce meaning. I believe it is imperative to have a firm
understanding of the fairy tale plot structure and the female role in order to address this
last item, since these elements contribute to significant signs in film. I will be looking at
the meaning of these signs in the context of these films. Most semioticians believe
meaning is held in the sign itself; however, I believe that meaning can also be derived
from the action found in the narrative as well as the use of the sign. Looking at the
meaning of the sign, sign systems, and action will conclude any final analysis I believe
important to each film.
Overall, this chapter has covered a large amount of material concerning research
methods. First, we explored qualitative research as a ^ o l to gain knowledge throughout
the world. It is also apparent, that through qualitative research contains a subjective
format grounding theory in lived words and experiences, as well as cultural texts. In the
second portion of this chapter we looked at one specific qualitative method, known as
textual analysis. I will use this method throughout my study as it has an ideological basis
in cultural texts. Textual analysis attempts to uncover the presence of ideas and symbols
which create meaning through individuals. Finally, I detailed my research pertaining to
the study of popular films in order to discover if the fairy tale theme is present today. It
is important to note that I will use a character and plot structure to first establish if it
correlates with past fairy tale structures. I will also reveal the gender representation in
each film, further looking for the fairy tale theme. Lastly, it is appropriate to uncover
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existing signs and symbols embedded in each film in order to discover meaning about
gender and representation.
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CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS
In this section of the study, I will present an analysis of five movies: Maid in
Manhattan (2002), James Bond: Die Another Day (2002), Red Dragon (2002), My Big
Fat Greek Wedding (2002), and Shrek (2001). I will be using Propp's (1968) analysis of
fairy tales to determine if contemporary films follow a fairy tale fonnat through character
and plot structure. Furthermore, I will explore gender representation through a feminist
viewpoint, looking for power and action associated with the female lead character.
Finally, I will illustrate any fundamental semiotic appearances in each contemporary
film.
The structure of each movie analysis will take this form: first, a brief summary of
each movie will be given, second, the character structure and plot analysis will be
presented in a table format, thirdly, the female relationship will be explored, and lastly, a
semiotic analysis will be made for each film. Before moving on to my analysis of each
film, it is important to note some questions I am trying to answer through this analysis.
Firstly, is the fairy tale theme present through the narrative structure? Secondly, does
women's representation in contemporary film reflect dominant male ideologies occurring
in fairy tales? Thirdly, what are the significant sign systems at work in these films and do
they reflect fairy tale sign systems? Also, are there additional symbolic meanings behind
these systems and what are those meanings? Now we'll move onto my deconstruction of

Movie #1: Romantic Genre: Maid in Manhattan (2002)
Maid in Manhattan (2002) is a romantic film starring Jennifer Lopez and Ralph
Fiennes. This film takes place in modem day New York and most of the scenes are set in
a high-end hotel in Manhattan. Marisa (Lopez) is a working mother and a single parent;
the biological father is absent from her life as well as from Marisa's son's life. Marisa
works as a maid for a very fancy hotel, which houses the rich and famous. Marisa's
mother continually tells her that she will be nothing more than a maid, whereas, Marisa's
co-workers are always pushing her to achieve more. One day while cleaning a room,
Marisa's co-worker begs her to try on the occupant's expensive clothes; although Marisa
does so, she is somewhat apprehensive. Just at the exact moment that Marisa has all the
clothes on, her son (who was playing at the hotel because Marisa doesn't have day care)
comes into the room with a "new friend." The two of them beg Marisa to come outside a
play with them and the friend mistakes Marisa for a hotel guest instead of the maid.
Marisa and the friend (Chris) immediately fall for each other, although they will soon
find out that they are from tv/o different worlds. Chris is a high powered politician and
Marisa is a single working mother. However, that doesn't stop their interest in one
another. It soon becomes a love triangle when the guest (Carolyn) whose clothes Marisa
tried on also falls for Chris. Marisa begins sneaking around and pretending to be
someone she's not, until Carolyn exposes her for her "true self." Marisa loses her job and
ends the relationship with Chris, although months later Chris decides he really likes
Marisa, and when her son "accidentally" shows up at one of his press conference, they
end up falling in love and staying together. At the end they are shown married and
Marisa is shown pursuing a different career.
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The table below illustrates the character structure that follows that of a fairy tale
through Propp's (1968) configuration:
Table 3: Maid in Manhattan Character Structure

Character Structure (interchangeable)

Actual Character in Movie

The villain
The donor (provider)
The helper
The princess (sought-for person) & parent
The dispatcher
The hero or victim
The false hero

Carolyn
Butler and other helpers
Marisa's Co-workers
Marisa or Chris (they are interchangeable)
Marisa's Co-workers
Marisa or Chris (they are interchangeable)
Carolyn

Next, the plot analysis corresponding to the plot of a fairy tale is made here with
Maid in Manhattan (2002).
Table 4: Maid in Manhattan Plot Analysis

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Plot Structure (summarized
and not always in the exact
order)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

A member of a family
leaves home
Prohibition or rule is
imposed on the hero
The prohibition is
broken
Villain makes an attempt
at reconnaissance
Villain learns something
about victim
Villain tries to
deceive victim
Victim unknowingly helps
villain (tricked)

The movie begins with Marisa already on her own, as
a mother, and living her separate life.
Marisa's mother decides that Marisa must work at
only certain jobs, and must never attain more.
Marisa secretly wants to become a manager within
her hotel (however, this aspect is quickly forgotten.)
Carolyn attempts to win Chris back by exposing
Marisa's lies.
Carolyn learns that Marisa is a hotel maid instead of
a guest.
Carolyn continually attempts to obtain Chris's love
with lies.
Marisa is at one point Carolyn's personal shopper and
Chris seems to have to put up with Carolyn because
of society politics.
Carolyn discovers Marisa's child and exposes them.

Villain harms
a member
of the family
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Table 4 (con't)

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.

Plot Structure (summarized
and not always in the exact
order)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

A member of the family
lacks or desires something
This lack or misfortune is
made known; the hero is given
a request or command and he
goes or is sent on a mission
The hero leaves
home
The hero is tested, attacked,
interrogated, and as a result,
receives either a magical agent
or a helper.
The hero reacts to the actions
of the future donor
The hero uses
the magical agent
The hero is transferred to the
general location of the object
of his mission/quest
The hero and villain join in
direct combat
The hero
is branded
The villain
is defeated
The initial misfortune or lack
is set right
The hero
returns
The hero is
pursued
The hero is rescued
from pursuit
The hero arrives home or
elsewhere and is not
recognized
A false hero makes
false claims
A difficult task
is set for the hero

Marisa's son wants a father present (as it is shown in
the beginning that his biological father is absent)
Marisa's son begs her to date Chris (the unattainable
man), and Marisa does.

Not physically, but emotionally and mentally Marisa
escapes her life while dating Chris.
Marisa is asked to attend a very public date and her
co-workers come through with dress, jewelry, make
up, hair, and transportation.
At first she is reluctant, however, she accepts.
Marisa uses all her co-workers have to offer.
This could be seen as Marisa being transported to the
public date.
Carolyn happens to be present at the date and is
unattached giving her freedom to spy on Chris.
It is exposed that Marisa is a maid instead of a hotel
guest.
Carolyn exposes Marisa, but Chris eventually decides
he doesn't care about Marisa's occupation.
Chris pursues Marisa.
Marisa is able to take her original form as a hotel
maid.
Carolyn will not give up until Marisa is fired from
her job.
Marisa quits her job.
Not physically, but emotionally Marisa has changed
and doesn't want to accept her former life.
Carolyn makes false claims about Marisa stealing.
Chris must decide whom to believe.
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Table 4 (con't)
Plot Structure (summarized
and not always in the exact
order)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

The task
is accomplished
The hero
is recognized
The false hero/villain
is exposed
The false hero
is transformed
The villain
is punished
The hero
is married and crowned

Chris understands that Carolyn is wrong about
Marisa.
Marisa is given credit for who she is and what she
can accomplish.
Carolyn is exposed as evil, untrustworthy, money
conscious, and pretentious.
Carolyn does not go through a transformation.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Chris doesn't "choose" her in the end.
Chris and Marisa are married. Marisa also finds a
new job.

Now that the fairy tale structure has been confirmed as present, I will move on to
the next section. The second aspect of Maid in Manhattan that will be explored is the
relationships Marisa has with the other characters, beginning with her mother: Marisa and
her mother are at constant odds with one another. Marisa wants a different life for
herself, whereas her mother is continually reminding her of her singleness and need to
pay the bills. Marisa wants to achieve more than her mother did, and I believe that is
where the main conflict lies. Marisa isn't shown with a relationship to a father or
siblings.
Marisa and Chris's relationship is stereotypical of the male dominated roles
portrayed so often in cultural texts. Marisa is a subordinate and Chris is the dominant
one in their work roles, which carries over into their relationship as a couple. Chris does
all of the pursuing (action) and Marisa does all of the reacting. There are only two points
when Marisa seems to be in control of the situation, first, when Marisa chooses to leave
the public date and Chris chases her, she then lays out the rule that she can only see him
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this once. However, Marisa is still not making this decision; the hotel management
(butler, also male) required that she only see Chris this once as it will be kept hidden
from everyone else. The second time is when she gets angry at Chris for thinking they
could be together after she has been exposed as a hotel maid instead of a guest. Other
than those two aspects, Marisa does all the reacting to Chris's acting.
Marisa's relationships with her co-workers are explored very little throughout the
movie. In the two capacities in which the co-workers act, Marisa is again reacting to
their acting. They are responsible for Marisa's push towards management in the hotel
since one co-worker submits Marisa's name to a list of candidates for advancement. Also
they provide Marisa with the accessories to attend the public date with Chris. Marisa is
given no choices; they almost make her up as a doll and send her off to the ball.
Marisa's relationship with Carolyn is complex yet extremely stereotyped in the
aspect of shaming women into competing for a man. Marisa and Carolyn are almost
presented as friends in the beginning, as Marisa helps Carolyn with shopping and
choosing what to wear. However, this quickly turns sour when is happens that the two
women are competing for the same man. Marisa and Carolyn are hostile with one
another; in fact, Carolyn is so furious that Chris likes Marisa more, she has her fired for
trying on her clothes. Carolyn does most of the acting and thinking, as she is the one who
discovers Marisa's lie to Chris about being a guest.
The final portion of my analysis of this motion picture covers the meanings
hidden in the film structure. It is important to expose familiar signs used, meaning
behind the signs, and any final conclusions about this film. This film has an array of
meaningful signs; however, I am going to focus on the signs that illustrate the fairy tale

structure. For instance, Marisa is a hotel maid, which correlates with many female fairy
tale figures who are portrayed as domesticated doers, such as Snow White with the Seven
Dwarfs and Cinderella with her stepsisters. Chris's profession could also be a symbolic
representation of the nameless prince, as both are workers in the field of government.
The climatic scene in Maid in Manhattan, simply referred to in fairy tale analysis as the
ball scene, correlates so well with Cinderella that it is amazing the degree to which these
signs are embedded. For example, Marisa's co-workers operate as her mice, giving her all
the necessary items for a ball. The butler could be correlated to a fairy godmother as he
puts the time restriction on Marisa for attendance. Furthermore, Marisa shows up in a
limousine, a modem day horse and carriage if you will, and she is unknown by the others
attending. Later she becomes the center of attention, with her Harry Winston necklace
serving as the glass slipper. Most notably she runs from the ball at her time of departure
down a long staircase with Chris chasing her. Both Cinderella and Marisa, in the end, are
able to supercede their domesticated lives and achieve more by "marrying their prince."
Finally, as the DVD jacket stereotypically states, "Can two people from very different
worlds overcome their differences and live happily ever after." This movie is the
pinnacle of fairy tale ideology played out on the silver screen, representing all of the
characteristics of fairy tales,
Movie #2: Action/Adventure Genre: James Bond: Die Another Day (2002)
Die Another- Day produced by MGM studios is action packed all the way without
a single moment of nonaction. This movie starring Pierc e Brosnan (James Bond 007),
Halle Berry (Jinx), Rosamund Pike (Agent Frost 006), Toby Stephens (Gustav Graves),
Judi Dench (M), Rick Yune (Zao), John Cleese (Q), and Kenneth Tsang (General Moon)
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is a clear representation of the James Bond thrillers which depict male domination in a
contemporary manner. Die Another Day is full of many twists and turns known to this
genre. James Bond acts as an undercover agent trying to reveal a mole in the Korean
government; however, when he's caught and tortured for more than 14 month, he vows to
find the person responsible for exposing him. James Bond travels io many locations,
such as Cuba, wi e

he meets Jinx and delves into an illicit love affair. In the meantime

he uncovers a gene hospital responsible for changing DNA. He destroys the hospital
while trying to locate his traitor. He then travels to London, where he tracks down
Gustav Graves, a rich diamond miner, and also encounters Miranda Frost (who he is
unaware is an undercover agent). However, after meeting Graves, he is certain Graves
has something to hide. Graves invites Bond to Iceland to view the unveiling of a new
invention sure to shock the world. While in Iceland Jinx shows up again, revealing her
status as a NSA agent, but Bond is caught up with Miranda Frost sexually. It is in
Iceland when Bond discovers Miranda to be a traitor in the 00 agency and that Graves
had genetic therapy to change his appearance and is actually the Korean that Bond
thought was dead. In the end, Bond and Jinx must kill Graves and Frost in order to stop
them from using a newly invented high-powered laser that could destroy earth.
Table 5: Die Another Day Character Structure

Character Structure

Actual Character in Movie

The villain
The donor (provider)
The helper
The princess (sought- for person) & parent
The dispatcher
The hero or victim
The false nero

Zao, Gustav Graves, and Frost
Q

Jinx
James Bond
M
James Bond
Zao, Gustav Graves, and Frost
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Now that the analysis of the character structure is completed, it is time for the
plot structure to be examined to see if the film contains other aspects of a fairy tale.
Table 6: Die Another Day Plot Analysis.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

A member of a family
leaves home
Prohibition or rule is
imposed on the hero
The prohibition is
broken
Villain makes an attempt
at reconnaissance
Villain learns something
about victim

Not home (in the context of family), but Bond travels
around for his work.
M tells Bond that as a 007 if he is captured he will
not be saved.
The Koreans capture Bond.

Villain tries to
deceive victim
Victim unknowingly helps
villain (tricked)
Villain harms a member
of the family
A member of the family
lacks or desires something
This lack or misfortune is
made known; the hero is given
a request or command and he
goes or is sent on a mission
The hero leaves
home
The hero is tested, attacked,
interrogated,
and as a result,
receives either a magical agent
or a helper.
The hero reacts to the actions
of the future donor
The hero uses
the magical agent
The hero is transferred to the
general location of the object
of his mission/quest

General Moon tortures Bond for information about
his son and return of Zoa.
General Moon thinks Bond is aware of the western
influence his son (Graves) received, which changed
how his son acted.
Graves disguises himself as another person by
altering his DNA and appearance.
Bond doesn't know that Agent Frost is a mole and he
shares information and a bed with her.
Villain harms, tricks, and captures Jinx, who could be
considered a member of Bond's family.
Bond and Jinx need information in order to discover
the mole.
M sends Bond on a quest to reveal information about
Graves' plans. Q also equips Bond with all the latest
in technology to save him.
Bond then goes to Iceland.
Bond is tested, attacked, interrogated; however, the
"magical agent or helper" could be correlated to Jinx
as she is on his side, or the gadgets that Q gave him.

Bond accepts the gadgets such as invisible car, glass
breaking ring, and bomb watch from Q.
Bond uses ail three.
Bond uses the car to get to Iceland.
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Table 6 (con't)

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

The hero and villain join in
direct combat
The hero
is branded
The villain
is defeated
The initial misfortune or lack
is set right

Bond and Graves fight directly. Jinx and Frost also
fight directly.
Bond has destroyed Graves's plant in Iceland, but he
must destroy Graves all together.
Bond defeats Graves and Jinx defeats Frost.

The hero
returns
The hero is
pursued
The hero is rescued
from pursuit
The hero arrives home or
elsewhere and is not
recognized
A false hero makes
false claims
A difficult task
is set for the hero
The task
is accomplished
The hero
is recognized
The false hero/villain
is exposed
The false hero
is transformed
The villain
is punished
The hero
is married and crowned

Bond discovers that Graves is the General's son
whom he killed in Korea, but couldn't recognize him
because of the gene therapy.
Bond and Jinx go back to their bosses and are then
sent again to kill Graves.
Rather than pursued, Bond and Jinx do the pursuing
of the enemies.
The villain is not rescued, however, Bond and Jinx
almost die getting away from the exploding plane.
This is not true in this case, Bond and Jinx are
recognizable the entire time. However. Frost does do
some deceiving as a hero then villain.
Frost continually does this.
Killing Graves is a difficult task.
Graves is thrown off the plane by Bond and goes
through a spinning blade.
Bond and Jinx are rewarded.
Frost is killed.
There is no transformation of Frost.
All villains are dead, so this could be a kind of
punishment and transformation.
Bond and Jinx are seen making love as the movie
ends, perhaps a modem day "marriage"

Nov/ that the summary, character analysis, and plot structure have been analyzed,
and it is clear the film shows characteristics of a fairy tale, it is important to move on to
looking at the female characters role. Jinx's character will be examined for this portion.
This character doesn't have a fully developed relationship with any other character
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(besides Bond and Frost) so, instead I'll look closely at those relationships and Jinx's
representation of the female gender presented in the context of this film.
Jinx's relationship with Bond is fascinating, to say the least. She is presented as a
sexual object throughout the entire movie. When Bond and she first meet she is wearing
a bikini, and within 5 minutes, they are in his room making love. Every time Jinx is
shown she is wearing tight and revealing clothing, even during action packed fighting.
The jokes that Bond and Jinx offer between themselves are also sexually charged. For
instance, right after they meet, Bond states: "I’ve been missing the touch of a good
woman." And Jinx replies: "Who says I'm good." Jinx is portrayed as an ultra powerful
fighter who is capable of taking care of herself. However, in the end she is trapped and
Bond must come to save her; in fact, she is dead as soon as he finds her, but he
administers CPR and she comes back to life. Actually, Bond saves Jinx no less than four
times during the movies, but Jinx never saves him. Overall, Bond does all the action,
while Jinx continually follows his lead.
The second relationship that carries some substance behind it is Jinx and Frost's
connection with each other. Bond had sexual relations with both women; therefore, it
puts hint in the middle, pitting women against one another. In fact, when Jinx finds this
out she says "He did you . . . I didn't know he was that desperate." Moreover, in the end,
Jinx must battle Frost, while Bond defeats Graves, female to female and male to male
fighting. Jinx ultimately stabs Frost in the heart with a knife and Bond's passport
attached to it. Right before Jinx stabs her, she states: "Read this, bitch." Moreover, when
Bond discovers Jinx killed Frost, Jinx says: "I think I broke her heart." However, there
are absolutely no comments from Jinx to Bond about the manner in which Graves' was
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executed. During the fight scenes Jinx and Frost are wearing bras and pants, compared to
Bond and Grave's heavy armor and gear outfits.
Moving on to the final aspect to analyze in this movie, symbols play an important
role throughout this film as well as the meanings that are embedded behind them. The
action and reaction of the male and female characters alone is an important discovery
about the portrayal of men and women. I see Jinx and Frost portrayed as smart women;
however, I think that some of the actions they perform show otherwise about their female
representation. For instance, both women sleep with Bond. Bond looks like the hip,
cool, macho man, whereas the women appear easy and only attractive because of their
bodies. The women are also portrayed as capable of handling fighting and action, but
when it comes to being saved, they aren't doing the saving. Jinx is given a regular gun to
use compared to Bond who has every imaginable gadget. Similarly Bond is active and
adventurous, while Jinx is stared at and an object of the male gaze. There is only one
point in the movie when she operates a vehicle of some sort; she flies the plane while
Bond does the killing. Compared to her male counterpart who drives probably more than
20 different vehicles. All of these examples show that meaning is held in the action of
symbols and gender representation can be derived from the encounters. It is interesting to
note that this is the twentieth Bond movie, and I firmly believe it represents the fairy tale
model and perpetuates dominate themes about gender.
Movie #3: Thriller/Horror Genre: Red Drason (2002)
Red Dragon (2002) stars Anthony Hopkins (Dr. Hannibal Lector), Edward Norton
(Will Graham), Ralph Fiennes ("D" or "The Tooth Fairy"), Emily Watson (Reba), and
Mary-Louise Parker (Molly Graham). This film is the pre-quel to the infamous thrilling
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horror Silence o f the Lambs (1991) about a detective who seeks help in order to
understand criminal behaviors. The twist comes when the person (Dr. Lector) giving
advice to the detective is a cannibalistic killer locked in jail. It is important to know this
foundation of the movie before moving on to summarizing Red Dragon, which explores
the motives and killings prior to Dr. Lector's imprisonment shown in Silence o f the
Lambs.
Red Dragon portrays Dr. Lector's elite life as a forensic psychologist and
prominent symphony board member who appreciates the finer things life has to offer.
However, after a symphony player is missing, Will Graham, an up and coming forensic
psychologist, begins asking Dr. Lector for help on the case of a cannibalistic killer, not
realizing he is the killer. Dr. Lector's need to kill comes again, however, and he strikes at
Will, but this time he's defeated and put in jail. Only wounded, Will recovers and
transfers his family to Florida. Several years later a similar killing spree occurs and
Will's formei boss begs for help on the case. Will agrees to do some profiling, but
eventually seeks out Dr. Lector's help even though his is still serving time in jail. This
horror film goes on to explore the killing spree of a tormented victim of child abuse
lashing out at the world. The media names him the "Tooth Fairy"; however, his blind
girlfriend refers to him as D. D's need to kill goes on for the length of the movie, during
which he corresponds with Lector offering flattering compliments. D continues to evolve
as a killer and through his girlfriend wishes to change his ways; however, he cannot.
Will gets deeper and deeper into this case and can't let go until D is captured, Lector
leads D to Will's family, moreover, D won't let go until they are dead. Will again saves
the day, when he rescues his family and murders D.
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Table 7: Red Dragon Character Structure

Character Structure

Actual Character in Movie

The villain
The donor (provider)
The helper
The princess (sought-for person) & parent
The dispatcher
The hero or victim
The false hero

Dr. Hannibal Lector and D
Will's Wife or Boss
Will’s boss, co-workers, and Lector
D
Will's boss
Will Graham
Dr. Hannibal Lector and D

The character structure for Red Dragon doesn't imitate earlier character structures
found in the other films. This is an interesting note to point out, as D is the killer/villain
as well as the sought-for person. This suggests that perhaps the fairy tale structure is not
embedded in this film. Therefore, let's look at the plot structure to see if the fairy tale
ideology could be found there instead of in the character analysis.
Table 8: Red Dragon Plot Analysis

1.
2.
3.
!
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

A member of a family
leaves home
Prohibition or rule is
imposed on the hero
The prohibition is
broken
Villain makes an attempt
at reconnaissance

Will retreats to Florida.

Villain learns something
about victim
Villain tries to
deceive victim
Victim unknowingly helps
villain (tricked)
Villain hanns a member
of the family

Will does not want to do this type of work anymore,
he quits and moves.
Will accepts the job of profiling this killer.
Since there are two villains present in this film,
the villain's actions are two fold.
D attempts to transform himself,
but fails.
Lector and D play on Will’s fears.
Both Lector and D try to trick Will.
No, however, Lector does give clues to aid Will in
D's capture.
D attacks Will's family, physically.
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Table 8 (con't)
Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

9.

A member of the family
lacks or desires something

10.

This lack or misfortune is
made known; the hero is given
a request or command and he
goes or is sent on a mission
The hero leaves
home
The hero is tested, attacked,
interrogated, and as a result,
receives eh her a magical agent
or a helper.
The hero reacts to the actions
of the future donor
The hero uses
the magical agent
The hero is transferred to the
general location of the object
of his mission/quest
The hero and villain join in
direct combat
The hero
is branded
The villain
is defected
The initial misfortune or lack
is set right
The hero
returns
The hero is
pursued

No, Will's family begs him not to do this job.
However, this lack could be seen as the child abuse D
suffered.
Because of this lack, D is transformed into a killer
and psychological mess.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.

The hero is rescued
from pursuit
The hero arrives home or
elsewhere and is not
recognized
A false hero makes
false claims
A difficult task
is set for the hero

Will leaves many times and travels to different cities.
Will takes on Lector as an agent; Lector aids Will
and directs his thinking. Lector is presented as
smarter than Will in some respects.
Will reacts, but doesn't take action.
Will uses Lector many times, even "pays" him certain
things he's deprived in jail.
Yes, Will is transferred many times, as there are
many missions and quests.
Yes, Will fights physically with both D and Lector.
Will is hurt after fighting D and Lector.
Lector is in jail and D is killed.
All order seems to be restored after the killing.
Will goes home.
After Will thinks D dead he goes home,
but in reality D is alive
and attacks at his house.
Will uses his psychology on D and is able to defeat
him.
No.

Lector doesn't give Will all the information about
Lectors and D's conversations.
Will knows he must defeat this killer
in order to go on with his life.
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Table 8 (con't)

26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.

Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

The task
is accomplished
The hero
is recognized
The false hero/villain
is exposed

Will kills D.

The false hero
is transformed
The villain
is punished
The hero
is married and crowned

Yes.
Yes, but even though Lector is exposed, we know
through the end line in the film that another detective
is seeking help from Lector.
No.
Lector is still in jail, and D dies.
Will is safe at home with his family and peace seems
to be repaired, however, since we know there is a
film to follow which contains more horror, there isn't
that total sense of "happily ever after."

The character and plot structure of this film take a different form other than the
fairy tale. There are some similarities, but not enough to make it a conclusive reflection
of the fairy tale. The second aspect of analysis, which would normally be covered now,
is the representation of the lead female in the film, her relationships and presentation.
However, this film has no lead or semi-lead female character. This, in and of itself, is an
interesting finding. The only (somewhat present) female characters found in the film are
Will Graham's wife (Molly) and D's girlfriend (Reba). However, neither of these
characters has any significant importance to the plot structure or development. I can
conclude that the lack of female representation in Red Dragon (2002) says something
about this genre. It also would be accurate to say that, although some aspects of the fairy
tale structure are present in this film, there are perhaps other themes happening
throughout this film and the horror/thriller genre. I can also say quite confidently that the
horror/thriller genre represents more demonic, fearful, gory, and negative aspects of
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human imagination or human psychology, if you will. I believe this genre to be so deep
rooted in those aspects that presenting female characters is difficult because audiences
would have a hard time grasping those ideas, whereas, if a producer casts a man, the
audience responds "typically" as we have been cultured to respond that way. For
example, if D were cast as a female role all of the male dominated support system would
be turned up side down and producers (or audiences) aren't ready for the implications of
that aspect. Also, if a female were cast in either of the villain roles, such as Hannibal
Lector or D, would men watch the film?
The patriarchal hierarchy rests on the assumption of dominance and subordinance,
and as I noted, Lector at times is presented as smarter than Will. Moreover, D kills. For
instance, he bites the tongue of a reporter out of his mouth then sends him strapped to a
wheelchair on fire racing down the road. Could we see a female character playing those
roles? What I can firmly conclude from this film is that the male dominated system is
deeply embedded in this film and contradiction to that is unthinkable for producers and
writers because they have been encultured to perceive gender stereotypes. Males are
perceived as being violent, calculating, rational, objective and so on, compared to female
stereotypes, such as being emotional, unstable, family orientated, and subjective. These
stereotypes overrun the horror/thriller genre, and it would be inconceivable to cast a role
outside of these cultural norms, as we have been so encultured to think inside this box of
gender stereotyping.
Movie #4: Comedy Genre: My Bis Fat Greek Wedding (2002)
My Big Fat Greek Wedding (2002) stars Nia Vardalso (Toula), John Corbett (Ian
Miller), Michael Constantine (Gus), Laine Kazan (Maria), and Andrea Martin (Aunt
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Voula). This comedy exaggerates and plays on the customs of a Greek-American family.
It is based on Toula's inability to get married and live a life away from her overbearing
and protective family. However, Toula is eventually allowed to take classes, and thus she
transforms her physical self, as well as her mental capacity, and in the meantime meets
Ian Miller and falls in love. The only problem with Ian is that he is not Greek. Most of
the action is centered on Ian's becoming Greek and Toula's acceptance of her family's
crazy Greek habits. Greek customs aren't the only stereotypes this movie makes
comedic; it also relies heavily on the labels given to male and female habits, which of
course produce laughs as well as reproduces dominate ideologies.
Seen below is the character structure of My Big Fat Greek Wedding using Propp's
(1968) description of characteristics of fairy tales:
Table 9: My Big Fat Greek Wedding Character Structure

Character Structure

Actual Character in Movie

The villain
The donor (provider)
The helper
The princess (sought-for person) & parent
The dispatcher
The hero or victim
The false hero

Gus (Father)
Maria (Mother) and Voula (Aunt)
Family
Toula or Ian
Toula
Toula or Ian
Could be seen as Toula's sister

The character structure of this mo” 'e is interesting because the sought for person
could be perceived as either Toula or Ian; moreover, the father is aligned with the villain.
Compared to the usual fairy tale make up where the mother is known as the villain.
However, in the fairy tale narrative it doesn't matter which parent is the villain. So as you
can see the fairy tale structure is plainly present here; however, let's move on to the plot
analysis to see if the same format is embedded.

Table 10: My Big Fat Greek Wedding Plot Analysis

Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

1.

A member of a family
leaves home

2.

Prohibition or rule is
imposed on the hero
The prohibition is
broken
Villain makes an attempt
at reconnaissance
Villain learns something
about victim
Villain tries to
deceive victim
Victim unknowingly helps
villain (tricked)
Villain harms a member
of the family
A member of the family
lacks or desires something
This lack or misfortune is
made known; the hero is given
a request or command and he
goes or is sent on a mission
The hero leaves
home
The hero is tested, attacked,
interrogated, and as a result,
receives either a magical agent
or a helper.
The hero reacts to the actions
of the future donor
The hero uses
the magical agent
The hero is transferred to the
general location
of the object of his
mission/quest
The hero and villain join in
direct combat
The hero
is branded

Toula wants to begin taking classes,
so she breaks the ties emotionally,
and starts college.
Toula's father will only allow her to marry a Greek
man.
Toula does end up marring a non-Greek.

3.
4.
3.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

Gus does everything in his power to dispel the love
between Ian and Toula
Gus learns that Toula is truly in love with Ian.
Gus brings over many Greek men for Toula to
become interested in.
No, Toula never does.
No, Gus emotionally hurts Toula, but never
physically.
Toula wants to be educated and get married.
Ian knows of Toula's situation;
therefore, he becomes the hero as he transforms and
helps her accept her Greek ways.
Toula eventually moves out, she also quits the
family's restaurant business.
All along, Toula's mother and aunt try to help her live
the life she wants.

Ian reacts to Toula's wishes.
Toula and Ian use her mother to gain access or
privilege from Toula's father.
Toula goes to school, she also begins a new business,
and she goes to Ian s apartment without permission.

Toula and her father argue,
but it is not combat in the physical sense.
Her father sees Toula at first as a traitor;
however, she eventually is accepted.
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Table 10 (con't)

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

The villain
is defeated
The initial misfortune or lack
is set right
The hero
returns
The hero is
pursued
The hero is rescued
from pursuit
The hero arrives home or
elsewhere and is not
recognized
A false hero makes
false claims
A difficult task
is set for the hero
The task
is accomplished
The hero
is recognized
The false hero/villain
is exposed
The false hero
is transformed
The villain
is punished
The hero
is married and crowned

Gus gives in.
Toula gets what she wants.
At the end of the movie, it is understood that Gus and
Toula reconcile.
No.
Ian is seen as a rescuer.
Toula goes through an incredible transformation,
physically and emotionally.
No, but Toula's sister has conformed to her family's
wishes all her life and in a way is oresented as false.
Toula and Ian both have to work with their families
to try understand their differences.
They get married and/or Ian becomes Greek.
Others see Toula as fortunate. Her cousins want to
follow in her steps.
Her sister is never exposed.
Toula's siblings are happy for her.
Gus is seen as making attempts at winning his
daughter's love back.
Ian and Toula are married.

Toula's role throughout this movie is deep in content and has many angles that
prove valuable for analysis; however, I will explore two of them in-depth. First I'll look
at Toula's relationship with her father, and secondly Toula’s personal and physical
transformation throughout this film.
Toula's father is portrayed as a strong Greek man who also possesses typical male
stereotypes. In the beginning of the movie Gus calls Toula ugly, unmarriable, and old.
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For instance, he states: "You better get married soon, you are starting to look old." He
also says: "There are three things for Greek women to do, marry Greek men, have Greek
babies, and feed everyone." Toula begins to believe this and eventually says, "I'm 30 and
way past my expiration date." Gus offers to send Toula to Greece to find a man to marry,
but he says "It's like she doesn't want to get married," and the family gasps at Toula's
inability . It's interesting to analyze this pressure that Gus puts on Toula, because there is
a double standard for Toula's brother; as Gus says: "Nicko, you always have time."
Toula's sister is also in competition with her as she has gotten married, produced babies,
and helps feed everyone. The only standard Gus uses with his children is saying no when
any of them wants to become educated. But Toula's mother steps in at this point and
convinces Gus to send Toula to computer school, as it would be "good for business."
When Toula begins school she makes a drastic physical transformation. Toula begins
putting on make-up and dressing much differently. She gets rid of her glasses and styles
her hair. In fact, she changes so much that her love interest, Ian, meets her for the second
time and he is visually stimulated enough to ask her out, whereas before, when he saw
her at her family's restaurant, he didn’t give her a second thought. Toula falls in love
behind her family's back, but when Gus finds out that the man isn't Greek there is turmoil
between father and daughter. Gus states: "Why do you want to leave me?" When Gus
and Maria are fighting over this love affair, Gus says: "Didn't I tell you it was a mistake
to educate women?" Gus tries to influence Toula to marry a Greek man by bringing over
the eligible ones, but that doesn't strike Toula's fancy as she is in love with Ian.
Eventually Ian becomes Greek, is accepted by the family, and Toula and her father
reconcile after he buys the new couple a home. The relationship between the Gus and
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Toula is super charged with stereotypes and harmful dominant themes. Gus is rude to
her, doesn't acknowledge her feelings or ability, he continually puts her down for being
ugly and unmarried. But this harmful behavior changes in Gus after she begins changing
her physical presence and wants to marry. He becomes in involved in the wedding and
wants to help plan the events. 1 think that the producers of this film made money and
certainly got a good laugh from the audience, but overall these images of men and
women are stereotypical, insulting, mean, and detrimental.
Toula's transformation throughout this film focuses on her changing physically
and mentally. Although the producers wanted to show Toula being educated, they
focused more on her physical beauty and others' reaction to her looks. Even though
Toula went to college we didn't see her graduating, writing papers, presenting material, or
doing homework. In fact, she makes up a story about attending a pottery class, when in
actuality she is going on dates. This image alone reflects the fairy tale ideology of
women working in domesticated jobs (such as in her family restaurant) with the
transformation into marriage, with no acknowledgement of mental progression. The
producers further maintain Toula's transformation to the fairy tale image as her love
interest pays no attention to her when they first meet. Toula is presented as looking old,
frumpy, and unexciting. However, when Toula takes on her new form, pretty, stylish,
and energetic, Ian then is attracted to her and asks her out.
Finally, it is important to look at the significant sign systems at work in this film.
The signs and symbols behind the male and female stereotypes go on and on. I also
believe that it is perpetuates myths about genders. The women in the movie are seen as
manipulative, loud, gossiping, domesticated, nagging the men all the time, waitresses,
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and baby machines, whereas the men are portrayed as powerful, in control of the money,
cooks in the restaurant rather than waitresses, stubborn, washing the car, and in charge of
all the women's lives or dictators of actions. I believe this film perpetuates the fairy tale
ideology in relation to gender, professional confidence, and male activity versus female
passiveness. I believe that people assign meaning systems based on the producers'
perpetuation of these themes. It’s important to note that, although people can decide for
themselves whether these meaning system adhere to their own beliefs, unless viewers are
presented with a new and different way, we'll never know if they would align themselves
with another system.
Movie #5: Animated Genre: Shrek (20011
Shrek (2001) is an animated film produced by Dreamworks, starring the voices of
Mike Myers (Shrek), Cameron Diaz (Princess Fiona), Eddie Murphy (Duncan), and John
Lithgow (Lord Farquaad). Shrek is a self-reliant ogre who runs into trouble when Lord
Farquaad decides to dump his swamp with every imaginable fairy tale creature. Shrek
wants his swamp returned to normal, but before that can happen Lord Farquaad sends
him on quest to rescue his soon to be wife, Princess Fiona, who he needs to marry in
order to become King of Duloc. In this adult comedy, Shrek and Duncan have many
adventures before rescuing Fiona from a fire-breathing dragon. After they safely have
the Princess they must bring her back to Duloc for the vertically challenged Lord
Farquaad to marry; however, Fiona and Shrek grow fond of one another on the trip home
and neither of them wants to say good-bye, but over some confusion they do part ways.
But we must not forget the spell cast upon every Princess at birth. Fiona has a different
side to her physical presence at night (she becomes an ogre), which she must keep a
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secret until she receives "love's true kiss" and at that moment she will take on "love's true
form." However, in the end, Shrek and Duncan rescue Fiona from marrying Lord
Farquaad, Shrek kisses Fiona, and she assumes love's true form, that of the preference of
her love Shrek, an ogre.
Detailed in the table below is the character structure of Shrek using Propp's (1968)
organization:
Table 11: Shrek Character Structure

Character Structure

Actual Character in Movie

The villain
The donor (provider)
The helper
The princess (sought-for person) & parent
The dispatcher
The hero or victim
The false hero

Lord Farquaad
Fairy Tale Creatures
Duncan
Princess Fiona
Fairy Tale Creatures
Shrek/Princess Fiona
Lord Farquaad

The fairy tale theme is ever present in the character structure as seen above, next,
is the plot structure of Shrek, according to Propp's (1968) structure of the fair}/ tale.
Table 12: Shrek Plot Analysis

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

A member of a family
leaves home
Prohibition or rule is
imposed on the hero
The prohibition is
broken
Villain makes an attempt
at reconnaissance

Shrek must leave the swamp in order to get it back to
normal.
I interpret this rule as the spell cast upon Fiona at her
birth.
The spell is broken when Shrek rescue's her.

Villain learns something
about victim

Farquaad tries to marry Fiona
even though he doesn't love her,
and promises to lock her away
after she takes on love's true form.
Villain learns that if he marries Fiona he will become
King.
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Table 12 (con't)

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
11

13,
14.
15.

M
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

Villain tries to
deceive victim
Victim unknowingly helps
villain (tricked)
Villain harms a member
of the family

Tries to make her marry him.

A member of the family
lacks or desires something
This lack or misfortune is
made known; the hero is given
a request or command and he
goes or is sent on a mission
The hero leaves
home
The hero is tested, attacked,
interrogated, and as a result,
receives either a magical agent
or a helper.
The hero reacts to the actions
of the future donor
The hero uses
the magical -agent
The hero is transferred to The
general location of the;object
o f hi smiissiorfquest
Thejherdhhh villain join in
direct combat
The: hero
ishranded
The villain
is defeated
The initial misfortune or lack
is set right
The hero
returns
The hero is
pursued
The hero is rescued
horn pursuit

Princess Fiona attempts to marry Lord Farquaad
unknowing of his bad ways.
Not harm in the physical sense, but Farquaad is
emotionally abusive to Shrek and all of the
Fairy Tale creatures; however,
he does cut off one leg from the
Gingerbread Man.
Shrek wants his peace and quite restored:.
Shrek must rescue Fiona before he can get his swamp
back.

Shrek and Duncan leave on their journey for Fiona.
Shrek is tested by the dragon guarding Fiona and.
wins the battle. Therefore he gains the dragon as a
helper later on.
Shrek accepts the,task from the Faiiy Tale Creatures
and from. Lord Farquaad,
Shrek uses Duncan and thcTire-breathing dragon.
Shrek aridDuncan
’■’** • *•' •*' *’make it to Fiona's castle,

,j: f?e

This only happens, when Shrek takes back Fiona after
she lias married Lord Farquaad
At first, Fionathinks: Shrek doesn't want her,:but'
Shrek-eventually goes afler her.
The fire-breathing dragon eats Ldrd 'Earquaad.
The swamp: is cleared of the fairy tale creatures.
Shrek goes back-to the swamp. Princess Fiona.is
transporied'to Farquaad's castle.
Lord Farquaad plarisfo rharry Fiona.
--;>■*
Shrek saves Fiona.
........
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Table 12 (con't)

23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Plot Structure (summarized)

Plot Structure Found in Movie

The hero arrives home or
elsewhere and is not
recognized
A false hero makes
false claims
A difficult task
is set for the hero
The task
is accomplished
The hero
is recognized
The false hero/villain
is exposed
The false hero
is transformed
The villain
is punished
The hero
is married and crowned

Not really, but Shrek does go back to his swamp
changed emotionally.
Lord Farquaad makes false claims for Fiona.
Shrek must overcome his new emotions to rescue
Fiona.
He and Duncan talk and reconcile their differences.
Shrek becomes happy again.
Lord Farquaad is exposed for only wanting to marry
Fiona because she is a princess.
Lord Farquaad is eaten.
Lord Farquaad is eaten.
Shrek and Fiona are married and they ride away into
the sunset in a carriage.

Now that the plot structure of Shrek has been correlated with the fairy tale
structure, it is important to analyze Fiona's relationships in the film. Fiona has only one
in-depth relationship, that with Shrek. Therefore, I will look more in-depth at Fiona's
character structure. Fiona's character structure is very different from other princesses;
however, in other ways her character perpetuates mainstream themes. For instance, when
Shrek rescues her, she tells him over and over that she wants her prince to do it right
instead of the unorthodox ways Shrek chooses to use. She even threatens to stay in the
castle until he does it like the fairy tale, but Shrek doesn't stand for that, and he just
carries her off with him. But on the other hand, Fiona battles the merry men who attack
them in the forest, and she wins. She also yanks the arrow bravely from Shrek's butt,
burps equally as loudly as Shrek, eats with her fingers, kills spiders to make a cotton
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candy-like web of spiders for Shrek to eat, takes a snake and twists it in two, and more.
These qualities more closely relate to the stereotyped male gender. I see this split in
Fiona's personality as a struggle for the presentation of Fiona to try to conform or fit into
the male world. Also her behavior would reflect similar tendencies of an ogre. The other
aspect of Fiona's representation through the eyes of the producers is the spin put on the
spell cast. Fiona takes one bodily form during the day, a skinny princess type, and
another during the night, a fat green ogre. One could say that this day-night reversal
stems from light and dark, good and evil: as skinny and "normal" versus fat and "ugly."
It's important to note that Fiona doesn't want anyone to see her at night, as she believes
that her appearance is ugly and that's how she will be judged. However, when she takes
"love's true form" at the end of the film, as an ogre, it's not until Shrek says she's
beautiful that she believes she's beautiful. It's also interesting to analyze this
representation of beauty, as Fiona becomes beautiful because she conforms to Shrek's
view of beauty, that of an ogre like him.
Some other representations to note besides the beauty aspect found in the film are
the representations of men in Shrek. For instance, Shrek and Duncan talk about their
feelings at different points during the film. The merry men in the forest are presented as
gay French men. Lord Farquaad is drawn as exceedingly short, and numerous jokes are
made at his expense. It is alluded to that he is "overcompensating" for his shortness by
having an enormous castle and kingdom. He is shown having dirty thoughts in front of
the magic mirror (a pornographic video perhaps) about Fiona, and to the viewer it looks
like a child in a king sized bed. It's also pertinent that every aspect of his character
structure is linked to his shortness and in all respects he's judged less of a man because of
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this "impediment." Overall, Shrek challenges and plays on many dominant ideologies;
however, I conclude that it perpetuates far more than it challenges, thus conforming to the
fairy tale myth.
Overall, this chapter has thoroughly explored my analysis of five contemporary
films through the fairy tale structure. I could have written a chapter on each of these
films because I found them to be extremely fascinating due to the gender representation
and the embedded fairy tale structure. It is important to note that in four of the five films
the fairy tale structure is present, dominate, and overly relied upon. Furthermore, it is
clear these representations are channeled through a male dominated system and continue
the subordination of women and certain cultural groups. In the film where the fairy tale
isn't pervasive and overwhelming, I conclude that there are other themes present,
showing male domination, which are more appropriate for this film, and perhaps for this
genre all together. These themes continue to also subordinate women and cultural
groups, but on a different level and with different intentions, whereas, the fairy tale is
definitely specific to the other films and an overwhelming factor in the narrative
structure. Women are shown in these films as secondary and sexualized. It would be
instructive to do a comparison study of these film to an actual Disney version of a fairy
tale. I think one would be surprised at the vast impact this theme still holds on
contemporary non-animated film.
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CHAPTER Vli
DISCUSSION
On a broad level this thesis covered a large amount of information. It explored
some introductory remarks about the situation of the fairy tale as well as the social
implications of this type of research. A literature review followed detailing chapters on
the fairy tale theory, feminist film theory, and a semiotic approach to texts. These
chapters detail such findings as a historical basis for fairy tales as well as gender
representation in the fairy tale structure. Furthermore, feminist film theory illustrated the
importance of detailing a male dominated structure followed by the cultural nature of
film as pertaining to the "male gaze." The literature review finished by exploring a
semiotic approach to film and how to locate meaning held by signs in cultural texts.
Next, a chapter detailed my use of a qualitative approach to research, also containing my
view of subjectivity through research and a grounded approach as an audience member.
Moreover, this chapter included aspects of textual analysis, a qualitative research method
used to analyze cultural texts in order to understand meaning as well as power. This
chapter also details my specific methodology used during my analysis of contemporary
film; including such areas as a thorough character and plot analysis compared to the fairy
tale. Looking at gender representation and a semiotic approach to film also detailed my
methodology used during this study. Following my methodology chapter, I detail my
analysis of each film regarding plot, character, gender representation,
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II

and a semiotic approach, with a conclusion that the fairy tale theme is present and
pervading in four out of the five films.
The final chapter in this thesis contains my concluding remarks about the analysis
of each film, implications of those conclusions on a micro and macro level, strengths and
weaknesses of my research, future research in this area, and any final thoughts about this
project.
There are three important aspects to my findings about the fairy tale ideology in
popular film. First it is present in four out of the five films. Where it isn't present there
are other themes present, and the fairy tale theme still operates by shaping particular
gender representations. I've illustrated through character structure, plot analysis, gender
deconstruction, and a semiotic analysis that the fairy tale theme is present in four of the
five films excluding the horror/thriller genre. Some critics might say that the fairy tale
theme is just a different version of every plot structure in story-telling, and furthermore,
that film shouldn't be taken so seriously since it is just a representation of fantasy, not
meant to reproduce reality. However, from my point of view, the fairy tale theme is
different than other plot structures because it perpetuates stereotyped roles about gender.
Moreover, the fairy tale structure perpetuates harmful themes prescribed for certain
cultural groups. Thinking of film as just a fantasy simplifies the deep and complex
dominant male hierarchy working within our cultural texts. We must also understand that
film is a representation of how some people view the world; therefore, it is essential to
analyze those cultural texts that best illustrate those people's embedded ideologies. We
should strive to study those ideologies because those viewpoints hold the power to
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convey messages to other people, even though they may be harmful to a majority of
individuals.
Now I'll explore the film that didn't illustrate the fairy tale theme, although it is
interesting to note that there are other themes at play in this film that create the same
dominant environment as the fairy tale. I believe that the horror/thriller genre relies on
other themes to perpetuate similar beliefs, such as powerful males competing for more
power, weak females requiring saving, deep psychological issues within human nature, as
well as ending with a sense of relief. I believe that the horror/thriller genre desperately
needs evaluation in these areas to uncover more possible themes. I did find it extremely
interesting that the film had no lead female representation, indicating the possibility of an
entirely new structure embedded in the narrative. Although this is a methodology issue, I
believe it is important to note that this film was recommended to me by a horror/thriller
expert, as a good reflection of the genre, and I had no experience with this particular
movie before he suggested it.
As indicated in the introduction of this thesis there are micro and macro
implications of this analysis of the fairy tale in popular film. On a small level, some
consequences could include disillusionment about everyday structures, stereotyped
beliefs about genders, and a perception that and fails to live up to this theme could imply
failure in one's own life. On a larger scale it is important to note that the fairy tale ideal
contributes to sexual objectification of women, continued subordination of females,
harmful stereotypes of men, and other detrimental effects to relationships among
individuals.
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There are some clear strengths of this research as well as some weaknesses, which
I warn to address. I believe strengths would include exposure of the fairy tale theme as
the first step to making changes in our society and understanding the improvements or
changes in film as a cultural representation. This contributes to clear illustrations of
gender subordination and male dominance. On the other hand, some weaknesses could
include a small sampling of films and narrowed genre options (I believe there are more
than five genres in film). Saturation sampling would have been ideal in each genre.
Furthermore, perhaps more researchers studying this phenomenon would produce other
interpretations than mine. It is clearly only a small start, but an important one.
Moving on to future research, I see three more phases in a continuing
investigation. This examination of popular film is the foundation of further research into
this area. I would like to some day evaluate other researcher's perspectives on this issue.
I think it would be beneficial to also interview and study movie attendees to understand
their perception of dominant themes in film. I also think it is possible to instigate change
in this cinematic industry. As an institution run by audience's reaction, attendance, and
money paid, it's possible to activate a grass roots movement by viewers. However
unlikely this is, it's still possible to try to facilitate. In fact, that is most feminist film
theorists goal. 1 also think that change could happen in the form of hiring or supporting
alternative writers of cultural texts and perhaps turning the tables and trying new and
different producing styles in film as an industry. It is important to address one more issue
that came up during my research. One scholar suggested that change in film could never
happen, and that if it did occur there would be another group of individuals who felt they
were being dominated by another superior group. In my point of view this is absurd, and
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while there are perhaps degrees of dominance that are always going to be present, if one
can change the way individuals are "cultured" then it is possible to create harmony
among all groups.
Some of my final thoughts about this project are personal and public, both of
which are important to discuss. As a moviegoer, I feel cheated by this industry in so
many ways. I think that modem film perpetuates harmful themes and represents a
money-grubbing avenue to dominance. I think producers take away my choice for a new
and different aspect to film by perpetuating the same themes over and over again. For
instance, in my hometown, we have two public theaters, both run by the same big
business, both bringing the same types of films and themes to its viewers, and both
providing no other outlet for different movies. Yes, we get the occasional independent
film, but that is only if it was a sleeper that did "well" at the box office in another city,
and then it may be available for a few days at the most. I am tired of paying $8 to see the
same abuses to gender representation. Sc should I stop going to the movies? No, what I
can do, is perform evaluative research such as this and try to facilitate new and different
ideas and ideologies. Perhaps, I should become a movie writer. That is possible, but
would a big studio such as MGM, 20th Century Fox, or AOL Time Warner support a film
based on a cannibalistic female gunned down by a mother of two? I don't think so. Or
perhaps if I wrote a film script based not on the opposite of a male script, but developed
my own ideas based on equality and female imagination, would that make it into big
business? I am not sure. I like to think that new strides have been made every day, but I
guess only time will tell. I also feel sad in some respects because 1 think that people
become narrow-minded because of the perpetuation of dominate themes. I was talking
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once with someone who said to me, "Well, there are no other genres that could happen,
we already have all the possibilities." And I thought to myself, "What makes this person
so sure that there aren't 100 more different kinds of films?" Have they been so
enculturated to think inside the box of big business? I believe that there are endless
amounts of new genres and different types of films waiting to be shown to the masses,
but will that ever happen? I'm not sure. I think that humans are complex and deep and
that we have more than five different mindsets, and someday I hope cultural texts, such
as film, may be able to reflect people's depth.
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